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HALL I

PRESS

Published erery day (Sundays
excepted) by th<
PORTLAND PUBLISHING

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

TO LEI.

Lost

Large and Desirable Store to Lease
large, commodious and light store No. 18 ExrpHE
JL
change street, containing 5 floors 85 x 20 feet.
The cheapest rent on the street.
Enquire of F. O.
BAILEY
CO., 15 Exchange Street.
fe2tf

CO.,

Exchange St. Portland.

at 109

I
THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Board Wanted.

T»Y

is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

young man of

a

steady habits,

Rates of Advertising : One inch ot space,
of column, constitutes a “square.**
$i50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w^ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “AUCTION
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
$ 1 50.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first
insertion,
and o0 cents per square for each
subsequent inser-

A

m,HE subscriber has steam power and all the

making Ships’ Blocks; also a stock
manufacturing. Want a man to work by

2?®
HENRY SIJ??.
McGILVERY, Belfast, Me.
0Pt 'he

—

business.

~

Address
.jaltidlm

Wanted.
energetic MEN
RELIABLE
good wages am) exp
but
of

canvass, to whom
will be paid.
Nolle
men
good habits need apply. Address P. 0.
Drawer 1382, or cal! at Room 8 Fluent
Block, Port-

deldtl

W. C.

To Let.
PARLOR and square room over it, with or
without board; also, smaller rooms.
no7dtf
No. 4 Cotton Street.

the Eastern Railroad Depot and MidBETWEEN
dle St., Wednesday, the 24th
wallet
Dee.,

CLARK,

a

containing from eighiy to ninety dollars. The findwill be liberally rewarded by
leaving it at this
oame.

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Wanted.

WATER
tl

ap21

BUTLER &

HOUSEKEEPER,

de!7dtf_

PIPING.
LIBBY,

& Counsellors at

Attorneys

ac^ve Woman to take charge of household duties in a boarding house. Addre-s
Post

IN

mav!4tf

Law,

MIDDLE

M. M.

ST.,

Butler.

J.

PORTLAND.

delGdtf

€.

C. F. Libby.

PETTENGILL,

dealer in New and Second-hand

or

can

pleasant

Furniture, Crockery, Glass-Ware, &e.,
manufacturer of Black Walnut Book Cases, Office
Desks. Tables, Book Racks, Clothes Horses, and Toy
Furniture. All kinds of Furniture neatly repaired.

67

Fcder I Ntreet, between Penrl and
Market, Portland, Me.

E3T*Agent for the Davis Washer.

M.

WM.

ja9tf

MARKS

& Job Printer

Book, Card

WITH
for families

€OEB, Nos. 28 nu<l 30 Pearl Street*
direct route between New Custom
Mouse and Post Office, near the Market.

Every Description of

work

promptly and carefully

xecuted, and at the lewest prices.
ap22 tc

C OUMSELLORS AT LAW,

Portland Me.

6m

HOOPER,

UPHO LSTEEER
Nos. 31 aud 33 Free St.,

Suita, Lounges. Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
LonDge., En-

Bed

MEANS, Pearl Street,

op-

ameled Chair., Arc.
rjp-All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
oct5-*69TT&Sti
boxed and matted.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

BEN], ADAMS,

Exchange

cor,

eral Street..

nnd

Fed-

holetering

ARTIST,

done

order.

to

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Ulupp’s Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Horse Shoeing and

_

Done in

Carriage repairing

the best

possible manner by S.
YOUNG Ac CO.. No. 102 Fore St.

ABNER
Aaents

LAW,

AT

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET,

Portland, Maine.
Special and prompt attention given to collections
of e*ery kind, and the execution of legal documents.

IOW ELL, 133 Middle Street.
for Howard Watch Company.

A. KEITH.
MERKlBh_
flauufnviurers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

R. DURAN A CO., Ill Middle and
116 Federal (Streets.

3.

Masons and Builders.
REDI.ON, 233 1-2 Cnngree.

N E.

LOTHROP.DEVENS A
Sreet and 48 Market 8t.

CO., til Exbange

J.
Cross,

Portland.

Photographers.

SO. 883 CONGRESS STREET,

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. UAMMON, 132 Middle St.,cor. Crou.

STREET.

MAY

removed to

Roofers.

MAIN E.

Sign and Awning Hanging.
M. YOUNG. No. 109

ABNER

PHOTOGRAPHER,

ore

Street.

ja5dly

may 20

STURDIVANT,
D3ALEKS

179 Commercial Si., Portland.
Sole agents m Maine tor the sale and shipment ot
the Celebrated C'oal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
sale

at lowest

market

price,

rt’ilkcsbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and PittstoE
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels proeutt.l for the t ran port at ion of coals iron,
tfaur21
rt of shinment
any point desired.

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,
S.

C.

88 MIDDLE

STREET,

(in Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

B. F. LVBBV, ViO. 909 Fore
UroiN St., in Oeleno’s Mill.

Will practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countdeyeod&wtf
ies.

J. V/. & H. H.
Ac V uioia Sin.

Attorneys
No.

1-2

Law,

Exchange

Portland, Jan. 15,1874.

Street.
jal6d&wSm

MCBUEEEE, Cor, Mi. 1<I I

Philadelphia, Dec 24, 1873.
if ever, pick up a uewspai*er without
seeing, among the first items that arrest niv attention, the lecorri of a terrible boiler explosi n
Very many causes are assigned for this loss of life
and property. A great deal is said as to whar should
be done and what should not be done. But 1 scarcely ever hear it said that the e explosions are due to
an accumulation of Scale in the Boiler, and yet tight
out of ten instanc s tba> occur in our midst are undoubtedly due to this cause.
Now. permit n e to say that I manufacture a Comthat will readily and thoroughly remove this
incrustation; and while I am constantly “ending it
over the United States, I i/xaet uo paj for its use unless it gives perfect satisfaction and fulfils all he
claims I make for it.
My preparation w ill remove Scale from any Boiler,
no mailer how dec
may b^the ircrusat on, an t at
ilie same time it will prevent iniuty to
xml,from anything which may be l eld in solution by the
water contained .n it. This article will absolutely
prevent the formal ion of Scale if timely intioduced.
J lie pow er which 1 manufacture lias been carefully tested by some of the ablest chemists in the
country, and its fitness to keep iron clean and to
pieserve it has been demonstrated by them in the
most satisfactory manner.
If you will send for niv circular,with my terms and
full particulars, or give me a call. I think I will be
able to convince the most sceptical that this composition will justify all I cl *im for it.
Very respectfully yours,

I

GEO, W. LORD.
(Ic21tr

THE

F.

the market.

ON

to

save

more
use it,

day.

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.
OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
MAINE,

_tf

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
jThe three points ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant and thorough circnlatton of puie air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3id; no
nte'mingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of Its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
je5dtf
4k Co.b Ice House, Portland, Me.

apply

Dissolution of

Forest

City

short

now

ready

in Town

out, by day

or

with good horses and careful driver. All who may
favor us with theiir patronage will be sure ol the
best possible attention.
bine in tlie Liven line, from
anyf
riin n to
a nice single M.ve
sia hi u<«iiu.
Good Hacks furnished lor all occasions in any number.

o

City Stable, 451 Congress

Forest

STATEMENT OE THE
—

OF THE

CONDITION

subscribed. 160 i»C0,00
naid in
157,625.47

Estate, Buildings

Portland, Me.. January 7, 1874.
sworn

to

jal5d3w

before me.
A. W. BRADBURY,
Justice of the Peace.

On

Flooring

No. IOO middle Street, Portland.
Bank on the first day
interest the same day.
day, begins on interest the
month.

this
deposited
of any month begins
MONK!
i
other
in

on an v
deposited
day of the

first

Kidney & I/iver Complaint*, Sick Head,
ache. Female Weeklies-. Niatic and
Chronic Rhenmnlwm and
Seiofalou* Affection*.
L. BAR1being introduced into this State bythe
Doctors
It comes well recommended by

and those that have used it, have no hesitation
saying that it will prove to be the best blood puiifier
ever used in this State.

junl7d&wtf

A. M. BURTON. Treasurer.

Sebago Dye House,
NO.

in

CO., Wholesale A«l«.
Retailed l»v F. Swectser, J7 Market Square: C. L.
Gilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hay, Middle St.;
Sargent Coe, Cor. ol Congress and Temple. del3*5m

following

IV PLUM

IVI’citl'

STREET.

'ateof Foster Dye House of this

VS6"*1 th,e t0 do
h.i and .ie^nsinJ^'8
rea,dy
°f gemlenie'B
Plum St

tion

where

gnarauS8
H'

8110701.
au27dly

V HouseofNo. 17
aM

kinds
dyegarments. Satisfac-

McVET><FOBt«r" Scotch

Dyer),
No. 17 Plum Street.

Quality.

Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning Auid
shall cause every cask or o het vessel thereof to be
so inspected and marked, by a sworn
inspector, And
if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning Auid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not bicn so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall
pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars ox be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments
sep20dtf

BROWN’S

Responsible Agents wanted

lor unoccupied terriIn localities where agencies are not yet estabuntil
such
are
lished,
establisned, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send t
circular to

WING &

SON,

417 Broome St., New York
pi 7

ly

Imperishable

Fragrance.
MURRAY

ever

TARRH, Are.. Ac., Arc.

It may be aaed freely.
It afford- immediate relief.
It will not make yon aneezc.
It agree, with evert body.
It does not soil th handkerchief.
It is entirely dissolved by the secretions
of the head.
Its effect ia magical.

PREPARED ORLY

perfumes,

use

ChiDcse performance.

The oldest tomb-stone in Trinity Churchyard is that of Richard Churcher, who died
ou August 5, 1681,
age five years aud five
Mrs. Jenkins complained in the
evening
that the turkey she bad eaten didn't set well.
Probably,” said Jenkins, “it was not a hen

turkey.”
The following question is
respectfully addressed to the clergy: Whether a person who
sits in the gallery ot the church is
responsible
for deeds done in the tody?

Young Lady—“Oh, I am so glad yon like
birds; which kind do you adm-re most? Old
Squab—“Well, I think the goose, with plenty
of stuffing is a <out as good as aDy.”
A California

paper having obtained a new
startling tact in a haltcolumn article headed “Still Another I Our
Course Indorsed by the People 1”

subscriber,

records the

Holmes’ notion of contentment:
••Little I ask: my wants are few;

ol al

News is

scarce

in Minnesota.

tle reminder now and then.”

AND IN THE BATH.
As there are imitations and counterfeits, always
ask for the Flordia Water which has on the bottle,
on the label, and on the pamphlet, the names ot
HKJRRAV d? If Aim Alt’, without v hich none
in genuine
au8d23w
jyl old

An

The following is a copy of a notice displayed in a field in South London: “Ladies and

gentlemen

are requested not to steal turnips.
Other persons, if detected, will be prosecuteJ.”

Policeman (to individual who has arrived

“RESUKGAH,”

at the maudlin

Invigorating, strengthening
Cordial

stage)—“Now, then,

Prepared from the original formula <g the late
un. JOHN D. BDIZI1LL

E.

C.

K.

—

TODD, M. D.,

Tremont

374

Street,

W hat are you a-tbinkin’ on loitering here ?”
Individual—“I was (hie) a tbinkin’ o’ turnin’
over quite a noo leaf sir; quite a noo leaf!’

Directions accompany each bottle.

PRICE

ONE

A little knot of ladies were discussing the
subject of marriage. One of the party, a
single young lady, said: “Matchesfare made
in Heaven.” “Very likely,’’ was the quick
I rejoiner of a married lady, “and they are Often dipped in the other place.”

I?mmv got his gold pen taken away in
school lor unseasonable
scribbling, and the
teacher’s desk-key turned on it, and
Tommy
says that if this course of locking up gold is to
be persisted in, there will be in that school a

BOSTOJST.

d&w3m

MB.

BY

—

Moulton

DOLLAR,

financial,

or some

Spinal
COOS,
Worltiu;
Lej>ifM
\Adjnsinhle

Carted
CLAMP.

Molds

Firmest'

EDW.

CLIFFORD.

3m

H.

<M

name

Old Age, not Disease, should end

CO.,

1829.1

Street,

D.vspeiMa,

ness.

Hr, and Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LE *D, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE

FITTINGS, PUMPS, Ac.. Ac.

Our Pare White Lead, b oth dry andgraund In oil
warrant to be strictly pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and dnrability, it It. not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
American.
BE^ln order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our hade-mark an
eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every packge of our Pare Eead. None genuine witoout it.
we

W. F,

Phillips

and

nervous

&

Co.,

agents for THE CO.,

1(EW
New

teblS

i*23

maladies.

&

ST.

Sale !

300 tons superior White and Red
Oak ship Timber ready lor .minediate delivery on board
the cars at this station.
Apply to
LYMAN MITCHELL,
j^J*2w
Kennebunk Drpot, Me.

toInve n toksT
latent Owners, and all Interested in Patents.

Prospectus ol tlie New England Association
of Inventors and Patent Owners contains matters of great importance to all interested iu Patents
and Inventions. Sent to any address on application
H. E. TOWNSEND,
to
133 Summer St, Boston. Mass.
ja30d2w

THE

THE

Spectacles,

Best for the Eyes yet Invented.

WATCHES,

C. H.

Jeweler,

Chronometers and Clocks,

■A.t 54

Exchange

jat3

77 Middle

—By—

WE

for the Superior Waltham Watcben*

which
AGENT
for

maintain their well earned reputation
timekeeping ant' reasonable price, in every variety of gold anu silver cases—open face ami hunters#
Kev winders and stem winders.

Special

Notice

mvl2-d9mo

to

Wasting Sekago

all
Persons
Water.

Sebazo water

wasting
to prevent freezing,
ALLto persons
taat the rules of the

or

allowing it

hereby notified
will be rigidly enCompany
be shut oft’ without no

run

are

forced. and their water will
tice unless the

ja29dlw

same

is

stopped

at

once.

L. D. SHEPLKY,
Secretary.

A Chigago reporter went to report
al in

church,

a

funer-

the other

day, and being, like all
other Chicago reporters’ in a state of heathen
darkness about Christmas, he wrote out a long
description of the evergreen decorations under
the i npresston that they had been put up for

AND

EXAMINE.

77 Riddle St..

You can find a splendid new instrument for sale low for cash, by
calling at 14 Boyd Street.

NOTICE TO LUMBERMEN
Sale,
FOR
limits,
tlie River

Four Hundred Square Miles Timber
1 covered with larye Pine, situated on
Gatineau, near Ottawa. Canada. The Surveys s report and map of the limits may be seen by
calling on the undersigued at 90 Exchange Street.
jaWlm
JAS. E. PlilNDLE.
we

the
in
Store
Book
United States.
COLBYS’. 119 Exchange St. Largest stock in
the city and lowest prices.
All kinds ot Books
wholesale prices or less. Albert Colby (4‘tbe old

Cheapest

At
at

man”) goes to Baltimore 28tb instant but will return to
Portland, in March tor a few days only.
ALBERT COLBYS’SONS,
d©4tf
Publishers and Booksellers,

JanlStf

ASTRAL

as

the tiest

safegard

when

lamps are

OIL

used.

Send for

For sale at retail by the trade generally, and at
wholesale by the proprietors, CHA.. PRATT A’ CO..
108 Fulton

Street. New

au25w6m

York.

A CARL)

•

ben abs-nt from the city
subscriber h
more
fullSIIing large contracts,
Informing his friends
and the public gene*ally that he has retnrned, and
iB prepared to perform any work In IPs line of busiiving
than five years,
for
THE
takes this method of

ness, such

8

Pile-Driving, Bridge nr Wharf Bnild■ag, Be,
and that he has supplied himself with Pnmps, Submarine Sawing Machines, &e.. and is prepared to cut
off and remove sunken Piles, bnild Coffer dams ami

and pnmd ont the water. He baa a faithful corps ol
skillful assistants so that he Is en bled to perform all
contracts promptly and satisfactorily.
His office is at 31 Commeri ial street, with J. J. Gerrish & Co and all orders lelt there will be promptly
attended to.

SAMVEL TEAGVE,
fe3tf

Bridge

Wharf Bailder, Be.

and

aHbjTy

Who has been

one

Printing Office

a

year in

or

has been

one or more

in

High

our

wanted at
learn the
J»14
®

*

JR

Jyr

who
years

School,

is

this Office to

Printer’s trade.
2ptf

Parties
to purchase Sales of anv
Size or style of
Bnish, will and it tor their interest to call at .o.
42} Exehangj Street, before
puichasing, and examine a sample and price
list, of the celebrated “Briggs Sate.” the most
highly approved of any Safe now in the mar-

intending

CP
r#\ het.
^M2
ja27eod3wi

PBINT1NG
JOB
cuted at this Office.

old sermon;
that the min-

points in

the

occasion.

A

(Massachusetls)preacber
preach. In his discourse
was an allusion to the insane asylum at Somerville. And, forgetting that he va.- in Ando-

lately

ing, storing or handling it.
The immense yearly loss to life and property, resulting from the use >f chean and dangerous oils in
the United States, is appalling.
The Insurauce Companies and Fire Commissioners
throughout the country recommt-nd the ASTRAL
circular.

There are many sermons good enough to be
repeated to the same congregation, and when
clergymen exchange pulpits the hearers rath-

Somerville

Absolutely sate. Perfectly odorless. Always unform. 11 uroi'jating qualities suiierior to gas. Burns
in any lamp without danger of exploding or takm
fire. Manufactured expressly to uibplace the use cl
volatile dangerous oils, lis safety under every possible test, aim its perfect burning qualities, ate proved bv Its continued use in over 300,00 families.

tf

Ja23tf

SEATER,

says you are an old tool, but must be petted because you are rich—but it’s a
great secret, and I musu't tell!”

expect to be treated with an
follow, however,
ister should not change the local
manuscript to suit the place and

general line ot

PRATT’S

IN",
Street,

AGRST FOR PORTLAND.

a

CALL

Iu A M 8 O

New Piano for Sale.
St«

ma

but it does not

JEWELRY.

01 Foreign and American Make,

Spectacles and Jewelry,

I

er

GLASSES,

(NEAR P. O.)

d2w

Ship Timber for

and every watch

Also,

C. H. LAIUSOY,

CO.,

COMMERCIAL

lvTT&S

than ever,

And

Especially

Cienfinesous Molasses just
received and for sale by

Arundel Pebble

Imported Watches.

CPERA

weak-

ot

iUOLASSES !

BUY

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

cases

rccomended for Ladies.
See that you pet the
LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist, Grocers,
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broadway New York City.
dc3d6m
G. GORDON & CO.

9S

Lead !

Charley: “Because

Charley: “O, I want
“Rich! why so?'—
want to be petted, and

SALE.

warranted.

Recommended by the faculty in all

SMITH, GAGE

BOSTON

Selling cheaper

Composed of

MANUFACTURERS OF

and

American &

BEEF BRANDY &c TONICS.

BOSTON

While

Hie.

Portland

WATCH

!

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL !

jal2dlm

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver

Pure

28 Spriner Street*
nol4tf

“Well Charley, what

do you want now?’’
to be rich.”—Uncle:

the funeral.

CEO. 8. HUNT.

in

Old bachelor uncle:

Days

our

observant mother.

LEAKY ROOFS

J. M. HIcl OY & CO.,

LIQUID EXTRACT OF BEEF

of

10,1874.

you have

LIEBIG’S

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.
Jan.

WORK, Agent,

3m*

when with a box ol our Elastic
Cement you can yourself stop all
leaks around yoar Chimnies, Skylights, Gutters, etc. Ten lbs. box
es 50 els*, fifteen lbs. 7S c's. Every
box is warranted and has on it
directions for using.

un!•deowly

NOTICE!
WK8888. JOSEPH P. Tn0'IP808
and FKF.D E. *«.IdEHf have been admit ed to
an interest in my business from
January 1st, 1874,
under the firm

CO.,

Providence, R. I.
44 Broad afreet, Boaton, Maan.

HENRY CLFIFORD.

WM.

TOOL

Why will

a party, while a
young lady was playing
peculiar bril'iancy of touch, a bystander
bachelor exclaimed, “I’d give the world for
those fingers!’’ “Perhaps you might
get the
whole hand by asking,” said the young
lady 's

with

For rale by all respectable Druggists.
jal6

Durable;
Double

other kind of disturbance.

At

Send for Historical Fuels.

ROLLS,

Moot

STREET,

move on-

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,

Wringer.

PROVIDENCE

In the effort

to present something fresh, a Lanesboro paper has found it necessary to publish the Ten
Commandments, under an excuse of a “gen-

AT THE TOILET,

BY

Agents for the State of Maine,

Providence

for

mo«t delicate
on tne

HANDKERCHIEF,

Hf-Fir sale by all Druggists anil Apothecaries.

PORTLAND,

yet

as a

I only wi*h a hat of 9 one.
(A very plain brown ntone will do.)
*J hat I may tall my own.”

FLORIDA WATER,

GEORGE T. BROWN 4c CO.,
S Beacon Street. Boston, mass.
General

One of >ur exchanges contains an art’cle
the Magnoliun Drama; we presume it
must be acted in Florida
although the writer
on

CELEBRATED

CENTS.

S.°>

Don’t strain your voices
scoldiug your chilThe little wre.ches won’s
appreciate

dren.

LAYMAN’S

made,)

Baa been in use far the laat twelve yean,
and ia acknowledged to be the beat ar'iele
extant, for the cure of Cold in the Head,
Tickling io the Thtont Allaying the pain
and tightneaa in the Head cauaed by CA-

PRICE

&

The richest, most lasting,

WH(TE CATARRH SNUFF
(The only White Catarrh Snuft

yourself.

mouths.

tory.

We quote from chap. 39 K. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being •‘Inspection and sale of Manufactured

i31d1w

ja30

on

—FOR—

•I. W. PKIIHINH Ac

CHARLES

hand and sawed to dimenO40ns.
**ine

The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, ai a di ap price—many
of which are little betterihan Naptha itself—and the
existence of (alse reports in regar to the Portland
Kerosene Oil. renders it a matter ofjustice to outselves, as well as safety to consumers, hat some no
lice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
ugain present an advertisement, an. I would call attention to the high standatd o our tills. The Refined
Petroleum, the Are test of which is 122; TIie Portland Kerosene, the Are test of which is 12S degrees
Fahrenheit, and often readies considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

PORTLAND, ME.

Mlainr Savings Bank.

(Copy right secured April 30,1S72.)

Now

80 MIDDLE

Hard Pine Timber

AMD STEP BOABDS.

BLOOD PURIFIER.

j

and

Machinery. 154,407.89
Last Valuation as fixed by the Assessors.. 98,400.00
The Company ow es nothing.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Treasurer.
Subscribed and

Portland Kerosene Oil

STREET.

—

Eagle Sugar Refinery,

Invested in Real

Prices Low for the

Would inform the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

THE

Street.

FERNALO & SAWYER.
WF&Mtf

del7

WARRANTED SEVFN (7) TEARS

Kerosene Oil Company

undersigned have formed a copartnership
under the above style for the practice of law.

evening,

or

Purchasers* testimonials from an parts ol the U.3.

Depot.
de23tf

CLIFFORD & CLIFFORD.

SLEIGHING PARTIES,

FOR

Cywimrf and Dock, First, corner of E Street
State street, Bostou.
Otice. No.
my3codly

LETT.

FREE
Portland, January 29,1874.

at

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

Dli. BivUVVX S

5

ol ,air

ed bv the

artf

required

3. HI. HEATH.

promptly and neatly exe-

Theological Seminary.
How

Quacks

Thrive.

ter understood, not only by those who are in
danger of becoming their victims, but by the
officers of the law. We recently became
cognir
ant of a case which, although flagrant and
cruel to the last degree, is no worse than hundreds of others occurring every day in the
dens of these thieves, scattered
through some
of the.less frequented streets of the city.
A gentleman, who had in his
employ a

of iudustrious habits and
up

right character, recently called upon

us

and

stated that he feared that the
young man had
fallen into the hands of a
quack in the city,
who was taking ail his
earnings.and endeavoring to fleece him of every dollar of his prop“e
had
solicited the loan of $700,
«».
which be confessed he desired to
pay to a
French doctor
(1) who proposed to cure him

dangerous

diease. The gentleman deaid him in attempts to save the vicfrom the clutches of the quack, and, as he
had been unable to influence him, proposed
hat we allow him an interview.
This we did, and learned that tbe young
"bat
man really bad ro disease whatever;
fancying that be was sick, from reading tbe
advertisements in a newspaper, he called upon the advertising doctor, who, after thumping bis ribs aud “sounding” him with a

us to
sjred
tim

stethoscope pronounced him*‘far goue” in consumption. He bad already been taking his
nostrums six months, paying large sums there
for; but at tbe last visit to the great French
doctor, he had discovered another Uiease,
which he could not undertake to cure for less
than $1,000 cash in band. As a special favoi
to him, however, he would cu^e the malady
for $700 in advance; and th1* sum he was en-

deavoriug to

are

mm°?

advertisi.ig\j£k“nd,/|£‘
Iea4, extoTun*

An Ancient Dinner.—The excavations
Pompeii are going on with an at liviiy stimulated by the important discoveries made at
almost every step, and the quaniities of gold
and silver tound which more than suffice to
cover the cost of tne works.
Near the Temple ol Juno, of which an account was recently given, has been brought to light a bouse
belonging to some millionaire of the time, as
luinituie is of ivory, bronze and marble
ibe co ches of the
trnclinium, or dining
*are "Nsllj extreme richness.
t he flooring consists of
immense mosaics
well preserved in
parts, of which the centre
a
table
repres-nts
laid out for a grand dinner.
In the middle, on a large dish,
may be seen a
splendid peacock with its tail spread out, and
placed back to back with another bird also of
beautiful plumage, Around them are
arrang
ed lobsters, one 01 which holds a blue egg in
its claw, a sec mil an oyster, which
appears
to be Iricasseed, as it is open aud covered
with herus; a third a rat farci, aud a tourtb a
small vise fi:l*<1 wiih fried
grasshoppers.
Next comes a circle of dishes of flsh, interspersed with others f partridge-, tares and
squirrels, which all have their heads placed
between their lore feet.
Then comes a row of sausages of ail
fotms,
supported by one ot eggs, oysters, ard olives,
which in its turn is suirounded
by a double
circle, of peaches, cherries, melon, and other
fruits and vegetables! The wails of the trinclinium are covered with tresco painting- of
birds, fruits, flowers, game, and fi-h of all
kinds—the whole interspersed with drawing*
which leud a charm to the whole rot easy to
de-ci iOe. On a table of rare wood carved a i
inlaid with gold, marble, aeate, and lapia lazu-

li,

raise

by mortgaging

were

found amphom

ami some
zine.

goblets

Value

of

of

stm conta nii.g wiue,
onyx.—Shilling Maga-

Sleep.—We do not propose to

th's subject

threadbaie; yet, attaching
we do to sleep as a rtciuilhesitate
not in speaking a word In
ing power,
its tavor at all times. It must be lemeuiberej that sleep repairs uot the vital functions
only, but simultaneously those tu. ciions
which we distinctively describe as mental attributes, and ot which tb.- brain is, tu our limited comprebens'on, the organic iustiumeut.
The intellectual part of our nature, takiug
the phrase in its largest sense, is exhausted
by its continued exercise, in tike mauner as
the bodily organs, and requires the intermittent periods of repose and repair. It' other
proof were needed of the great tunctiou which
sleep fulfills in the economy of life, it may at
once be found in tbd effects wuicb follow the
privation of ibis tepair. A single sleepless
night lel.s its tale, even to lue most caieless
observer. A long series of such nights re-ulting, aa often happens troni an overtaxed aud
anxious brain, may often warrant serious appreheusion, as an index of mischief alreaiiy
exiling, or the cause of evil at band, lnstan.tes of this kind, we believe, are lamil.gr
But
to the expercnce of every physician.
here, as in so many ot er" cases, tLe evil of
deficiency has its counterpart ,n the evil ot
exce>s.
Sleep protracted beyond the need of
repair, and encroachiug habitually upon the
hours of wakiug action, impairs more or less
the functions of the brain, snd with them all
the vital powers.
wear

the

importance

_

Tradition.—Among the Sc’lninole
Indians there is a singular tradition retarding
the white man s
origin and superiority.
They say that wnen the Great Spirit made
the earth, be also made three men, all of
whom were fair fair complexiomd, and alter
making them he led them to 'he mirgiu of a
small lake, aud bade them leap in. and wash,
One obeyed and came out of the water
puier
Indian

and fairer than before: the second hesitated

moment, during which lime the watei, agitated by the first, had become mudded, aud
when he bathed he came out
copper-coioied;
the third did Dot leap till the water became
black with mud, and he came out its own
color. Then the Great Spirit laid belore
them three packages, and out ol
pity for bis
misfortune in color, gave the blaca man the
first choice. He took bold of each ot the
packages, and baviug felt the weight, chose
the heaviest; the coppei-colored then chose
the next heaviest, leaving ihe while man
the lightest. When the packages weie opened, the first was found to couiatn spades,
bees, and ail the implements ot labot; Joe
second enwrapped hunting, fishing, aou warlike apparatus; the third gave the while man
pens, ink, and paper—the engine of the mind,
the means of mutual improvement, the social
link of humanity, the foundation of the while
man’s superiority.
a

Cannon Madeof Ice.—A hollow cylinder
will bes.r agrta er str.iu than a scl.d one

Many ot us kiiow by experiment what a bard
pressure an egg will resitt when placid endwi-ebttwe, n the hands. This curious stiength
in round but weak substauces is due to the
exact ordeily arrangement of their particles,
i. e., in perfect curves. A meotorab e illustration was seen m the mock artillery set to
play guaid n Iront ol that cieatiou ol imperial whim, the ice-palace ot Caibarine ot Russia
Beloie the paiace stood six cannors of
ice, aud two mortars formed like cast pieces.
The cannons weie eix-p<.under*, which are
commonly loaded with three pouuds of powder; these, however, were '.oaled with only a
qu rter of a pound, and canie I a b ill o! stuffed hemp, and some-times ot iton. The balls,
at a di-tance ol sixty paces, pa-sed through a
board two inches in thickness; the lee ot Ihe
cannons coulel not have beeD more than three
or fou: inches in thickness, and yet it icsisted
the force of the explosion.
niMI-ELLANEVKH SUTICEI
T« the Jlaaifmlartn wf P-rttwwA.
The Board of Alanm'actvrers respectfully anthe manufacturers of Portland that
exhibition of all the goods and wan s manufactured in out city, or elsewhere, under the direction and control of our ciiizms. will be held
in Afay next at our City Hall, 10 be called The
Portland Industrial Exhibition," provided, sufficient encouragement is received to warrant so
important undertaking by the Board,

nounce to
an

Few people id our city, and noue nut of it,
of the arnouut, variety
nnj- nrio/jn-ifo
or value of Portland
manufactures.
• The
object of this proDosed exhibition
to
hard

A WARNING TO THE SVlUBlt.
The Boston Journal of Chemistry publishes
the following fact, which may
perhaps prove
a warning to some other
poor deluded victim:
The amount ot money paid to medical
quacks in this and other cities every year is
much greater than is supposed, and the ingenious ways in which large sums are extorted from their frightened dupes should be bet-

of a

fch

01

b

at

to Andover to

man

fafe9 'V,

inu

thousai d bouiul
!fap’’i
to these miserable
operating through their
are
*
from them every dollar
they posse
Thf
■urns taken are often
very large
anil the
iniquity is ot no mean proportions. To detect and punish these offenders is a
difficult
matter, but it does seem that some plan
be
devised
which
the cities and
might
by
large towns should oc rid ol a class of impostors more dangerous and unspating than
midnight robbers.

went over

ver, he said: “Sooner than a child of mine
should be subjected to such influences, I would
he willing to have him confined in yonder institution,” pointiug directly to the Andover

young

intelligence, was
Irigbten-

thoroughly
*fded andand
^

[lie

your sacrifice.

“Independent**

“The American Piano has deservedly become
popular instr-unem.”

very

Boot and Shoe

—

anu

Hard Pine Plank, hard

ml teotlTf
^OiUPOtND

NOS. 4 &

AT

J. H.Cliadwick & Co., Ag’ts
favorite craft (formerly Enterprise) having
THIS
been remodelled and greatly improved,
fitteri
in
the best possible style, is
notice, and on reasonable terms,

Aro/n Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Eianii
•‘I conscientiously bt’leve that
your Piauo is in
every respect a most magniriceut instrument.**

THE PORTLAND

generally too much
class, and not enough to

A here—The man who persists in talking
about himself when you wish to talk about

speaks of it

GOLRTH WAITE’S

therefor.
Portland. Me.. April 21 1873.

to suit one

suit another.

Numerous Count) Fairs.

Form the

as

A creedless church lias

religion

Ohio State Fair, 1871 &
1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

11

MARKETSQUARE

DWIGHT C. GOLDGB <* CO.,

[Incorporated

St.,

No. 80 Middle

11

having been this day dissolved by the withdrawal of
John T. lingers, Jr., the busioese of said dim will be
continued by Dwight C. Goldet under the stjle of

Belle.

up

purchasing and be
no humbug.

Call before

satisfied that this is

un-

BOSTON LEAD

to will m all applications
|)C made mil who
haa fall newer to settle lntrlnimme„t.
h

or

CASH AT A GREAT REDUCTION
FROM FORMER PRICES.

as as

Gossip and Gleanings.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

sold for

Copartnership.

r

Portland,

Jan.

weie

iP'IKST PREMIUMS l

Cost J

ev
y variety, and includes a full
line of
Slippers, bought expressly
for the Uoliday trade, and will be

no24eod

STEVENS & CO.
fe2dlw

fhe snow-flakes,
pure
W<w'1,Rnr hearJ®
llke »>«* crystals of air;
would
l>»
faldng,
I i&rSSE Survac“‘
Like
flakes,
spotless and fair.
snow

this

firm

our

snow flakes are falling.
as peace round the hearth,
caressing, embracing,
they light on ihe desolate earth.

The American Piano.

This Stock embraces a tall as
sortment of seasonable Goods of

style
DWIGHT C. COLDER Sc CO.,

;

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen Agent.
29, 1874.
ja29dlm

Portland,

of

copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
Dwight C Gold and Johu T. Rogers, Jr.,
der the
of

broke, Me.
1 Chest marked Matthew Glode, Tremont, Me.
1 small Chest marked Geo. N. Marden.
1 Ety. Trunk, marked Wm. Graves.
1 Carpet Bag, Str. “City of Richmond,’* check No.
140.
1 Black Valise, Str. “City of Richmond,** check
No. 43.
1 Sailors* Bag, “Str. “City of Richmond,** check
No 92.
1 Sailors* Bag, marked Sam*l Curtis, Lynn, Mass.
5 Sailors* bags, not marked.
1 Chest, not marked.
1 Russet Trunk, not marked.
2 Black Trunks, not marked.
•
7 Bik. Valises or Bags.
1 Russet Valise.
1 Black Valise.
1 Carpet Bag.
1 Baud Box.
Band Basket.
alsc—

CUSHING.)

COPYBIOBTED.

Steamboat Co., Railroad Wharf:
1 Chest marked Mrs. D.-uriel Curls, Lewiston. Me.
1 small Chest marked Henry E. Hilton, West Pem-

AOENT EOB MAINE,

Ko. 2 Park Street

A. E.

Portland, Jan. 31,1874.

Baggage.

R. Guile, Ellsworth.

St

at

As gently
And softly

FRED. T. MEAHER & CO.,

Notice.
STEVENS retireB from

E. Q.

following described Baggage remains
in Store House of the Portlam Bangor
THEclaimed
& Macbias

_

(Successors to DOANE, TV INO

Deering Block, Congress, cor. Preble St.,

—

meats

RIGHTS,

Regardless

COPARTNERSHIP.

d6tw4w6

—

STOCK OF

raise the money and commence
would soon be t >o late.

•

yet there

lilliAs B. CALLAWAy.|

the window, and listen
To the soft and musical rhyme
Of the snow-flakes that softly are falling,
Wa.tzing and whirling to time.

which mast be sold at once,

Eslate

IHnnpy to Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collecied, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

GORHAM, Me.,. ...Monday, Feb. 9.
11.
SACCARRAPPA, Me.,.Wednesiay,
YARMOUTH, Me.,.Friday, « 13.
16,
CUMBERLAND, Me,, .Monday,
No. YARMOUTH, Me.Monday,
16.
18.
PORTLAND, Me.,.Wednesday,
20.
FREEPORT, Me.Friday,
23.
BRUNSWICK, Me.,.Monday,
F. O. BAILEY 4k CO., Aactioacers.

Provision dealers,

Butchers,
ITHotelindispensable
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
cost every Summer. Butchers
than
is

G. Patterson’s Real

Rumford Chemical Works,

Capital Stock allowed by charter.$250,000.00

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

by

on

BULLETIN.

orders,

OF PORTLAND.

SCOTT D, JORDAN,

PORTLAND,

State Street, occupied
the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tl

Sale at

position

PORTLAND. ME. d&wlui

MAKDFACTUBEK3

the

to receive

house

GEO. F. WILSON, Treas.

SELDOM,

Exchange Street,

48

of

1 Hf. Bbl.
1 Box, marked Mary
2 Cases Glass Jars.
1 Mattress.
1 Package.

who
in its best form, will soon find ^heir
recommended by their enstomers. The internal ar»angement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fullv tested in
ttie U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE,
to

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

pi 4

Cor. York Ac Maple

The best and Only Reliable One in

SANASSEH SMITH,

Ja23

cor.

A. S. LYMAN’S

HAVE REMOVED TO

42

For Sale.

phosphate.
My agent M. D. Lawrence, will be at the following

EXPLOSIONS.

COBB & RAY,
at

Street,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Pleaiie.

We have also for

Stair Builder.

MB.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rem brants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which Dew process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
^Rotlo-Good work at Moderate

WHOLESALE COAL

I.OWELL, 1 gg Mid.lle Street.

G. Ij. HOOPER,
Street*.

No. 152 middle Street*

a

w

Silver and Plated Ware.

J. II. liANISOK,

ROSS &

eilhei of the dealers or of my agents. I have
none out on commission, ano shall send none out in
that way. No goods will be sent from the works until sold, and purchasers can thus lely on
receiving
fresh goods whenever
choose to bay.
The ex.
pellence that I have hid in selling Superphosphate
on Commission, has taught me that the
plan is not
the right one. In many insta ces the goods are not
properly taken care of,but oflen remain exposed to
the weather, summer and winter, and the purchaser
who buys fron a lot which has thus lain through several seasons may (and p rhaps justly) omplain that
the Fertilizer is not up to standard, when in reality
the goods war* of uxlra quality *t tl>« tiiuo
(Ley
left the manulacturer, and would still have been had
they been properly cared for. It is to avoid this and
oilier abuses that I decline to commission any Super-

places at the time named, ready
price to be fixed by auction.

SALE-

liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marlSdtf
Limerick, ide.

un

IWrCOY A- CO., 28 Sprint, dtreel.

febio

to

such universal satisfaction to the Farmers, that I
have decided to pursue a similar course this se son,
shall make arrangements so that the Farmers in
all the principal towns in New England can have an
opport unity of purchasing some of my Superphos-

IMMENSE

House,”

The Buo.ncnber offers for sale his Hotel
pro] rty in Limerick Village, York Count v.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells *>f water on the premises, ana
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing

an

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

J. N.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

Aim

F OR

My plan of selling Superphosphate without consignment, has proved so successful and has given

Unclaimed

Real Estate Agents.

SALE.

The “Limerick

AT AUCTION.

Street.

(2nd door belo* Canal Bank,)

Price*.

SUPERPHOSPHATE

fel>2

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

STREEf',

PORTLAND,

FOR

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn t> How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, aud adapted foi the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

WILSON’S

PIANOS!

HERE!

Articles.”
Sect. 31.

A

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

LAW,

AT

BEHOLD!

Plumbers.

tf

O’DONNELL.

PORTLAND,

45 Danforth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely. D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Billing-, Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

JAMES MILLEB(rto.91 Federal Street*

Me.

NO. 84 1-3 HUDDLE

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

Providence, R. I., Jan. 1, 1874.

FRESCO PAINTER,

has

A

of Lafayette Street.
la*

Office

St._

Pattern and Model Maker.
I. BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street, Cor. ol

KEILER,

COUNSELLOR

corner

fe3

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

dc2U-3mo

JANES

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, gO'*l Schools and Churches,
six miles fr-m Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with inarole
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all iu
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on tbe
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced.. 30 apple and pear trees, £ aero choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one oi the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire ot 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

they

.1. A.

alden j. blethen,

Ivl7

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

phate,

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Portland

the

at

to

Terms reasonable.

Ill Congress,

dope to order.

3. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

6

Sale

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
Inquire
5 o’clock P. M.
HOUSE
House from 2
Portland. Oct. 13th.

MISS ANNA F. PITCHER, **
Teacher cf Piano, Organ and Gr.itar.

HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Ofllce,
Exchange Street,
It. P. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Up-

all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Reuibrant, Medallion, Are., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Gel rid of Freckle*, Mole* and other inaFor all of which no
pt rfection* of the Nkin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for vourselves. mcbl8dti

RESIDENCE

Hooper, Eaton & Co.,

For

No.

316 CONGRESS STREET,

L.

de6eod2m

not

n,ediclneg, it

school education can
BV

Like blessings these

ocl3dtf

IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Is prepared to make

W.

LET^

EDUCATIONAL.

FOSTER’S Dye House, 24 Union Street.*

GEO. E. CO LI.INS,

ATTORNEY

TO

septlldtf

Dye-Ifouse.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. N9 Federal St.
All binds of Upholy eringand
Repairing

MANUFACTURER OF

Patent

Carpenters and Builders.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

BOSTON.

HcDonongh

A

done to order.

35 OLD STATE HOUSE,

Parlor

rHIS

store in the Rackleft Block, corner
ol Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
Hrst floor, eleganth finished and
adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

Confectionery.

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade,

WILLIAM HOBSON,

J. H.

House is in perfect order throughout, Gas
and Fixtures, Water, new Furnace and cemented Cellar. There is a new Stable on the lot which
will be sold wi«h the home or removed.
Call on or address
OREN HOOPER, of

mar21tf

JAMES F. PICKERING,

aul

Suitable

Plum

Cabinet Maker.
P. CARSLEi, Silver St., opposite the
Mnrket. Office no.. Ship Pnruiturc Hepniriig proa>p ly attended to.
del*3m

WHITBEI &
posite Park.

House No. 20 Brtiinhall Street.
rooms.

AN

sale.

for

large brick

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room It, Printer’.
No.
Ill Exchauge St.
Exchange,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

oc7tf

single gentlemen.
jn24*lw then tf

STOKE

On

SHAfKFORD, No. 35

or

Fi ee Street.

At 52

W. ©

SMALL &
Street.

board at 75 Free street.

and

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant

J- PERKINS manufacturer of
plain
and fancy Caudles, 287 Congress St,

109 EXCHANGE NT.,

rooms

WEDNESDAY HORNING, 1EB. 4. 1.74

Come, stand

plenty

Gentlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

Bakers.

Street.

on

THREE-STORY Brick House (No. 36 Free
Strc t.) containing 16rooms, well tinfshel, with
f hard and soft water, with a
two-story
building in the rear. This property was formerly
occupied by Mr. A. D. Beeves, For sale at a barif
for
gain
applied
iu.mediately. Inquire of JOHN
C PROCTER, 93 Exchaugr Street.
jalldif

Rooms To Let.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Booksellers and Stationers.
liOVT, FOGG & BREED,No.9» Middle

for Sale

A

oc20_____dtf

(Casco Bank Building)

91

Property

Free Street.

11HE

Office. Portland.

Booms Wanted.
a pleasant, part of the city, furnished or unfurnisbed, with or without board.
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

Desirable

To Let.
well built Brick House situated on the westerly side and near the toot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY ^WATERHOUSE & CO.

LOOK

BOOTS AND SHOES,

ja23dif

FURNISHED

_dc30

3 Door, fis.1 of Temple Ml.,

AND

Room to Let with Board.
front ROOM with board,at 38 State
Stieet, corner of Gray.
uo4dif

er

SON’S

&

tt

This property will be sold for half
of Its value on account of the ill
health of the owner. The farm contains 130 acres of the best of fartn_ing land, likewise a large orcharo, a
spleDdid large two-story bouse, large stub c and outbuildings in perlect order. One of the best t ruts in
this State. The fences and
everything about the
place iu t> rlect order. Lo ated six miles from Portland. The farm Is a splendid stock lartn and one of
the finest residences lor a gentleman ot means. Ft'ty
acres of the finest limber laud in the State on the
place. Apply to JOSEPH REED. Real Estate and
Insurance Agent, No. 80 Middle Street. Apply from
10 to 12 morning.

\

Lost.

VVL\G

our

The Well-known Marr Farm

Commercial Street.

88

11

are

FOR SALE.

To Let.
Myrtle Street. Apply to
JEFFERSON COOUUGE,

HOUSE No. 29

to

enses

Ti.

Snow Flakes.

CHURCHILL & IIELCHEB,
»I Commercial direct, Portland.

Ja2*

—-—

•

These houses

brance and will be sold o.i liberal terms.
For particulars rnd terms inquire of
us, at
place of business.

BENJ. FOGG,
Corner ol ForaA Exchange Streets.

de4dtf

la"J-_jai3dlm

BUSINESS CARDS.

_netted therewith.

HOUSE

ma-

X
chineiy tor
iu shop for

UMARKET SQUARE

and th aonghly and substanti dly
built, and
fully occupied by prompt paying tenants This is a
most desirable investment for any one
having funds
ro invest.
This property is entirely free of encum-

House to Let.
57 Park Street, containing ten rooms.
Gas, Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
House, &c. Rent $550. Apply to

Rlockmaker Wanted*

property in

THE PRESS. Hill? K-ld

new

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
uolOecdtf
At 30} High St., S. S. KNIGHT.

Ja31ttlw_

our

MISCELLANEOUS

Ligonia Village, C. E., consisting of
two Houses, airanged for eight families, and land and utonildings cou-

~TO~LETi

Wanted.
TEACHER in School District No. 4 In the
town of t ape Elizabeth. Enquire of
E. N. PERRY, Agent.

A

For Sale.
We otter for sale

House to Let.
NICE convenient Rent on the first floor at 38
Chestnut Street. Apply at the house.

“L. H. I.,” Press Office.

ja29tf_

tion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

in a private
momeut9

"w

a

•ngtli

or less

fe3d3t

MISCELLA 8 EO us.

REAL ESTATE.

his little

property and rendering hhnself almost penniless. The quack was very urgent, telling
him that “death stared him in the faie, and

is,
gather together specimen products from ad our
factories and work shops under a siugle roof;

advertise the warns of all who exhibit; iuerease
the sale of Portland manufactured goods; draw
the attention of capital aud labor to our
city;
and demonstrate the importance of Portland aa

manufacturing center.

a

The Board have no doubt that steam power
can be procured for running
machinery, so that
nearly all kinds of manufacturing may be put
in operation in City Hall before the eyes of
visitors.
There will be no charge to exhibitors for admission, or for space in the hall, nor will

prizes

diplomas be awarded.
The expenses of the exhibition are to be defrayed by a small admission fee to all visiters
other than exhibitors.
To determine tbe feasibility of bolding such
an exhibition as is herein suggested, a public
meeting of the manufacturers of Portland is
hereby ca'led to meet io the Common Council
Room, City Building ou Wednesday evening,
Feb.llth,1874. All persons in the city interested
in manufacturing here or elsewhere, are earnestly and cordially invited to be present and
lend the aid of their personal counsel to an enterprise which it is believed, cannot bnt prove
advantageous to all interests represented, aud

or

eubauce the business

prosperity

of all our citi-

zens.

C. P. KImball,
W. 8. Dana,
Board
j. B. Brown,
C. E. Jose,
of.
Manufact’s.
Geo. E. B. Jackson.
I
William Curtis,
I
W. W. Thomas,
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate properly. partMl? developed, with most
the eastern
encouraging prospects,
part of
the State. Owners refer to 8. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jeli-dtf

Liebig’s Liquid Extract

of Beef does Dot
in the torn, it
Foreign Liqm ur. Is composed of Beef Branaud louics—Sold
by Grocers aud W>ne
dy
Merchan's as a high class Cordiai or
Liqueur
and by Druggists as a
superior nutritive Tonic.

require cooking or waraDug—Is

a

dc9-lm

Letters from Augusta.
Augusta, Feb. jd,

the press.

To the Editor of the Press:
Your valuable paper predicted that last week
would be a busy one. It was more than that;
in the terms of Dennis McGee, in his open
letter, it was a “buzzy” week.
Everyb»dy
seemed to be in Augusta and all sorts of little
organizations hanging on the verge of the Gov-

WEDNESDAY HORNING, FEB. 4, 1874
regular attache of the Press Is furnished
Twith a Card certificate countersigned hv Stanley
hot*
Pullen. Editor. All railway, steamboat and
n
demon*
managers will confer a favor upon us by
**
credentials ol every person claiming to represeo
u
that eevera
we
have
information
as
Journal,
the name of the
mere” are seeking courtesies In
to be, even pasno
disposition
have
and
we
Press,
frauds.
such
to
a
sively, party
Every

Senate Stationery.
Several weeks since we repeated

a

held meetings in the State House.
There was tho Pomologica! Society with their
fine looking apples nicer than Eve cribbed for

that

pens,

first occupation of
A

by the union;

hut

total abstinenoe should as a means be a champion of womau suffrage. They are pretty
bright men and should see this.

members of the Senate pay for their own
car tickets.

horse

One statement of the Advertiser, however,
demands a correction on its part as it does
the Seuate great injustice, and that is the one
made in the same article which in sound
bers, made the expenses of the Senate $500,000 in 1872 and $1,000,000, in 1873. The Ad-

by a hasty examination of the report ol tbe
Secretary of the Senate, who by law was required to make his account of expenditures to
conform to the fiscal year which euds June

than any other man, originated those notions that have since been put in operation by
the opponents of capital punishment and other
prison reformers. With so clear proof against
them of having stolen theiobest thunder, I sub-

When he fairly mounts a favorite hobby,—and
he seems to have lots of them,—and gets his
auditor cornered so that he can’t get away, he
is—well, wearing, and “we can't say no fairer
nor that.”

mit it to Judge Goddard as a legal question,
whether the friends of capital punishment are
not justly liable to indictment for grand larceny. Frankness, however, compels me to say
that Mill himself did uot continue a consistent
Benthamite through his entire life, for while he

own

Qutlp says

far as he can judge
from the communications in the papers, capital punishment and lobster legislation are the
exciting topics at Augusta. He takes the
most interest in the latter as a practical
that so

economist.

Amor* many remarks yesterday, respect-

ing
one

the

weather, we do not remember of any
who recalled the fact that it was an
open

winter, or one who was cheerful
prospect of May weather in March.

over

the

A Reduction of the public debt for the
month of January is a surprise after the
perience of the past two months.

New York advices state that business

looking up and there
spring trade.

is

#

pivfpcct

ftfr

ex-

Middle-

ee

Agriculture.

Business meetings of the Board will be held
morning at 9 o’clock; public meeting at
10 o’clock a. m.; 2 o’clock and 7J o’clock p. m.
Unassigned time will be devoted to
and all interested are invited to take part in
the same.
The Hilton House.has reduced the rates of
fare to $1 AO per day, and will be the headquarters of the Board.
Free return tickets over the Maine Central
and Knox & Lincoln Railroads will be furnished all those attending the convention over those
lines.
Wiscasset is the shire town of Lincoln coundirect communication by rail with all
parts of the State, and has one of the finest lo»h.t°K8 and ^8t harbors in MafDe. It is hoped
here new interest will awaken°* '“Proved
agriculture among
our sea-shore8!
a mutual beueflt
,r,“i?reJ and
reaident3
of the coun‘y
and
every

discussions!

‘y.JP

farmed

Memphis

‘hit

is now indeed a
has had in turn the
pox, yellow fever diphtheria,
and scalawags, and now, to
comes

epi^^rf

police.

Council, ver^ courteously attempts

to “correct”
the closing sentence of my communication of
Monday wherein I said, “And one of the last
acts of Gov. Perham was the pardon of another
capital offender, after a life imprisonment of
five years.” Thereupon “F. N. D.” proceeds
to say: “Such was uot the fact. The man was
convicted of another crime; and the only sentence the law then permitted—imprisonment
for life—was imposed. Since then the law has
been changed,” &c.

Shakespeare

carped"
inftl

says:

'Tis conscience that makes cowards of ns all.”
And like the overmodest young lady in the
classic tale, “the cose he is thinking of is not
the case I was speaking of.”
The “Honorable Councillor,” another opponof the gallows, who is serving bis third
year, has been concerned, it now seems,in helping Gov. Perham pardon more “life sentences”
than I, in my simplicity, had suspected. His
ent

conscience evidently calls to mind some of
the recent rape pardons, while I alluded to th e
early release of a ’*capital offender.”
He only remembers somebody who was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment but in fact
served out what statistics show to bo about the
average length of “life sentences” in New England—five years, while the man I bear in mind
was sentenced to deathIn the case Ac m

practice.

members,
says
judge
pronounced
lnr. irr.uiM.UAUl.
sentence recommended hiB pardon, while iu tbe
There is trouble in the Democratic camp.
case I remember, the sentence was pronounced
by myself. Gov. Chamberlain finally commutThe Standard says no, but why is this Februed that sentence to imprisonment for life, and
ary meeting of the State Committee called, ^ Gov. Perbam and his
Council, less than four
why this summoning of the sachems again years after, set him free, without any interference on my part one way or the other.
from their homes to council, if there is no
I have not undertaken to express any opinion
trouble? There is not that degree of potency
upon the wisdom or expediency of the action of
in those renowned Democratic “brews”—notheither Executive, but 1 repeat what I did being so fragrant in their memory or pungent in fore, that the action of Gov. Perham, aud his
Council is iu flat contradiction of “Tromp le
their odors as to bring the magnates up to AuMorte’s,”assertion that the opponents of capital
gusta again just for a sip of that Democratic
punishment inMaine are opposed to the pardon
nectar. There is to b6 a grand inquest over the
of capital offenders and are in tavorof greatly
Democratic party. Who will be allowed inside
restricting executive pardons.
Bight or wrong, they are not content with
to testify we cannot predict, but trust that the
saving capital offenders from the gallows, but
dozen ex-Kepublican office holders who shoutas soon as they have succeeded in
getting their
ed so loud in 1872 will hot be left out in the sentences commuted to their favorite penalty,
for
then
life,’’
“imprisonment
they
begin with
cold. Mr, Sam Leavitt, a very bright and gensome courage, the work of settiug them at large
ial fellow, has wearied of carrying the banner
second
exercise
of
the pardoning power, and
by a
as chairman of the organization, as did the
that, on so wholesale a scale, that Conncillors
the
and
of
of my friend “F.
saturnine
ability
aDd
abstemious
Butler
beaccuracy
saintly,
N. D,” forgot particular cases within sixty
fore him. Where is Paul Merrill and “Col.”
days.
Chase, and him of blue broadcloth coat, brass
I wish “F. N. D.” would for once make a
buttons, buff vest and venerable plug hat? clean breast of it and let us know how many
more “life sentences” were pardoned during
Where is the Bangor triumvirate—Boynton—
the closing months of the last year, for the staEmery— Rawson?
tistics would be valuable to writers of the
Now from what I can learn, the wiser (?)ones Tromp-le-Morte school.
C. W. G.
—that is the older—do not believe that the
Democratic party can affoad to disband. I am
Explanation.
informed that some who favored this policy a
To the Editor of the Press:
year ago have changed their minds. Like Gen.
I have reason to believe that I have been
Tom. Ewing of Ohio, they are “flushed with
misled as to the case referred to by C. \V. G.,
the 1873 victory in three great States.”
They and that my statement will
not, in all points,
believe with the New York World, that there is
to the “pardon” he had in view. In any
apply
in
a show of victory
187G. They think they see
event, it was not a “murderer” that was parit and are already labeling the federal offices
doned;
and, as that was the fact I desired to
that they will claim. I am informed that Mr.
make most prominent, the error I was led into
Pillsbury, the leader in the Kennebec section,
is of little consequence.
F. N. D.
thinks.that the Democracy had better stand by
its old organization. They expect nothing iu
Washington Sews and Gossip.
Maine, but in the Presidential election of 187G,
he

which they have hopes of, they will be called
in to the feast. The February meeting of the
State Committee will not decide to disband.
The leaders will say to the young marplots, “go
if you like. Outside of Portland and a few
larger places the rank and file are opposed to
you. For the last five or six years you have
been so noisy and indiscreet that we are much
better off without you.” After this heroic lecture, the aspiring young men will take ba k

lorem duties.
3. The abolition of the present
system of moieties, with one exception, to wit,
that where attempts at smuggling are detected,
where the act of smuggling is accomplished,
and the goods are afterward seized, the officer

LEGISLATION.

~

a

general way, but there

fore the Legislature, aud it is
predict the result

hardly just

to

Nix.

1

I
]
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The Lobster.
To the Edi tar of the Press:
Having read within the past few days several
articles written by different individuals giving |
their views in relation to the catch aud preservation ofthe Lobsterwhich abounds upon our coast,
I write to give my experience to the public.
Before the process of canning was carried
the trade in Lobsters regulated itself.
There being no sale for soft or small Lobsters
we were
compelled to cull them, offering
for sale the
largest and best only; these met
the demand, and the
demand could never
have exceeded the
supply had the lobster
been used for home
consumption
only; but since
thebusiuess of canning them has been
carried on
factories have been erected up and
down our
coast, which have created such a demand that
we can sell large and small, hard and
soft at all
seasons of the year. IVe have reconstructed
our
traps so as to imprison every one however small
that is unfortunate enough to be caught in
them.
Some have proposed a closed time for three
months, prohibiting the catch or sale of Lobsters
in our State during the time from the 15th of
July to the 15th of October. This law would
only take away from us our rights and privileges,
impovish us, give Massachusetts a very large
revenue from our waters aud afford a very
slight
protcctiou to our lobsters.
If necessary to have a law for the
preservation of lobsters
upon.our coast, let Maine and
Massachusetts unite iu fixing upon some weight
or size of lobster that shall be
caught and offered for sale; for mauyof the lobsters sold iu
each State are caught upon the sama
ground,
by the same parties, and shipped to the same
Let both States adopt.a similar law.
market.
Then and not till then will our lobsters have
protection upon our coast.
on,

Lobster Catcher.

Seventy-five per cent, of tha sickness of
York, and probably ninety per cent of its
crime, comes from the tenement-house population.

who

Secretary Riehardson has written a letter to
the Chairman of the Senate Financial Committee on the payment of moieties to Custom
House officers and informers. After reviewing
the possible evils and benefits of the system,
he recommends: 1. A i revision and consolida
tion of the tariff acts.
2. The substitution, so
far as practicable, of specific in lieu of ad va-

Into* A#

does not appear to be any member who is ready
to push for it thus far.
I regret to st ate that a
number of very good members are tho
roughly
convinced that when such a measure comes
up
the
public
they forget
interest and like your
a*k
what
will
be its effect upon the
Quilp
Maine Central, the Eastern or the Boston &
Maine.
This matter, however, has not fully come be-

New

the

or
RAILROAD

PAIN

lodges, giving addresses, installing officers and
He visits Farmington
instituting new lodges.

publicly install the officers
Woodford’s Coruer, Friday evening, Feb.
will

(itli, and will be in attendance at the different
county lodges as they occur.
A Lodge of Good Templars has been insti
tuted at Parker’s Head, Sagadahoc county.
Capt. F. T. Dean has recently instituted a
Goood Templar’s Lodge at No. East Harbor,
and one at So. West Harbor on Mt. Desert,and
will institute one at Somesville to day.
A Lodge of Good Templars will be instituted
at

Norridgewock, this evening.

Alden Blake will institute a Lodge of Good
Templars at Albion, Friday evening, February

7th._
News and Other Items.
Equal rights are permeating Michigan society, and a white Democrat has been arrested fer

forging a

note on a colored man.
The Iowa Senate is a heavy body.
The fifty
members kick the beam at 8327 pounds, an
average of 170£ pounds per Senator.
The inequalities of the electoral system in

Great Britain

still so glaring that it appeared during the recent session of Parliament that
there are eight constituencies in the country
with an aggregate cf 1840 voters which have
the same representation as eight others with
are

230,000 voters.
In reply to the protest of the Louisiana bondholders against the funding scheme, Governor
Kellogg makes the statement that $4,000,000
worth of bonds, mostly held by the signers of
this protest, was issued by his predecessor to
the Chattanooga Railroad without adequate
consideration to the State, and that two aud a
half millions worth of these bonds were issued
in the night aud hurried out of the State on a
special train, there being do record of them in
any office in the State. He claims that many
holders of the meritorious bonds have (signified
their acceptance of the scheme.

STATE

1

..

...
if
parts, to one-

any, shall be entitled, in equal
tenth of the net proceeds, or, if there be no informer, the seizing officer shall be entitled to
the whole of such one-tenth.
4. That provision may be made for a
special fund, to he applied, under suitable restrictions, to the compensation of private persons affording information which shall enable the Government to
detect and punish frauds upon the customs
revenue other than those involved in actual or
attempted smuggling. 5. Tnat the law authorizing the seizure of books and papers be so
amended as to afford due protection to the
rights of private parties. 6. That no compromise of any fine,
penalty or forfeiture accruing
from a violation of the
navigation laws shall
be lawful until after judical
investigation of
the facts.
7. That the compensation of customs officers be graded ;n accordance with
the
importance and responsibility of their respecv
tive positions,
Enlargement oe the Insane Hospital.
—The Special Committee acting under a resolve
passed last winter relating to a new Insance

Hospital have summitted majority and minority reports, the former signed by Wm. P.
Whitehouse and Josiah G. Coburn, and the latter by N. G. Hichborn.
The majority report
recommends the adoption of the pavillion plaD,
and asks for an appropriation of $100,000 for
the con-truction of a building which it terms
“a department for females of the Maine Insane Hospital.”
The location recommended is
within seventy-five rods of the present hospital. The
minority report recommends what is
known as the
cottage family plan, aDd calls fjr
$2j.OOO to be
appropriated for the building of a

group of five cottage houses on the
present
grounds. In the majority report |it is represented that
with a population
of about 1,500,000, has

Massachusetts,

hospital accommoda-

tions for 1900 insane, or at
the rate of about
one and a third to a thousand.
Maine, with a
population of 627,000, has hospital accommodations for only 350 insane, or at the rate of a
little more than one for every thousand.
The

LUMBER WHARF FOR
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T ime Tests The Merits Of All Things.
THIRTY YEARS is certainly long enough time to
prove the efficacy of any medicine, aud that the PainKiller is deserving of all its proprietors claim for it is
ate ply proved by t he unparalled popularity it has attained. It is a sure and effective remedy. It is sold
in almost every country in the world, and it needs only
to be known to be prized, and its reputation as a medicine of Great Virtue is fully and permanently established. It is the great Family Medicine of the age.
Taken internally, it cures Dysentery, Cholera, Diarrhoea, Cramp and pain in the Stomach, Bowel Complaint, Painter’s Colic, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
or Indigestion, Sudden Colds, Sore Throat and Coughs

externally, it cures Bruises, Boils, Felons,
Cuts, Burns, Scalds,Old Sores and Sprains. Swellings
of the Joints, Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia
and Rheumatism,Chapped Hands, Frost Bitten Feet
Taken

&c.
supposed to be the lot of us poor mortals as
inevitable as death, and liable at any time to come
upon us. Therefore, it is important that remedial
agents should be at hand to be used on emergency,
when we are made to leel the excruciatiug agony of
paiu, or the depressing influences of disease. Such a
remedial exists in Perry Davis’ “Pain-Killer,” the
fame of which has extended over all the earth.
Amid the eternal ices of the Polar Regions, or beneath
the intolerable and bnming suns of the tropics its
virtues are known and appreciated. And by it suffering humanity has found relief from many of its ills
The effect ot the Pain-Killer upon the patient, when
taken internally in cases of Cough, Cold, Bowel Complaiut,Cholera, Dysenteiy, and other affections of the
system, has been truly wonderful, and has won for it
a name among me ileal preparations that can never
be forgotten. Its success in removing pain, as an ex
ternal remedy, in cases of Bums, Bruises, Sores and
Sprains,Cuts, Stfngs of Insects, &c., and other causes
of suffering has secured forit the most prominent position among the medicines of the day. Beware of
counterfeits and worthless imitations. Call for Perry
Davis’ Vegetable Pal i-Klller, and take no other.
G3P* Sold by Druggists and Grocers. fe3eod&w1m
Pam

is
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ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The City Council of Auburn have appropriated $25,000 to build a new grammar school
house.
Sixteen thousand dollars has already been
subscribed to the stock of a cooperative shoe
manufactory in North Auburn.
The Lewiston Journal reports that one Connor, a prisoner about to be put on trial, escaped from the court room Monday afternoon, by
mixing up with the crowd.
The Journal says the Auburn Council has
settled the salaries of the city officers for the
next official
year as follows:—Mayor, $200; Au-

ditor, $50; City Clerk, $150; City Treasurer,
$250; Assessors, $450; Overseers of Poor, $150;
Street Commissioner,$000 (reduced from $1000);
Superintending School Committee, $500; Clerk
Common Csuncil, $40; Liquor Agent, $300;

firemen of steamer, $50; steward of steamer,
$50; steamsr company, $325; ExcelBior Engiue
.Co., $325; steward of Excelsior Engine Co.,
The salaries are to
$30; Chief Engine r, $50.
be paid half semi-annually.
COUNTY.

The spring term of the Eastern State Normal Sehooi will begin on Monday, Feb. 23d,aud
continue fourteen weeks.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Cel. Masters of Hallowell, has superintended
the printing of the“Maiue Farmers’ Almanac”
for fifty years.
riSfltJBBCOT COUNTY.

medical work ever published, and the only one on
this class ot ills worth x'eading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound In beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1. Sent by mail, post
on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience.

paid,

FREE

SAMPLE

Bottle

ot

Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, at all Drnggists.
Pleasant, and an unlading remedy for ABthma,

Coughs, Colds, Lun<> Complaints, &c. Geo. C. Goodwin <fc Co., Agents, Boston. Large Bottles, 35 cents.
$5,000 for a case it will not cure. uo5MW&S&w3m
COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.

carefully selected in the west, paying 10] to
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.
All

12

CHARLES N. HAWKES,
9Q

MIDDLE

STREET,

Junl3

sntf

ORGANS AND IUELODEONS.
New and second hand, for sale low at the Plano
Rooms of ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., oppo
City Hall.
ja31sn3w

Selilotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
door above

Brown, Portland, Me.
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SALE
—

CHEAP WINTER DRESS GOODS

whole system.

—

AT THE NEW

li|ht

—

In

soon

to 25 cts. per yard, which is about half

lTiraa jl. ivi: ah v xuJim
—TEACHER

jl

j.-.

:

OF—

Also I have

on

hand a choice stock of

good quality Alpacas, Poplins, and Japanese

Poplins at 25

I have

a

cts

large stock of Black Alpacas,

M CSS

MAY

LEACH,

NO. 55 FREE STREET,
TEACHER OP INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.
Terms $15 per quarter.
Bgference: Mr. Kotzschmar.

jaSsnlm

LORING’S SPECIFIC,

Cliampney,

Importer, West St., Boston.
MB. tOBlIVG, Dear glr :-I
take-great
pleasure in adding my testimony to the
multitude of farorable notices yon
are
dnily receiving in regard to your most
admirable SPECIFIC.
Having been a
sufferer for years from dyspepsia and
indiwith
nil
their
gestion,
accompanying discomforts nnd horrors, I was led accidentally ta try yoar medicine, and I can truly
say that it has benefltted me more than
anything I have ever tnken.
ITS EFFECT IS ALMOST MAGICAL. It has
also been u-ed with great success in mv
family, nnd has been recommended by me
to mnny friends who have derived great

good
Boston, Dec. 31,1873.
from its

use.

HORATIO

STAPLES,

18 MIDDLE
ja29

STREET.
snlw

OCULIST
301 1-3 COSOHKSS ST.. Bw W. »■

at

St. Stephens9 Church.

Communications left at residence, 166 Spring street,
or at Stocabridge’s Music Store will receive
prompt
attention.

jgg^Kefers to Mr. H. Kotzschmar, Rev. Asa Dal-

ton-

sntf

January 14,1874.

Residence Preble

STATE OF MAINE.
In House of Representatives, Jan. 12, 1874.
Orderkd, The Senate concuring, that all petitions for private Legislation except those for redress
of wrongs and grievences which may be presented to
this Legislature after Wednesday, the fourth dav of
February be referred to the next Legislature, and
that this order be published in the dally Kennebec
Journal, Daily Eastern Argus, Portland Pres s and
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, until that date.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurance.
S, J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

Senate, Jan. 13,1874.
Read and amended by adding after ‘-Whig and
Courier” the words ‘‘and Lewiston Daily Journal,”
and passed.
In

Sent down for concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.

In House of Refbesentatives, Jan. 14,1874.
Read and concurred.
S. J. CHADBOURNE, Clerk.
A true Copy.
Attest:
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary,
ja 16sntd

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye Is the beat in the world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black OR Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by ail Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. T.
ld*w
ivrs h
NEW

OPENED

expiration of another half century will reach
six hundred.

H. F. Thompson.

Repairing of all kinds promptly attended
t3r“A liberal discount to Stable-keepers.

DAY

BUTLER.

ja28

tf

FRENCH LANGUAGE.
JULES L. IHORAZAIN,
OB'

PARIS,

Instrtuctor In French at the High
School.

to.

H. d. Todd.
WF&Msnlm

THIN

At from 10 rents to $1.00 per yard.

THOMPSON & TODD,

CARRIAGE TRIMMERS
23 GREEN ST., Oppo. City Scales,

LOT

HAMBURG EDGINGS AND INSERTIONS

~

present Maine hospital was onlydesigned to accommodate 350 patiauts. During the past year
there have been crowded within its walls 416
patients, and the Commissioners predict that
the number demanding treatment before the

is
given that the subscriber has
been
appointed and taken upon himself the
trust of Administrator with the Will annexed of the
estate of

NOTICEdulyhereby

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Anirespectfully gives notiee that Alokzo H.
Libby, Constable whoso office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
mals

Society.

The public are therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that

may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict

Per order.

sntf

ap29_
TO

CLONE

OCR

15<L
ja28

B.

Gloves

NOTICE duly appointed

been
the trust of

STREET,

Administrator
THEODORE MAHRS, late of Pownal,

County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
JOHN T. LAWRENCE, Administrator.
w3w6*
Pownal, Feb. 3, 1874.
To Let

tf

tenement in House
Inquire of MATTOCKS

No. 114 Spring Street.
& FOX, 83 Middle
Street.fe4dtf

LOWER

In Auburn, Jan. 12, John H. Merrill and Miss L.
Jennie Lairabee. both of Durham.
In Winthrop, Jan. 18, Chas. W. Stevens and Miss
Ella F. Moody.
In Farmington, Jan. 20, Thos. B. Fulton of Anson
ami Mrs. Sarah G. Cleveland of F.
In Farmington, Jan. 18, Hiram N.
and Olive Macomber of Strong.

Furbish of F.

DIED.
In Readfield, Feb. 1, Mr. John S Pierce, aged 72
years 11 months 15 days.
In PhilliDB, Jan. 16, Mr. Asa Reniston. aged 73 vrs.
In Skowhegan, Jan. 26, Mrs. Eliona Frost,
93
years 8 months.
In Madison. Jan. 24, Mr. John Nutting, aged 66.
In North Lubec, Jan. 19, Mrs. Sally Bowen, aged

aged

83yeaTs.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMER*
Name.
From
For
Trincaria. New York..Glasgow
..Feb 4
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool.... Feb 4
City of Merida.... New York Havana.Feb 5
Westphalia.New York. .Hamburg. ..Feb. 5
Polynesian.Portland... Liverpool.Feb 7
Rising Star. New York .Aspinwall. ...Feb 7
Feb 7
City of Chester.New York.. Liverpool.
Samaria.Boston. Liverpool.... Feb 7
Baltic.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 7
California.New York.. Glasgow.Feb 7
Cuba.New York. .Havana.Feb 7
Wilmington.New tfork. .Havana.Feb 10
Etna.New York. Jamaica.Feb 17
Miniature Almanac.February 4,
Sun rises.7.11 I Moon risen.8.30 PM
Sun sets.5.18 I Higb water.1.15 PM

NEWS.

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.
When death was hourly expected from CONSUMPTION, all remedies having fail d, and Dr. H. James
experimenting, he accidentlv made a preparation
of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his
only child, and
now gives this receipt free, on
receipt of two stamps
to pay expenses.
HEMP also cures night-sweats,
nausea at the stomach, and will break a fresh cold In
24 hours. Address Cradock & Co., 1032 Race
St.,
Phil., naming this paper.
Ie4t4w
was

THE NEW YORK TOMBS
is the fastest selling Book over publlsned, Inexpericanvassers report from 5 to 20 subscribers per
Great excitement among old Book Agents. An
active man wanted in every town In the United States.
Send for specimen pages and terms.
UNITED
STATES PUBLISHING CO., 11 and 13 University
Ie4t4w
Place, N. Y.
enced

day.

[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
mUBBBBV lOLICS, J«n 0O_»ld. BT.h Tr«mnnt.
Kosebrook, Boston.
Sch Queen, trom Portland ot and for Eastport,
struck on Baker’s Island Bar, at this place, on the
morning of the 27th, the weather being thick at-the
time. She came off afternoon same day with loss of
anchor, iorefoot, and rudder damaged. Proceeded
next day.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
INDIANOLA—Ar 22d ult, sch Franklin, Baker,
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th, ships Northampton,
McLoon, from Genoa; Pleiades, Chase, from Southampton ; Proteus, Cbipman, from Buenos Ayres; sch

Liverpool;
Robt Rutt, Rou-

PENSACOLA—Cld 27th, brig M A Palmer, MatJohn, NB.
FERNANDINA—Cld 19th, brig John Aviles, Handy. Barbadoes.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 26th. scbs M A Drew,Chappell. Boston; T W H White, Smith. Savannah.
Ar 27th, scbs D R Beckwith. Harris, Charleston;
J M Morales, Eldridge, New York.
Ar 1st. brig Jas Davis, Partridge, Matanzas.
SAVANNAH—Sid 1st, ship Blue Jacket, Grozier,
New York; Oasis, Raymond, Bremen.
Cld 21st, sch Geo Washington, Rod, Baracoa.
CHARLESTON—Ar 28th, sch E K Dresser, Harris,
thews. St

BALTIMORE—Cld 31st, sch Wm Mason, French,
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 31st, sch Emma M Fox,
Case, Portland.
Ar 31st, sch Annie May, Simpson, New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, ship Semiramis, Gerrish,
Leghorn; Mary Bangs, Howes, Liverpool 42 days;
scbs Hattie. Turner. Boston for Charleston; Ocean
Belle, Mills, Rockport; G M Wentworth, Collins,
Calais; AM Cloutman, Greenlaw. Rockport; Florence Dean, Phillips, Boston for Philadelphia; Alice

Alien, Brigham, Bath.
2d, brigs Myronus, Higgins, Marseilles; Mary
E Rowland, Miller, Kingston, Ja; Charlotte, Whittemore, Cieniuegos; scbs Stephen G Hart, Hart, for
Kingston, Ja; A K Weeks, Farr, Barbadoes; SC
Noyes. Lee.Aux Cayes; Setagawa. Bryant, Surinam;
Georgia, Fales, Port Royal, SC; Julia Newell, Sheppard, Chester, Pa.
Passed through Hell Gate 1st. sch Carrie A Hix,

Peck, New York for Rockland.
ORIENT, LI—Ar 24th, sch Gamma, Guptill, Providence, to load for Savannah.
Sid 29th, sch Annie Tibbetts, Curtis, Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2d, sch Alexandriua, Falkinghara, St John. NB.
Sid 1st. sch N Holmes, Smith, New York.
NEWPORT—Sid 1st, sch Addle Mu chie, Metcalf,
(from Calais) for New York.
in port 1st, sch George Osborn, Dix, New York;
Q M Wentworth. Collins, Calais tor New York.

a APPLETON BLOCK.

(<EDCOGHAPH Y5' A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound; a complete system of Phonetic
Short-Hand, the shortest, most* simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling anyone in a short time to
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
The Lord's
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minnte. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 39 cents. Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO.. 139 S.
7th St., Phila., Pa.
fe4t4w

Howes, Darien; Lulu Snow,Baltimore; FlizaEllen
Montgomery, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 2d, schB Martha, Credlford,
Kennebunk for Boston; H S Rowe, Tavenen, Boothbait for New York; Olive Hayward,
Hjitcbins, BlueFOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fra Newcastle. NSW, Nov 22df Bhip Vermont.
Richardson, San Francisco.
Sid fin Sy Iney NSW Nov 16th, barnne Atalanta,
Avery, San Francisco.
Ar at Melbourne Nov 15, barque Sampson, Nichols,
Port Blakely.
Passed Anjier Dec 2, ship Old Dominion, Morse,
from Manila for New York.
At Calcu ta Dec 26. ships Alaska, Humphrey, and
Winged Hunter, Small, for Boston, loading; Cora
Coomhs, tor Dundee, do; Mt Washington, unc.
Sid fm Lisbon (no date) brig Salista, Partridge, for
United States.
Ar at Cuxliaven 15th ult, ship Premier, Merrithow
Howland’s Island.
Ar at Aspinwall 15th ult, brig (Hattie
Eaton, from
Boston.
At Cienfuegos 20tli ult, barque Clotilde,
Miller, fm
and for Boston, disg ice.
Ar at Havana 21th ult, sell Harold,
Hanson, from
St John, NB.
Ar at Halifax 31st, steamer Acadian, Capel, trom
Portland.
Cld at St John, NB, 31st ult, schs Edward Waite,
York, Cardenas; Sarah, Harned, Portland.

[Latest by European steamers.1
Liverpool 18th, Nicholas Thayor, Crosby,

Norfolk.
Cld 17th, T J Southard, Anderson, Galveston.
Sid tin Falmouth 18th ult, Investigator, Ford, for
Charleston.
Ar at Newport 16th, Acelia Thurlow, White, from
Havre.
Ar at Melbourne Nov 27, Washington Libby, Hanson, Puget Sound; Dec 1, Car. it' Reed, Crowell, from
Swartwick.
Sid Nov 23, Flying Eagle. Crowell, Hong Kong;
*
3th, Wakefield, Carver, Sydney, NSW.
Arat Sydney. NSW, Nov 12th, Harvest
Homo,
Dickey, Montevideo.
Sid fm Melbourne Nov 4, Madawasha,
Smith, for
Newcastle, NSW; 10th, Moneynick, Marshall Ade
laide; 23d, Fly ng Eagle. Crowell. Hong Kong via
Newcastle NsW; Dec 4, Mindora, Bray. NewcastleNewcastle,
8th. Wakefield, Carver, Sydney.
Ar »t Marscilles 1Bth utt’
Schamyl, Snow, Pbllad
17th
Aberdeen- Dunbar, for
16th ult’ Montebello,
Kelley, fin New
Cld 16th, F P Sage, Urquhart, New

Mata£asEOtterdam

Orfoans.HaTr0

sntl

KeyldWesLiYerp001

17th

Ir°nsides, Austin,

for

Av^r-P1^
commencing.!5^
Consignments

ALLEN.

W.

General Merchandise
“ K“taD«B “

solicited"'

oc3dtt

Large Sale or Choice Groceries by
Auction.

4th,
to and
Salesroom, 18 Exchange eireit,
ONatWEDNESDAY,
barrels of Sugar, original and broken
Feb.

at

21 o’clock
shall .ell

we

packages of
Tea, Coffee, 50 boxes family Soaps, barrels or Vineof Canned Goods.
gar and Cider, large assortment
Sauces, Uerkina, Pickles, dried Fruit, Kais.ns, Figs,
Prunes, Jellies, spices. Mustard. SaJeratus, imported
Castile Soap. Starch, Tobacco aDd Cigars, a large variety of shelf goods, and standard groceries, Exnd Crockery
tracts and Oils, Fancy Goods, Wooden
Ware, Nuts, Confectionery, «Sfcc. Also Show Cases,
Scales, Bread Case, Standing Desk, Stove, Tilton &
McFarland Safe, Black Walnut Office Desk, Measures, &c. At 21 o’clock, prompt. 250 boxes Clothes
Pins, to close the bus:ness of a factory, one Traversa
The above is the largest stock of
runner Pung.
choice fresh goods that has been sold at auction in
this city.
Remember the sale commences at 10 o’clock A. M.
and 24 P. M.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Auctioneer*.
iaM
tyOwing to the severe storm the above sale
is adjourned to TUESDAY, Feb. 10th, at same time
and place.

B E H O L D!

WILSOIESTS

SUPERPHOSPHATE
AT AUCTION.

My plan of selling Superphosphate without conso successful and has
give*
such universal satisfaction lo the Farmers, that I
have decided to pursue a similar course this se son,
!
an
shall make arrangements so that the Farmers in
all the principal towns in New England can have an
opportunity of purchasing some of my Superphosphate, either of the dealers or of my agents. I have
none out on commission, and shall send none out in
that way. No goods will be sent from the works until sold, and purchasers can thus rely on
receiving
fresh goods whenever
choose to buy.
The ex.
pet fence that 1 havo h id in selling Superphosphate
on Commission, has taught me that the
plan is not
the right one. In many inuta ces the goods are not
properly taken care of,but ollen remain exposed to
the weather, summer and winter, and the purchaser
who buys fron a lot which has thus lain through several seasons may (and p rhaps justly) omplain that
the Fertilizer is not up to standard, when in reality
the goods were of extra
it the time they
left the manufacturer, and would still have been hail
they been properly cared for. It is to avoid this anil
other abuses that I decline to commission any Supersignment, has proved

they

<

quality

phosphate.
My agent
Office

New Dry Goods Store.
STROUT

formerly occupied by Abner Lowell, Esq.,

ABOUT FEBRUARY 2nd,
full stock of seasonable

Dry & Fancy Goods.
His aim will be to keep the best in all
desirable goods in their seas in, to show
them with

pleasure,

see

GEO. F. WILSON, Treas.

GORHAM, Me.,.Monday, Feb. 9.
SACCARRAPPA, Me.,.Wednesday, 44 11.
YARMOUTH. Me.,.Friday, 44 13.
16.
CUMBERLAND, Me,, .Monday,
No. YARMOUTH, Me.Monday, " 16.
**
18.
PORTLAND, Me.,.Wednesday,
FREEPORT, Me.Friday, 14 26.
44
BRUNSWICK, Me.,.Monday,
23.
O. BAILEY St C’O.% Auctioneer*.

feb2

d6tw4w6

~

STEAMER
AT

AUCTION.
Thesidewheel Passenger and Freight Steamer

CHARLES HOUGHTON
Will be sold at auction on Wednesday, *Feb. 25, 1874.
at 3 o’clock P. M., at the Glass Works Wharf, Port-

land, (unless previously disposed of.)

Said Steamer is270 tons; length 142 feet; breadth
22 feet 9 inches; 28-inch cylinder, 74 feet stroke. Can
be put in condition lor business at short n tire. Can
be seen at any time at the wharf named above.
For 'urther panic dars inquire of W. W. Harris,
145 Commercial street. William Ros«», 179 Commer-

cial street,

Portland,

Cyrus Sturdivant. Railroad Wharf,

or

Capt. E.

and

Davidson,

240 Commer-

tfel>26

STATEMENT OF THE

OF NEW YORK,
J4MIARY
1, 1874.
Ca.h Capi’1,91.000,000.00
Nurplu,,

1,435.037.OS

-_an

a<i*

FOLLOWS. VIZ

AS

A0

:

*298,770). 222,978.00

^

Loans

^

on Bond and
Mortgage (on Beal
Estate, worth *1,328,950). 169 000.00
U. S. and other Stocks and Bonds,. 622,37s!oo
Beal Estate

owned by the company. 650,000.00
Premiums due and unpaid and balances in
hands ot agents,...
127,727.31
Interest (due this day and unpaid).
15,1187. 38
Bents due and accrued,.
5,500.00

*2,255,937.08

liabilities;

Dividends due stockholders and scrip and

scrip Interest, unclaimed,. *11,711.16
Losses unpaid. 126,370.79
GEO T. HOPE, Pres.,

CYRUS

PIKlK.’sec*

W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
Agent*,
Ja30

PORTLAXD.

ME.

d3w

830,000
of the

one

lightest

stores in the city.
ie2

W.

street, Boston.
Portland, Jan. 31, 1874.

cial

and sell them at ihe

Cor. Brown and

Rumford Chemical Works,
1, 1874.

Jan.

Sale at

lowest market prices.
Come in and

I.,

Cash on hand and in Banks, *113,269.39
Loans on U. S. & other stocks
and Bouds, (market value

Store No. 301 Congress St.,

a

R.

ASSETS

WILL OPEN

with

following

will be at the

Continental Insurance Co,

REMOVAL.

D.

of the

Providence,

•* Week Is Agents. Fastest selling
4 O articles out Three valuable samples for
ten cents. J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway. N. V.
Ie4t4w

L.

Lawrence,

M. D.

places at the time named, ready to receive orders,
price to be fixed by auction.

dfc
sljr

Congress Sts.
dlw*

BONDS.

To loan on fits! clam Mortgage* in
Portland and Vieiuily in
sums to suit.
Real Estate Securities,
paying 8 to 10 per
cent, inetrest free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if
judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employ ing capital. First class securities alwavs on hand. Interest
ami
collected without charge. Guakani ees
perfect title and ample security in a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investment and
improvements made on commission and on shares.
Bankaole paper bought and sold.

principal

State of Maine
6’s
Portland
6’s
Bath
......
6’S
Lewiston
....
6's
Rockland
g'a
Cincinnati
....
ys
Cleveland
ys
Dayton, Ohio,
g’s
.....
Chicago
ys
Cook Connty
Scioto Connty, Ohio*
S’s
....
Toledo, Ohio

G. R.
Real
*1®

DAVIS,

Estate and Loan Agency
Brown’s Block.
2d p

eodly

FOR SALE BY

II. M. PAYSOY & CO.,

MAKE THE BEST

32 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND.

ocl

BLANK BOOKS

dtt

AND

BONDS

KEEP THE LARGEST

Portland

•

Bath

....

Belfast
“Bangor
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo
Cincinnati

...

_

IN

PORTLAND

y8

ifteodJm
~"

7 3-10

WANTED!

7’y

Cook Connty
Louisville Ky.,

J,"
ji.

Marion County, Ind.,
“
Alien Connty,
Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American R. R, Gold
FOB SALE

SWAY &
gep2>

STOCK FOR SALE

G’s
6<g
G’s
«>8

_

Chicago

8’s
a>8
7>g
7’s

B V.

BARRETT,

THOROUGHLY competent person to take
charge ot a Mill on La Have River, N. S. One
a
practical knowledge of Manufacturing
Spruce Boards and Spruce Deals, Paling
Clapboards, &c. The Mill is driven by a Leflel
wheel and runs two Gangs, one large single saw
5
*
with circular edges, &c., &c.
For a first class man go<xl wages will be
paid.
Apply by letter, with references to
DUFFU8 & CO.,
Jal2(12m
Halifax, N. 8.

A

who has
Pit e and

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

~

FOR

eod lebl87

TO

NEW

SAIaE.
lubibebuiek.

rmPDt
MUSCOVADO MOLASSES RE™lK® w0ouldesc.rUhe°waholert'
XfSlLumWma ? a“<1 ^mheflJnSslo0/
t;,ku
Hhdi. 1
44

f

Taercea.)

now

®aSfSS5,S?s®&ss',o

and

or

New crop Muscovado Molasses,
landing from brig “Macbias,”
lor sale by

ja„&°* S* Hunt & Co.

the owt

Pine lands

wanted by

York,
Boston,

jat2d2mix

Francis
Ja5

H.

HOTEL.

Coffin,
eodtf

are
to

DUFFT S A CO.,
Halifax. N S.

CARGOES OF PURE

I C E
Vurabbed and Whipped
by

deMi.tr^

° crAOT.

CHAPPED HANDS AJiD
FACE,

120 MIDDLE STREET,
UNDER FALMOUTH

and

Apply

ICE.

...»

NEW BOOK STORE.

These land*
well worth

Nova Scotia.

of Lumbermen.

HENRY P. COFFIN

"fa*

in

the Cushing Lands,
?Ie
me *?.own,as
attention

SCRIP OF THE

Atlantic Ins. Co. of New
China Ins, Co. of

SALT RHEUM.
aud nil

Affection*

of the

flkin Cnred

by using

Hinds’ Honey and Almond Cream.
<e3
3t

_

removal.
D.

WHItF& SONS,

Brush

Manufacturers,
have

Orleans.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
au25

w q pnq

Blackington, New York for Portland.
At 1st. brig Mary F. Tbomi>son. Hooner. Brunswick
Ga for Boston; scbs Sarab A Reed, Reed, Ponce PR
for do; MB Reeves, Williams, lrom Weehawken for
Portland.
Returned, seb John McAdam.
Sid, sells Ocean Belle, and Mabel Hall.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, barque Norah, Hall, Inagna; seb
Geo G Jewett, Pitcher, St John, NB; Chas H Dow,

O.

of furniture and

man just cleared 890 in 4 days selling the
COMPLETE DOMESTIC BIBLE, iust
out New Type and Takisg features.
800 Engravings, Superior Paper. E xcels every wau and
sehs qi ick. Big teems to Agents. Outfits Free.
For full particulars of this and great success of
OCEAS’N STORY,address, HUBBARD BROS.
Pubs. 53 Washington St., Boston.
fe4?4w

from

Merchants !

O. BAILEY.

»•

F.

ship Enos Soule,

MEMORANDA
Sch John E Sanford, Dean, from New York for
Galveston, put into Norfolk 1st inst, with foremast
aud bowsprit.sprang,

Commission

MAGNIFICENT "WATSft*
One

ACKIYTS

Tuesday, Feb. 3.
CLEARED.
Sch Ella, Humphrey, Philadelphia— Bunker Bros.
Sch George Amos, York, Philadelphia—Chas H
Chase & Co.

—AN*-

ARE YOU in SEARCH of EMPLOYMENT?

WANTED.—83 M 819 made
daily. Samples mailed flee. N. H. WHITE,
Newark, N. J.Ie4d4wt

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Arat

suoscrlber has
and taken ni>on himself
of the estate of

bonds

MARRIED.

MARINE

hereoy given, that the

in the

BUTLER’S,

MIDDLE

I

NICHOLAS S. BURNHAM, late of Gorham,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate ot said deceased, are required
to exibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon tb make Dayment to
HUGH D. McLELLAN, Adm’r,
with Will annexed.
Gorham, Jan. 20, 1874.
w3w*6
is

OFFERED AT 81.00.
Also a large lot of

AUCTIONEERS

hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
APOLLOS ROBINSON, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
WILLIAM ROBINSON, Adm'r, of Lewiston.
fe4dlaw3wW*
Cape Elizabeth, Feb, 3.1874.

ORGAN.

wfc

A, B.

Thos. G. Losing, Pharmacist, Proprietor, Price
Pkhkins & Co.
11.00. A11 the dealers sell it.
Phillips & Co., supply the trade.
ja31sntf

Ja27

Organist

AND

Cld

flattering testimony.
Letter from Henry T.

PORTE

PIANO

lw*

CO.,

F. O. BAILEY A

is

NOTICE

Baracoa. %

from 25 cts. to 60 cts., and fine Mohair

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
janl3dlm« tle20

fe4

Teacher of the

Virginia, Parker, trom Genoa; sch

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.

51 OXFORD STREET.

TEA, FLOUR & UROCERIEM, LIKEWISE CHEAP.
ty-A small consignment of Butter just received.

(J- iAiiNoWOKTH

K.

—

91 & 93 Free Street.

sntf

tan. from Galveston.

House.sellsnBm

TERMS 919.

jr30

AT

—

C. A. WESTON & CO’S Tea Store,

STREET,

May Evelyn, McLean, Ruatan.
Below, ships Uncle Joe, Staples,

the actual value.

Members of Machigonne, Eastern Star and Portland Encampments are hereby notified to meet at
Odd Fellows’ Hall at 71 o’clock WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Feb. 4th, 1874. Special business. fe3d2t
~

ANDERSON

Soule, Liverpool.

DR. JAMES A. SPALDING,

I. O. O. F.

50 CENTS PER HUNDRED,

RICE & CALDURWOOD.

M

GBO. W. EDDY,
91. Middle Street. Room 1.

fe4gneodtf

POSTAL CARDS

BREAD!

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Bickmore, Bick-

LET.

ALSO

EUREKA

At Provincetown 3d, brig W H
more, from Portland for Cardenas.
Sid fm Baker’s Island Oct 28th,

Cottons at the Lowest Panic Prices.

One store suitable for Grocery or other
business, with dock privilege.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

IIas been tried and is said to be fully equal to the
Best Home made Bread.
Ask your Grocer
for it. For sale from our Carts and from Bakery,
33

Liverpool.

Francisco for

II I I. I,

Gloucester for Eastport.
Feb 2—Ar, sch Hunter, Tibbetts, from Eastport for
Portland.

STAPLES DRY HOODS STORE.

One large Store House, suitable tor
heavy storage or Fish packing.
—

THE

26, Limerick Lass, Yeaton. fm

Dec

SPOKE nr.
Jan 16, lat 21 21, ion 63 10, sch Annie Murchie, ironi
Philadelphia for Porto Rico, 15 days out.
Jan 29, oft Cai>e Clear, ship Dauntless, from San

the Hnnday following the death of Agassiz,
For Sale at the Principal Bookstoree.
jallsntt

FAMILY

Dec 2, Hawthorn, Nason, lor

Singapore.
Sld fm Galle Dec 21, Zouave, Rowell, Rangoon.
Ar at Bordeanx 13th ult, Anna Walsh, Lawrence,
New Orleans.

First Parish

Portland tor Belfast.
dan 29—S’d, sch H S Rowe. Taveneen, New York.
Jan 31—Ar. scbs Boxer, Lewis. Wlscasset lor Boston ; Edward Everett, Gray, and Rambler, Williams,

—

Brilliantines from 50 cts. and upwards.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DR.

REV.

Bombay

BOOTHBAY, Jan 27—Ar, sch Emperor, Ryan,

ALL WOOL EMPRESS CLOTHS

his sensations that bis stomach has received on accesof vigor. It increases the desire for food and the
ability to digest and assimilate it. If the liver is derelict it Improves the condition of tho organ and imparts to it a new and healthful impulse The bowels
being obstructed, it promotes the now of bile into the
intestinal canal and thereby relieves them and reestablishes their natural action.
Its effect upon the
biain, the nerves and the kiodneys is eqnadv salutatory. In short, it tones, alters and regulates tho

preached in the
Church hr

..

tanks.”

The Foremost Tonic of the Age.

Mention

A.

order to make room for the Spring Goods,
to be reeded, I have marked down a lot of

Taking into consideration the character of ts
vouchers, the history of its cures and its immense
annual sales, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters may be
fairly entitled the Foremost Tonic oi the Age. It is
not only a tonic but a constitutional and local alterative, and its tendency is to substitute healthy for
diseased action throughout the system. If the stomach is feeble and torpid it produces a
vitalizing impression upon its mucous tissues. No sooner has tho
dyspeptic swallowed a dose oft. than he knows by

A

Kids nt 75 cts. Fresh and desirable Colors
cheap at 91/25. Also a small lot at 25 cts.

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best

Galle.
Ar at

‘‘THE LIFE IS MOKE THAN MEAT.”

STORY.

IN GENERAL.

register” ;F. Leyford, Augusta,“clothes dryer”;
C. S. Webber, Bangor; “valve for railroad

Wanted.

ARE

Patents have been awarded to Maine citifollows:—S. L. Gould, Gardmer, “belt
tightener”; N. Tenney, Portland, “powder
keg”, Chas. F. Washburn. Portland, “billiard
zens as

__

Falmouth E.
Sld fm Calcutta Dec 20, Nonantum, Knowles, for
Boston.
Sld im Saugor Dec 3, Mt Washington, Titcomb, lor

on one and two years, secured by mortfirst class Real Estate, within two miles of
gage
AdCity Hall, and worth four times the amount,
dress Box 1795, Portland P. O.
ja30sntf

Trefeusia and Frederic Kid

sn3t

Samarang.
Sld fin Probolingo

on

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.

Skowhegan, Wednesday,”

TO

R

19th ult,Humboldt, Drummond,from
San Franciseo.
Ar at Auckland. NZ, Oct 26, Gemsbok, Banker, for
Otago and New fork.
Ar at Newcastle, NSW, Nov -Oth, Madawaska,
Smith. Melbourne, (and sld Dec 1st for Singapore);
30th, Flying Eagle, Crowell, Melbourne.
Ar at Sonrabaya Dec 3, Henry Buck, Blanchard,

83000,

great

a

Newsdealer, sell it for FIVE CENTS.

one

“Burleigh is dead. Send hearse by train to
was th ■. despatch
that startled a placid gentleman of Ruwom
last
In
a
week.
few
minutes
he recollectday
ed that he had a horse at work in the woods
and that Burlegh was bis name.
He sent another horse to Skowhegan, which answered
every purpose, says the Whig.
The Whig says there is so large an amount
of anchor ice in the Penobscot, between Bangor
and Brewer, that when the tide is out the surface of the ice in the middle is much higher
than near the banks.
A remonstrauce ageinst the granting of a
charter for a railroad bridge across the Penobscot river at Verona, is in circulation for signatures in BaDgor, and a special meeting of the
City Council has been called with a view to instructing the Representatives in the Legislature
to oppose the proposed charter.

Stock and teams of a Retail Lumber Wharf near
Boston. Business established many years.
Long
lease, low rent, large trade, terms favorable.
A good chance for parties wishing to establish a
branch yard to share the trade of Boston and vicinity.
Address
“LUMBER.”
Daily Advertisor Office, Boston.
jan21snt£26eod

justice.

n»ar31sneod&wlv

HANCOCK

_

_

1840.

Good Templar Notes.—The Grand Council of the Grand Lodge of Good Templars have
engaged F. E. Shaw, G. W, C. T., to devote as
much time as he may be able to give to the
cause, in visiting county and subordinate

at

KILLER,

AUCTION SALES.

White,

for Martinique.
Ar at Dublin

M

manity, putting in shade all stories of Lilliputians ever heard of.
One is a hoy and the
other a girl, and weigh, together, three pounds
and four ounces. They are perfect, and seem
to be in good health. Their bed is a little paper box, filled with cotton, and they are dressed
in doll’s clothes.
The mother and children
These twins
were doing well at last accoim**
are the smallest living children ever heard of.
They take food naturally, and make a noise
like very young kittens.
Quite a number of
citizens have called to see the little wonders A
tea cup will cover the head of either.
Their
hands are about the size of the bowl of a teabodies
their
less
and
than
six
nehes
spoon,
long—the boy a trifle the larger.

Wednesday,and

Cl«1 at London 19th ult, Ellen Goodapeed, Otle, for
Cardiff.
Ent out Newport 17tb ult, Acelia Thurlow,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SALE.

SECRETARY RICHARDSON ON MOIETIES.

seats, flourish a little fine talk in the vestibules
of caucuses and conventions and quietly vote
the Bourbon ticket.
At least, so say the wise

own

SPECIAL

count of their birth from a personal friend:
“Mrs. J. B. McCrum, residing at No, 58 Parsons street, Kalamazoo, Mich., is the mother
of twins so small that they aie a marvel of hn-

To the Editor of the Press:
In yesterday’s Press, my friend “F. N. D.,”
an able and active member of the Executive

of a Democrat who participated in the raid is
reliable, no financial irregularity will be fouDd,
The result is that the Democratic leaders in this
affair feel very much as if they had been engaged in an unsuccessful attempt at boomerang

fltlaMn

Bits of Humanity.—A correspondent of
the Washington Star sends the following statements, saying that he knows the parents of
the children, and has recently received an ac-

Impenitent.

Committee employ experts and stenographers
and all such, and report during the month of
February. It will cost the State two or three
thousand dollars; and if the private statement

u

cap the climax

And this,
too,
Chosen home of Jeff. Davis.
anegro

The “Corrector” still Uncorrected and

pers could hint at startling developments of
great frauds—and the Democracy pant for an
earthquake.1 But the Republicans all the while
were growing more ardent tor the investigation, and have introduced au order that the

|

a

_

First,they expected that the

general railroad bill in

State Dairyman’s Association.
An address of welcome to the Board in behalf of the Lincoln Agricultural Society will
be given by George B. Sawyer, of Wiscasset.
In addition to several papers by members of
the Board—the titles of which have not been
transmitted—the following will comprise a part
of the programme:
Is it desirable to extend Cheese Factories in
our Slate, or devote more
attention to the making of choice butter, either in the private dairy
or by the associated system?
Discussion to be
opened in favor of cheese factories bv Z A
in
favor
of
butter
Gilbert;
by Horace Colburn'
Lecture by Prof. O. W. Atwater of
town University, Conn. Subject: The Science
of Cattle Feeding.
Lecture by Hon. Harris Lewis, President of
New York Agricultural Society.
Subject:
ilk.
Lecture by Hon. Charles L. Flint, Secretary
of Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture.
Subject: A Hundred Years Progress in Ameri-

visiting

was

ones.

a

wiV “L

silly fingers.

is
ftifp

Maine Board of Agriculture.—'The winter
meeting of the Maine Board of Agriculiure
will be held ac Wiscasset Feb. 10th, 11th and
12th, 1874. In connection therewith, there will
be a Farmers* Mass Meeting and Maine Dairymen's Convention; and a half day during the
meeting will be assigned to the organization of

can

in Parliament he made a speech against
motion to abolish capital punisnment.
Teomi-e la-Mobt.

judge

special commitjee for that purpose, giving the
minority a majority of the committee iu the
House. This done, the Demooracy wasn’t in a
hurry for the loudly proclaimed Rice inquest.
Any time would do after the session. Let it be
done during the summer, for then there would
be am pie time. Besides, the Democratic pa-

The public will watch with some interest
the attempt of Dr. Dio Lewis and his associates to stop rum-selling by holding prayer

It looks as though Mr. Gladstone and the
Liberals are making sufficient losses in the
Parliamentary elections now taking place in
Great Britain to give the Conservatives with
the “Home Rule” members in Ireland, a majority in the next Parliament.

can

the Committee and thus the investigation would
fail or be made by Republicans.
Hero again
they found the dominant party thoroughly in
earnest for the investigation, and raising a

So we are to have an investigation of the
affairs of the District of Columbia, and Washington correspondents say that the Committee is one that will make thorough work of it.
That is what is demanded. A political party
is ^responsible fbr the wrong-doing of those
whom it puts in power only so far as it
shields them. It is possible that there has
been no wrong-doing by District officials: if
not, so much the better for them. The truth
can only be ascertained by a
thorough inves“Boss Shepherd” appears very
tigation.
cheerfnl at the prospect, while Congressman
Eldridge (Democrat) who has long been a
member of the District Committee, declares
that a committee of angels could not satisfy
In passing, it may
the Washington carpers.
be suggested,that committees of that character
would be out of place in so nice a place as
even Washington is represented to be.

Monday night a large and influential
meeting was held in Boston to protest against
the action of the School Committee in ousting the ladies elected to places on the board
at the last election. Men of both parties and
of influence, discussed and condemned the
action of the majority of the Committee.

I

prison management, they expected that the
Senate and House would disagree respecting

destroyed.

_

as

had a subject for all summer editorials on the
State Prison. Second, disappointed at the eagerness of the
Republicans to look into the

fair and

his

more

Republicans would vote down a proposition for
inquiry. If they did the Democratic papers

candid newspaper, they have doubtless created a painful impression in the minds of thousands of intelligent people.
The worst thing about such representations
is that when people get an !dea that the best
journals make random statements, the influence of the press to correct abuses and aid
reform is irreparably impaired il not entirely

will prove too many for Dr. Lewis and
Mends.

is to hang

the Democratic leaders
who so eagerly demanded an investigation into
the affairs of the State Frison, have lost theiinterest in it. They are provoked that the Republicans take so naturally to investigation aud
their little trap is likely to spring upon their

of a less responsible journal than the
Advertiser, they would not have been credit-

meetings in rum shops. It is a novel remedy
for the greatest curse to society and may succeed where other agencies have failed.
Doubtless the persistent efforts of a large
band of-prayiug people can make it very disagreeable for the average grog seller, but be is
a tough customers veritable pachyderm without a particle of sentiment, and can stand a
great deal of annoyance. We fear that he

passion

THE STATE PRISON INVESTIGATION.

umns

a

those who clamor for wholesale indiscriminate
pardons, on grounds of compassionate feeling
or having respect to the social standing of the

somebody,and

his ruling

So far

The first year of
the change was 1872, consequently the Secretary made his report of estimates and expenditures for the list six months of the year,
for which period the amount was $470,000.
In 1873 the expenditures were given for a lull
year and were about a million dollars, which
period included the long session.
Had these statements appeared in the col-

emiuently

thorough and sincere amendment which can
possibly be obtaiued without those intermediate prisons which penitentiary science regards
as so important in practically testing the realiThe conduct of the
ty of professed reform.
petitioners for Thorne’s pardon was entirely
rational, and ought not to identify them with

he goes at the matter with so much savagery
and vindictiveness as £o have justly earned his
title of the “Apostle of the Halter.” He Is
evidently a man of much industry aud persistence,and with some fantastic alertness of mind.

30th instead of December 30th as had been
the custom of that official.

a

criminal and his friends
By the way, if Judge Goddard will take the
trouble to look into John Stuart Mill’s recently
published autobiography, lie will find that the
word “sentimentalist” was curiously enough
first applied by Mill and other disciples of Benthani, the father of modern utilitarian philosophy and the pioneer in scientific theories of
government law an'1 society, and especially of
prison reform, to their opponents! Beutbam,

now

probably

He

of

A considerable interest iu the capital punishment questiou has been awakened by the public
hearings, Hon. Geo. F. Talbot for the death
penalty, and Hon. T. B. Reed and Rev. Mr.
Quinby against,distinguished themselves by logical,earnest and able arguments outhe merits of
the case. Hou. Chas. W. Goddard of your city,
also distinguished himself, but in quite a different way. He seems to be one of those men
who think they were created tor the special
purpose of regulating things, aud that the universe will fall into chaotic ruin if
they relax
Just
for an instant their active supervision.

when it should be laid out in newspapers.
The Senate has taken this view of the case
and hereafter, the stationery clerk will only
offer to the senatorial purchaser plain paper,
pens Ink and mucilage. Perhaps he will keep
the eighty-two pounds of sponge, for this article, Senator Morrill of Vermont says, is
needed to cleanse the marble steps and halls.
The public will also be glad to learn that the

mor-

sober, industrious and fairly Intelligent man, who, after spending the lifetime
of a generation in prison, gave all those proofs
had become

EVANGEL.

THE NEW

expend his $125 in useless knick knacks

prisonment had given him intellectual and
al instruction, and taught him to labor.

they certainly forget the log-

that his stock is too extensive for the good of
the traders outside of the capitol, and may offer a temptation to the inexperienced sena-

so

of those where punishment has done all
the work that it can do or is expected to do, by
those who look upon penitentiary discipline as a
rational system designed to effect a definite object—it had reformed the crimiual. A brutally
iguoraut boy, under the influence of a wicked
woman, had committed a great crime. His im

MARHIAUK.

for newspapers and stationery. All that can
be said against the Senate stationer’s store is

by

ably one

man

ical results of a ballot in the aauds of every
earnest woman in Maine—which would inevitably doom the rum traffic. Every apostle of

ed but sanctioned

impression

that he is far from desiring to facilitate the escape of murderers from justice,however much he
may be opposed to capital punishment. As for
the matter of Thorne, if his pardon was favored by the opponents of capital punishment as
a class, it was because his case was unmistak-

The Womau Suffrage and State Temperance
Conventions were partially fused and were not
so successful, judged l>y the attendance, as on
former occasions.
Some of the temperance
leaders aver that their Convention was injured

mentioned are sold to the senators or rather
charged to them against the $125 allowed

vertiser was led to make this mistake

to them

real Legislature; and now-and then an Agriculturist who insisted ou telling you bow good
people Ihgy were and with a bland smile insisting that he is too entirely a child of nature
I am pained to learn that
to put up little jobs.
the Augusta agriculturists of Water street,
interwho at the late meeting showed so great
modern agriculest in the chief pursuit of the
tural leaders—voting,—have lost their zeal in

tooth brushes, soap, sponges, etc. On Monday of last week, some senator fell upon the
article of the Advertiser and read from it to
the Seuate. Quite a debate followed from
which may be learned that the articles above

tor to

shown
one of the special favors
But surely C. W. G. s mere
alone.
to the Attorney
negative evideuce in regard
General’s opinions is not sufficient to remove
created by the spiritof his reports
the

man; the Trustees of the Normal
School, who want to make the course of the
school embrace four years; the Trustees of
the Agricultural College, who appeared to be
temporarily perplexed about some action of the

state*

picks, wedding envelopes, gold

victing
is not therefore,

her old

mentof the Boston Advertiser relative to the
expenses of the-United States Senate and the
material used by the senators, embracing gold
tooth

of his reports, on legislation giving husband
and wife the right to testify against each other,
and also on more circumspection in taking
criminal recognizances.
Perhaps I made my
statement too strong, siuce the rule of evidence
of conto which he objected, stands iu the wav
other criminals besides murderers, and

ernment

We do not read anonymous letters and communications! The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
bat as a guaranty oi good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

J

C. W. G.’s “Correctory.”
To the Editor qf the Press:
My impression in regard to the Attorney
General was derived from my recollection of
the manner in which he persisted, in all three

1874.

fe3tf

*»•

corner

of Cknrck.

WHITE * SOKE.

Ct

UtyKootn, Mechanics'
NING, Feb. 5lb,
_

removed to

127 Middle Street,

II •

II ■

A.

MEETING or the Maine CharitaA bleSTATED
Mecha tic Association, will be held at Libat

Hall,

7| o’clock.

on

THURSDAY EVE-

GEO. A. HARMON,

fe3d3t_

Secretary.

PRINTING promptly and neatly executed at thli Office.

J®*

THE PRESS,
Wednesday morning, ieb. 4,1874
THE PBR8§
obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesMay
senden Bros., Marquis, Hobinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run out of
be

the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At 'Vateiville, oi J. S. Carter.
At Gorfcam, oi News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.

Kennebunk^of ™CE. Miller.SteV™

At

& C°'

AND~vTciNITY.

CITY

New AdveriiHemeatM Xo-Our.

& Co.

of each month.

Hall,

Exchange Street.

No. 95

YORK RITES.

Wednesday.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 P. m.; Grand ComGrand

mandery, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesevery month.
SCOTTISH

RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, ii rs
Friday.
Council—!Portland Oouncil P. of J., second Friday.
Cn after—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de k., third

Friday.

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.

Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
R., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and t hird Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
month.
At

TEMPLARS

Exchange Street.
and third Mondays in each
100

Council—Maine, first
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353£ Congress street

Every evening.

Pythias—Bramliall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjov Lodge, No. 6, MonAt
their Hall. Clapp’s Block, Market
day evenings.
of

•

Orgood.

Four part song—“On the Sea”.Mendolatobn.
Mrs. Dow, Miss Ryan, Mr. Osgood, Mr. Whitney.

Grand Fraternity Entertainment—.We
understand that the arrangements for this en-

tertainment

are about completed.
By a look
the advertisement it will be seen that the af
fair is in the right hands and that next Tuesday has been selected for the occasion. This is
the season when the great world of pleasure

makes

up for the biting winter weather, the
gloom and cheerlessness of out-door life, by improving to the utmost the opportunities for in"
door festivities. It is the very bight of the social season, wnen balls and parties are the
most numerous, and when the minor gayeties
of society, the kettle drum and the dinner party, are also sure to have their full share of at-

tention. We fear that a world without £entertainments of this kind’ would be voted very
slow, not only by the young girls who have iust
come out in what seems to them a
fairy-laud of
social enjoyment, but to a good many older and

experienced people who have not lost,
their relish for the pleasures of society.
This entertainment being for
a worthy and charitable
object, the public at
large cannot help being interested in its suc-

advancing years,

is no way of

judging

the

future

Portland

Army

and

and

Navy

Brown streets.

Union- Corner

First Tuesday in each

Sons of Temperance—Portland Division, No. 95;
Sons’ of Temperance Hall. Friday evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar
Gana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
Saturday—in Williams’ block, Congress street. Mystic, Thursday; Atlantic, Tuesday;—at Sons ot Temperance Hall. Congress street. Iron Clad, Thursday,
West End.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.
each month.
Payson

Society.—Meetings

Literary

Monday evening, Brown’s Block,
Congress streets, at 7£ o’clock.

cor.

every

Brown and

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
JrATUIUTK' V/ttUKK

UIT AJttLKICA—COUVeilUB
corner of

at Arcana Bali, Williams*block,
Congress
and Chapel Sts., Tuesday eveniug.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Bio k. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6,7 to 9, day and evening.

U. H.

District Court.

BEFORE JUDGE

FOX.

Tuesday.—Tlie regular February term commenced to-day. The Grand Jury were impanelled as follows—Andrew T. Bean. Auburn; H. M. Lombard,
Baldwin; C. F. Burnell, Baldwin; G. Barbour, H.
K. Dow, Gray; Moses Goodwin, Daniel L. Brooks,
Eliot; L. W. Parkhurst, D. S. Brown, Gorham; J.

Thompson, Gray; T. F. Kendrick,
Withani,
B. W. Mason, Hollis; A. Doughty, W. E. Blake,Naples: M. E. Bolster, A. F. Dyer, Portland; H. W.
C. F.

Warren, G. T. Toothaker, Pownal; H. K. Dow of
foreman.

Jury—C. H. Record, L. Curtis, Auburn; J.
Wiggins. A. J. Ricker, Baldwin; J. L. Roberts, T.
Jackson, Doering; J. E. Hammond, J. R. Stacy, Elliot; G. Cliadboru, Asa Libby, Gorham; M. F. FowPetit

JUDGE BARROWS.

BEFORE

Jury

out.

St rout & Hoi

Howard & Cleaves.

mes.

Superior Court.
FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM, 1874, BEEORE JUDGE

8Y-

MONDS.

Tuesday.—The February civil term commenced
this morning a$ ten o’clock. Prayer by the Rev. Mr.
Jones of Chestnut street church.
The traverse jury is the same as the second jury

January term.
cases assigned for to-day were settled or otherwise disposed of without a trial.
Counsel are requested to be in attendance to-morrow (Wednesday) morning at ten o’clock as the assignment of jury trials will he made at that time.
at the

The

municipal
BEFORE

Court.

JUDGE MORRIS.

John Kelley, Henry Wilson, John Brown and WilFined $5 each with
liam Goddard. Intoxication.
costs.
Michael

Toomey.
$10 with costs.

Open shop

on

Lord’s day. Fined

preparation,
to day.

which will be announced from

day

The Storm.—Tlie severest storm of the seaset in early yesterday morning and continued far into the night. Nearly two feet of snow
fell and the travel was much impeded. Pedes-

trians found it difficult to get about the streets.
The noon trains from Boston were about two
hours late. The Grand Trunk due at 3 o’clock,
did not get through. The Portland & Ogdens-

burg was

hour and a half late in the afternoon, and the Rochester was considerably delayed. The six o’clock train on the Rochester
did not go out.
The Maine Central evening
an

trains were three hours late. The 5 p. m. train
over the
Eastern got in at 9, and the 8 p. m.
train at 10. The 5 p. m. over the Boston and
Maine got an engine off the track near Old Orchard, and was “stuck” for a longtime. This
of course delayed the 8 o’clock. The six o’clock
train did not go out.
not

come

through,

The Bangor Pullman did
and the Boston Pullman

did not get in until morning.

roads.
The school examinations begin to-day.
The Buxton house on Brown street has been
sold to M. W. H. Anderson by Messrs. Upham & Gardiner, real estate agents.
“The severest storm of

the

winter,"

every-

body says.

Chapel has applied for an act of
incorporation as a church.
A span of horses belonging to Mr. John Ray,
broke through the ice on Loug Creek yesterday morning and were drowned. They were
eugaged in hauling ice for D. W. Ciark & Co.,
Willisten

and were driven on to some thin ice that had
“skimmed over" a cut. The span was valued

at $500.
The steamer Chase is to be despatched to oc.
John with a heavy cargo, freight having accumulated so rapidly as to render it necessary.
Capt. Sturdivant reports that after paying for
the Mass Union Temperance
meeting at City Hall Sunday evening,
netted $2.53 for the Allen Mission.
A Scotchman aud wife named More came
down on the Boston train last night aud claimed the city’s hospitality. They came to Portland ou the Allan line of steamers last winter,
expecting to make their fortune in this country; but ill-luck befell them and they became

hall aud hand bills,

dependent

on

charity.

Attention is invited to the certificate of the
State Assaver as to the purity of the teas sold
W. L. Wilson & Co.
St.Paul’s Guild give a tea party at Mr.Frank
Moody’s this evening.
imIt was so still last night that one might
for burial.
out
laid
and
the
shrouded,
agine
city

by

Personal.—Mr. George A. Jones has furnished to the people o£ this State the present
season thiity-six lectures and
twenty-six concerts.
David Ritchie, formerly Lieutenant on
the revenue cutter Mahoning, at this port, is
He was promoted to nig commissiou iu
dead.
the service in consequence of his gallantry in
swimming off to the cuttei in New Orleans
after she was seized by the rebels, and obtaining the flag to which Gen Dix referred in his
famous order, “If any man pulls down that flag

Capt.

spot.”
occupation

shoot him on the
on

Butler’s

This he secreted, and
of the city took it to

him, and was immediately despatched with it
to the city.
Little Sunshine.—This evening the popular Lillie Wilkinson appears at Music Hall iu
the great dramatic sensation of “Little Sunshine or the Working Girl’s Oath.” She is sup-

ported by an excellent company and
entertainment may he expected.

a

pleasing

building a road through Graftou
notch.
Petitions Presented and Referred:—Bill to repeal chap. 83 of the public laws of 1872, relating to granting uew trials; petition of citizens
of ls-e, for incorporation of the county of Appletou; remonstrance of the town of Mattawamkeag against thejsame; petition of ,T. \V. Clark
et als., for set over draft ou single sleighs; resolve to furnish certain books to the library of
Colby University. The resolve directs the Secretary of State to furutsh the University with
Maine Reports volumes 8 to 38, and 41 to 60,
Rev sed Statutes of 1871. Ac's and Resolves of
1821 to 1873, inclusive; bound volumes of Public Documents 1821 to 1868, Journals of the
House and Senate, and volumes 1 and 4 of the
Maine Historical Society, provided the same
can he spared without detriment to the State
Reports of Committees—Of the Committee on
Finaucial Affairs ou petition of the Childrens’
Home at Bangor, referring the same to the
Committee

Towns,

on

Military Affairs; of Committee

a bill to
incorporate the
town of Vauceboro’, the bill was tabled; also a
bill to incorporate the town of Blaine from
Aina plantation. The bill was assigned for to.
morrow; of the Judiciary Committee, to amend
on

repoi ting

313-100 inches; prevailing wind, northwest,
number of cloudy days 15; number of rainy
days, 1.3. A comparison with the same month
of 1873 shows the mean barometer to be exactly the same, the mean thermometer some degrees higher, with a decrease of rainfall.

earnest, manly appeal to
all lovers of the cause for more systematic, energetic work,touching upon all the remedies for
the removal of intemperance, and calling upon
the women especially,to do more than they had
an

done for the suppression of the evil. The next
lecture will be seasonably announced through
Fides.
the

press._

E>erring Items,
C.,” af its regular meeting
on Monday evening last, elected the following
officers: E. A. Burnell, Manager; Frank A Elwell, Secretary; H. C. Hix m, Treasurer. The
club propose to give a series of entertainments,
commencing Wednesday evening, Feb. 18tb,
The “W. C. D.

on

which occasion the

plays

of

“The

Spoiled

Cuild”aud “Who Speaks First”will be presented. The object of the club is to raise a fund to
build a hall and engine house.
A woman in a semi-intoxicated state was
found on Forest Avenue road, with both hands
badly frozen. Her feet also were “touched.”
She was kindly cared for by the people in the

vicinity.
The Lyceum will hold

no

meeting

this eve-

account of the storm.
The members of “Oak Lodge” I. O. G. T.,
intend giving an entertainment for the benefit
of the Lodge in the course of two weeks
Oorham
Rev. Charles Mungerof Alfred, supplied the
pulpit of High street Methodist church in GorHis
ham last Sabbath with great acceptance.
discourses were able, evangelical, and deeply

pulpit of the Congregational
church was supplied by Rev. Mr. Lewis of So.
Berwick, whose sermons are spoken of as able
and highly interesting.
These churches are
The

impressive.

holding
terest.

extra

44, chap. 11, of Revised Statutes, relating

district clerk.

Bill to repeal sec. 52, 53 and 54 of Revised
Statutes, relating to hay, was taken from the
table and passed to be engrossed.
Bill to provide for further protection to the
inmates of tbe Insane Hospital, (Sen. No. 3)
up. The amendmeut known as the
Mrs. Packard bill, which had been offered as a
substitute (Sen. No. 7) was unanimously re
jected. The lobbying of Mrs. P. had evidently

was

religious meetings with good in-

_

.ttISliKI.I..tNKOCH NOTICED.

beeu overruled.
mittee

Adulteration of Tea*.

Very few people know the immense quantities of poisonous teas that are put on the markW. L. Wilson & Co., corner of Exchange
et.

and Federal streets, have had their teas analthe

yzed by F. L. Bartlett, State Assayer, and
following is the result of his examination:

Portland, Feh. 3,1874.
This certifies that I have examined the folW. L. Wilson & Co., of
for
teas
named
lowing
Portland, and have found [them all free from
deleterious adulterations:
Brands.
Old Hyson,
Sir Lancelot,

Lothair,
Pacific Mailjapau,

Pacific Mail Ja an,
Pacific Mail Oolong.

£ri?e*-

**•“{

J-*™
l-1®

l-”"

1

jjjl

-80
Glenartney Ooolong,
Of tlie above named teas, I regard the brands
known as Flowery Pekoe, Old and Young Hyis
remarkably pure, aud
son, and Lothair,
would recommend them to those who wish
pure article.
feb4-3t
F. L. Bartlett, State Assayer,

a

The Continental Fire Ins. Co.—The Insurance Chronicle of New York in reference to
the Annual Statement of this Company speaks
‘‘The glorious old Continental Inas follows:
surance Company of this city, which lias never
passed a dividend or withheld payment of an
honest loss, presents its statement for January
1st, 1874. It has an inventory of solid and
readily available assets tothe amount of $2,*
255,937.08, of which $1,255,937.08 is surplus.
This sound and reliable Compauv is represented iu this city by Messrs. W D. Little &
Annual butemeut in
Co as will appear by the
we call attention.
out c 111 inns, to which
Gow’s candy
Don’t forget to call at Allen
his nice
manufactory and get some of warrantedcandy.
pure.
It is made fresh every day,and
No. 300 Congress street.

le

**c

A fact worth knowing, that Rubber koods
can be repaired aud warranted to stick, at
Hall's Rubber store, under Falmouth Hotel.

ja29tl_
Wonderful tone and vigor are given to the
lungs and air passages by using Hale’s Honey
of Horebound aud Tar iu
coughs, colds and
bronchial affections.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
feb3eod&wlw

was

The bill

passed

to be

reported by the Comengrossed unanimous-

lyThe following bills came from the House engrossed, and were read and assigned for tomorrow:—An act to incorporate the Bar Harbor Water Co.; an act to confirm the lease of
the Bangor and Piscataquis Bailroad to the
consolidated European and North American
Bailroad Co.; an act to amend an act to incorPussed to be Enacted and sent to the Governor
—An act to authorize John Whitmore to conatltiitiuual
struct woirs iu tho§ Pcuubuoofc i-'tTot
to an act to incorporate the Calais Railway Co.
and the several acts additional thereto; to incorporate the Enterprise Cheese Manufacturing
Co.
HOUSE.

Papers from the Senate disposed of in

con-

currence.

A communication was received from Hon.
S. C. Hatch, State Treasurer, showing the compensation of clerks since 1870 to be $2625 per
annum in that office.
Petitions. <6c., presented and referred—Of
R. Pinkham et als of Rockland, praying that
H.
women may have the right of suffrage; of
S. Staples et als. toameud chap. 65 of the Reto
restrain
as
Judges of
vised Statutes, so
Probate from giving all the personal estate of
deceased persons to the widows* of the deceased to the prejudice and damage of creditors; for an act additional to chap. 143, laws of
1873, relating to the jail system of the State of
Maine; for incorporation of the New England
Bolling Stock Company. The following named
gentlemen are the incorporators: John Lynch,
B. E. Wood, J. S. Bicker, W. G. Bay, H. J.
Libby. A. K, Shurtleff, F. Robie, E. G. Wal
lace, G. E. B. Jackson, A. W. H. Clapp, W.
H. Conaut, P. Barker, G. P. Wescott, S. HanThe object is to own and
son, A. K. P. Lord.
loan locomotives and cars.
Capital stock not
of
E. F. Collins et als. for
exceed
to
$500,000;
charter for a railroad from West Waterville to
Augusta; to amend chap 388. private and
speecial legislation of 1873. relating to the
rights of the P. S. & P. Railroad, in the city of
The point of the amendment inPortland.
volves the extension of the P. S. & P. Bailroad
Portland, so a?to griut them
street.
to Union
the right to take property for depot purposes.
It provides for the rights of the city and other
railroads: of the Selectmen of Southport for
change of school laws,|relatiug to the manner
of raising school money; of L. Preble et als. for
the use of fisheries coi tingent to their land;
of W. E. Coffin et als. to stock
Pennaquam
Lake with salmon; for an act amending chap.
45 of the Revised Statutes, relating to interest;
of J. A. Emery et als. of ThomastonJ to legalize the doings of said town in regard to the
property of J. Newhall; of A. H. Clark et als.
to prevent the catching of smelts and other fish
by uet in the Kennebec river; of the Selectmen
of Waldoboro to regulate fisheries in said town;
of D. Getchell, for reimbursement for timber
for incorcut on his land; of T. Bailey et als.
poration of the North Auburn Boot and Shoe
a
with
capital of
Manufacturing Company,
$50,000; of C. P. Low et als. of Monmouth, for
incorporation of the North Monmouth Cneese
Company; of W. Lewis et als. for incorporation of tiie North Wayne Cheese Company; of
J. T. Richards et als. of Gardiner, for incorporation of the Oakland Park Association; of inhabitants of Silver Bidge Plantation, for sale
of swamp lands; of Chas. A. Kimball et als. of
Romford, for aid in budding a road from Upton to Andover, Oxford county; of Jas. Dingley et als. for amendment of the charter of the
Auburn Mutual Fire Insurance Company.
On mollon tVrn unfo pnqsinc tTin KJ11 r»V>nrfnr
tering the Sagadahoc & Cumberland Bailroad
Compauy, was reconsidered, and an amend-

by Mr. Beed of Bath. Mr. North
of Augusta, thought the amendment might be
broad enough to permit the
bridging the
ment

Flowery Pekoe,
Young Hyson,

three hours behind time.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The Storm.
Boston. Feb. 3—The storm ceased about 4
m.
The
fall
is
about eight inches, light with
p.
little Drifting. City horse car travel is inter
rupted. Some delay of trains on long railroad
routes is anticipated.

liCgialalive.
In the Massachusetts Senate to-day a ten
hour bill for females under 18 years of age, aud

minors,

was

reported.

In the House a number of additional petititious were presented for woman suffrage, for
separate prison for female convicts, and for
just and equal taxation.
Agricultural.
The New Engladd Agricultural Society held
its annual meeting in Boston to-day and reelected its old officers as follows:
President,
Geo. B. Loring of Salem; Seoretary, Hon.
Daniel Needham of Groton; Treasurer, Geo.
W. Kiddie of Manchester. N. H.
The number of Trustees from each New England State
was increased from 9 to 11.
Various Matters.
Charles Hamilton Parker, a well kuowu businass man, of the firm of A. & A. Lawrence &
Co., died to-day.
A tire this evening occurred on the corner of
Franklin aud Congress streets, in the new aud
ansaru roof.
elegant four story building with
Total loss estimated at $35,000. The occupants
were the Bostou Stained Glass Co.; Cook, Redden & Co., and Edwards & Mayo.

NEW YORK.
Various Matters.
New York, Feb. 3.—Thurlow Weed had his
pocket picked of a valuable watch which he
highly prized as a sovenicr of his late wife.
Warrants were issued to day by the District
Attornoy of Brooklyn for the arrest of the late
Deputy Collector Gill of the tax payers office.
It is believed he has fled. He was one of the
remnants of the Boss McLauglins ring of that

city.

Wm. Adams, aged 19, convicted in Oyer and
Terminer this afternoou cf an assault with a
deadly weapon with intent to kill Ezekiel K.
Finch, a merchant, was sentenced by Judge
Brady to eight years in Slate prison.
Two dollar counterfeit notes on t'>e First Mational Bank, Ni th Natioual Bauk, Marine
National Bank, Shoe and Leather Bauk, National Bauk of the State of New York, and
the National Bauk of America are iu circula
tiou. All are well executed aud calculated to
deceive.
Indictments for fraud have been found against
parties in the tax office who will probably be
arrested to-day.
The Mount Clair Midland Railroad with all
its franchises, is to he sold at auct’on April
24th, by order of the courts.
Theie was much suffering among the poor
last night. Sixty-nine men and fourteen women applied for shelter at one of the police
stations alone.
A Flooded Town.
Oswego, Feb. 3.—A despatch from Fulton
says to-day the hells rang, the cause being a
further rise in the water.
The people turned
out and rescused persons living in the upper
of
their
part
houses, and were now in danger.
The rise is about 2J feet above what it has heretofore been
A much larger exteut of the country is flooded than heretofore. The damage is large but
how large at present is impossible to tell,

taken

porate the Passadumkeag Bailroad Co.

Monthly Weather Report.—The weather
report for January from the signal service,
gives the following statistics for Portland:—
Highest barometer 30 03-100 on the 6th; lowest
barometer, 29 45-100 on the 15th; highest thermometer 48° on the 4th and 5th; lowest thermometer?0 below ou the 26th; total rainfall

lecture, but

The Maine Central train west was nearly an
hour late, while the eastern trains are two or

ton to aid in

to school district taxes.
Laid over to be printed. The amendmeut simply strikes out the
word “thiity” in tbe fourth line of the section
and inserts tbe word “sixty,” maki g it the
duty of assessors to assess school district taxes
in sixty days after receiving a certificate of the

ning on

Brief Jolting*.
If out subscribers feel annoyed this morning
because their papers are late, we trust they
will remember that carriers break their own

Augusta, Feb. 3.
House papers disposed of in concurrence.
The report of the Commissioners of tbe Insane Hospital was received and
referred to the
Committee on Insane Hospital.
Orders Passed—Relating to amending chap.
122. public laws of 1873, relating to poor debtor
disclosures; in regard to the inexpediency of
passing a resolve in|favor of tbe town of Graf-

committee on the Fraternity festival cannot
fail of having their most ardent expectations
gratified. Several novelties are in course of

ance

Tuesday.—Wm. Dyer vs. Charles Littlejohn. Action to recover $5000 damages for the loss of an eye.

SENATE.

sec.

Turner's Island.—The first of the series of
lectures under the auspices of “Resolute
public
ler, C. F. Pennell. Gray; W. Chaplin, 2d, K. L. I
Lodge, I. O. G. T,” of this town was delivered
Greene, Naples; J. L. Connor, B. F. Harris, Portby Mr. Charles F. Swett of Portland last Fri
land.
His subject was Temperance.
day evening.
The Grand Jury retired to And indictments.
It was not the old hackneyed style of temperSupreme Judicial Court.

[Special to Press.]

except by the past—and under this rule the

son

month.

Gray,

“For YoC”.Millard.

There

FIFTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE.,

Dow.

Whitney.
“The Message”.
Blumenthal.
Mrs. Anna Granger Dow.

cess.

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.

will

have leave to withdraw.

Mr. M. W.

with

The petitioners

*

more

OF HONOR.

Templars' Hall, No.

Square.

ingfora re-valnation.

Whitney.

Granger

on

judges to give receipts, and on the petition to
restore the jury fee.
A hearing was given before the Legal Committee this afternoon, on the petition of Dcer-

at

ANCIENT ACCEPTED

Knights

the bill to
define the town line between Bristol and Bremen; on the bill repealing the law requiring

Duo—“Mura la bianca luna”.Rossini.
Mrs. Dow and Mr. Osgood.
“Little Maid of Arcadee”.Sullivan.
Miss Addie S. Ryan.
“The Bell Ringers”.Wallace.

Mr.

Commaxderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday: St. AlbanB, second Thursday.

Congress

Mr. M. W.
Mrs. Anna

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday : Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

At

Insurance Company.
The Committee on Judiciary will report bills
requiring Judges to write their opinions iu all
cases and the same to be included in the Maine
reports; to legalize the doings of Van Buren;
to make valid the doings of Madawaska; incor-

Recitative and Air from Naaman.Costa.
MASONIC

day in

trust on”.Gottsclialk.
Mr. George L. Osgood.
“My mother bids me bind my hair”.Hayden.
Miss Addle S. Ryan.
The Hostess’s Daughter. Balfe.

indications of

Lewiston, Feb. 3.—The most severe snow
storm of the winter commenced early this
morning and has continued through the day.

droscoggin

“O, Loving Heart,

CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
lie first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eve-

At Masonic

Portland Marine Iusurauce Company, the Belfast Marine Insurance Company and the An-

up almost entirely of English selections, and
cannot fail to be pleasing to the popular as well
as the artistic taste.
It is rarely that a programme combining these elements is offered to
the public.

no

clearing up.

Augusta, Feb. 3.
Varieties.
The Committee on Mercantile Affairs and
Insurance will report a bill to incorporate the

porating the Imperial Slate Co.
Leave to withdraw was granted

morning train from Boston
hours and forty minutes late.

The

reached here two
The storm continues with

[Special to Press.l

FRLKJRAMM E

Stated Meetings.

The Storm.
Brunswick, Feb. 3.—A severe snow storm
has prevailed since morning. At this hour, 7
p. m,,over a foot of snow has fallen and it is

badly drifted.

THE STATE CAPITAL.

and will bo well received on this his third visit.
Mr. Kotzschmar needs no introduction.
It should be borne iu mind that this
evening
affords a Portlaud audience the last opportunity probably for some years to hear Mrs. Dow
and Mr. Whitney, as both these artists have

MATTERS IN MAINE,,

fe2eodtf

BY TELEGRAPH.

City

ly tine one.
Mrs. Dow has always been an especi il favorite in Portland, and will be warmly welcomed
Miss Ryan our music
in her reappearance.
loving people are always glad to see. Mr.
Whitney’s great talents as an artist command
the same warm recognition here as elsewhere.
Mr. Osgood has twice appeared in Portland,

for the first time in public of the touching ballad of “The Hostess’ Daughter.”
The programme, wiiich we append, is made

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Continental Fire Ins. Co—W. D. Little & Co.
Adulteration of Teas—W. L. "Wilson & l.o.

ning

Brilliantines, Cashmeres
did bargains.

engaged exclusively by Theodore Thomas,
who has concluded to travel no longer. On
this occasion Mr. Whitney gives bis rendition

SPECIAL NOTICES.
To Let—Gee. W. Eddy.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Postal Cards—C. A. Weston
To Let—Mattocks & Fox.

Rines & Robertson are selling best Black
and Alpacas at splen-

Concert.—This evening the grand eon
in the Y. M. C. A. course to be given by
Mrs. Anna Granger Dow, Miss Addie Rvan,
and Messrs. Mrtitnev,Osgood and Kotzschmar,
comes off at
Hall. It will be an especial-

been

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Social Levee anil Festival—City Hall.

Daucy’s Announcements—6.
Legal Notices 3.

The

cert

offered

Kennebec river at Bath, aud for the purpose
of looking into it, moved to table.
Agreed to.
The bill granting bounty on certain wild animals was recommitted with instructions to
the committee to report
bounties.

a

bill

repealing

Orders Passed,— mat the Committee

all such
on

ce-

gal Affairs inquire if any, and what legislation is needed to determine the

rights

and lia-

bilities of owners making excavations on private lands; that the same committee inquire
what further legislation is necessary to secure
uniform compensation to County and municipal officers; that the Committee on State Lands
and Beads inquire into the expediency of reporting resolves inaid of|the building of bridges
over Wheelock Brouk in St, John Plantation
aud Pcllier Brook in St. Frances Plantation;
t'-at the Committee on Mercantile Affairs and
Insurance, inquire iuto the expediency of
amending sec 55, chap 75 of the Revised Statutes as follows: And any such insurance company which shall neglect or refuse to publish such statements as aforesaid, shall forfeit
not less than fifty dollars; that the same committee inquire whether the provisions of Sec.
57, chap. 75, of the Revised Statutes do Jnot include Life Insurance Companies doing bdsiness
on the note or loau plan from the State.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to prohibit the tak

ing of ee.s in the towns of Brooksville and Penobscot; to incorporate the Newport Cheese
Association; to make valid the doings of the
towu of Mayfield; to incorporate the Rockland
District Campmeeting Association; to protect
and facilitate the
ariscotta river.

faking

of Alewives in Dam-

_

Fire in n Coal mine.
"Wiekesbarre, Fi b3— A fire in the Empire
coal mine broke out yesterday in the ma u way
where the men were working, where it was
thought to have been subdued, and drove all
the men out. Eighteen were brought to the
surface insensible from gas aud sulphur, but
they recovered. The tire was worse than at
anytime during the six weeks which.it has
been burning.

WASHINGTON.
The Equalization of (he Currency.
Feb. 3.— The bill reported
from the Sonate Finance Committee to-day
provides in Section 1, That the act of 1870,
providing that noue of the circulation of existing banks shall be withdrawn until after the
$54,000,090' granted by the bill is taken up, and
that the Secretary of the Treasury shall make
requisition from time to time upon banks having more than their share of the currency, to
withdraw and return so much of their circulation as the Secretary may determine..
Section 2, Authorizes the Treasurer, in case
such banks neglect to Return the part of the
circulation called for, to sell euough of the
bank to purchase the currency required.
Section 3, That from and
fter the passage
*»£ this act it shall be lawful for the o.s»PtKai4>»
of the Currency to ieoue circulating notes in
the manner and proportion now provided by
the laws, to associations, organized or to be organized. In those States and territories having
less than their proportion of circulation under
an apportionment made on the basis of populationjand of wealth, as shown by the returns of
the census of 1870; provided, that the whole
amount of circulation issued to such banking
associations, and withdrawn and redeemed
from hanking associations under the provisions
of this act, shall not exceed $25,000,000, and
that such circulation shall, from ime to time,
be withdrawn and redeemed only as it shall be
necessary to supply the banks iu those States
having lees than their apportionment.
Treasury Warrants.
The payments made from the Treasury by
warrants during January were as follows; On
account of civil aud miscellaneous $7,220,696.41; war $2,627,7L9.64; navy $3,722,032.99; interior Indians and pensions $611,275.07; total
The above does hot include
$14,181,774.11.
payments on account of the interest or principal of the public debt.
Injunction Against Caleb flashing.
To day Judge G W. I’aschal filed for Mrs.
Myra Clark Gaines in the Equity Court a bill
for an injunction against Caleb Cushing, ou
which Judge Wylie grauted a restraining order
returnable on the 15th inst.
Mrs. Gaines
charges in her bill that she conveyed to Oushlands
in
certain
Louisiana
iug
ru'mbering 68,000 acres and received from him a counter deed
acknowledging the trust, and alterwards, in his
own name, he obtained a confirmation of the
title to said lands, denying her rights to any interest iu them.
She now asks for an injunction to prevent the respondent from receiving
the patents and certificates for said lands from
the Interior Department.

Washington,

Fortj -Third

Congress— First Session.
SENATE.

Washington. Feb. 3.
Mr. Flanagan presented a petition from the
colored citizens of Georgia, denying the statements of Hon. A. H. Stephens in a speech in
the House, that the colored people of the State
did not destre the passage of the civil rights
bill and the resolution of the Georgia Legislatura to the same effect.
Referred to Commit-

Judiciary.
Mr. Logan presented the resolution of the
Grand Army of the Republic, asking an equalization of bounties. Referred to Committee on
Military Affairs.
Mr. Logan, from the Committee on Military
Affairs, reported unfavorably on a bill providing for the arming and equipping of the whole
body of militia of the United States; also a
bill amendatory of the act to establish a Military Prison. The committee was discharged
tee

on

from the consideration of those bills.
Mr. Goldchwaite offered a bill amendatory of
the act of March 3. 1865, imposing a tax of 10
per cent, on the circulation of bank notes. Referred to the Finance Committee.
—

Hit.

X'CIL,

MI-SiIhU,

IUU

Ml.

liam introduced bills for the restoration to the
market of certain lands in Michigan and Utah.
Referred to Committee on Indian Affairs.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, offered a resolution
authorizing the President of the Senate to appoint an operator in the Senate evenings fora
telegraph connecting the Capitol and the Executive Departments of the government. Agreed
to.
Mr. Conkling presented a petition asking for
appropriations to encourage and strengthen the
work of the hydrographic office.
Referred to
Committee on Commerce.
Mr. Sherman, from the Finance Committee,
reported back a bill in relation to certain guarteed deposits of mail contractors in the Post
Office Department. Passed.
Mr. Sherman introduced a bill for the re
demption and reissue of Unite! States legal
tender and uational bank notes and for free
Referred to the Committee on Fibanking.
nance.

The Senate proceeded with considerable bills
the calendar.
he morning hour expired and the bills went

on

over.

The bill authorizing the Committee on Printing to contract for reporting debates of the
Seuate was taken up and passed.
Mr. Sherman, from the Finance Committee
reported a bill amendatory of the act of March,
1870, in re'atiou to the increase in circulation of
national bank notes, and stated that the object
of this bill was to have a more eqpal distribution of curreucy by the withdrawal of 825,000,000 from States in excess, and the distribution
of it in the West and South among States deficient. He said the bill met the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, Comptroller of the
Currency and every member of the Finance
Committee, and he would call it up for action
at an early day.
air. isogv introduced a bill to extend the provisions aud limitations of the act limiting the
liability of ship owners, approved March 3,
1851, to all vessels required to be inspected by
the act of Congress, aud to all claims for loss
of life or persoual injury, both as against the
owners or charterers, and captain, mate, engineer and pilot thereof
The Senate proceeded to the consideration of
the bankrupt bill, and Mr. Edmunds explained
the amendments thereto heretofore published.
The amendments were considered seritaim and
the first six sections of the amended hill were
agreed to as reported by the Judiciary Committee without change, the two most important of
which provides that no discharges be granted
to a debtor whose assets soall not be equal to 33
percent, of the claims proved against liis es
tate without assent of his creditors in number
aud value as prescribed by the existing laws,
aud the others provide that in cases of involuutary or compulsory bankrupt-y, the period
of four months mentioned in the 35tb. section
_

of the original law be
changed to two months,
but such provisions are not to
go into effect
until two months after the
passage of this aet.
Ihe period of six mouths mentioned in the
same section of the original act is
changed to
three, but not to take effect until three mouths
after the passage of this act.
When the 7th sectiou of the committee’s reon
amendments in regard to attempts to
tfraud creditors was read, Mr. Oglesby of Illisaid
he had seen it announced that the
nois,
Legislature of his State had passed a resolution requesting Illinois Senators to vote for the
repeal of the bankrupt law, but he had no official notification of that fact. When such notification was received he would obey it. As
long as there was a credit system in the country we should have a national baukrupt law.
Instead of repealing and being thrown back to
the old State system, he moved to strike ontthe
words, “or who has stopped or suspended and
not resumed
payment of his commercial paper
within a period of forty days,” so that class of
persons should not be deemed to have committed an act of
bankruptcy. He thought with
that clause out we should have a
bankrupt law
which would reach aronud the
country, and in
time meet with universal favor.
Mr. Edmunds inquired what was to be done
with that clause if the amendment
prevailed.
Mr. Oglesby replied that the matter would be
left uuder the present State laws.
Pending the discussion the Senate went into
executive session and subsequently adjourned.

Journalistic Life in Sun Francisco.

San Francisco, Feb. a—This afternoon B.
F. Naptboby, editor of the Sun, was released
on bail, and
while walking along California
street, met Augustus De Young of the Chronicle, wbo, drawrng a pistol, fired four or five
shots at him

but without effect.
DeYoung
was overpowered, disarmed
and taken to jail.
Naptboby, who also went there for protection,
was met in the prison by Michael De Young,
wbo drew a revolver and tried to shoot him,but
All the parties
was prevented by the guard.

Sort

Berlin, Feb. 3.—Archbishop Ledochowski
arrested yesterday and sent to Ostrowo, in
Fosen, where be will be imprisoned in accordance with the

sentence of the court.
Threats of the Carlisle.
Madrid, *eb. 3.—The Carlists threaten to
open the bombardment of Bilboa to-day The
city has two months’ provisions. Gen Marioues is receiving reinforcements and will
advance to its relief.

rarllmenlarr Elections.
London, Feb. 3.—The election in Bristol yesterday resulted in the return of Sum’l Motley
and Kirkman Daniel Hodgdou, both Liberals
aud members of the late Parliament.
Of members of the new Parliament thus far
chosen, the Conservatives have a majority of
111.
There were a number of meetings of Liberals and Conservatives in the |metropolitau district last night, which were addressed by their
respective candidates. The proceedings at all
the gatherings were marked by much disorder.
The election in Greenwich is in progress today. Tue return of Mr. Gladstone is thought
to be sure.
A despatch from the borough just
rece.ved here (3 30 p. in.) says that there have
been a number of lights and window smashiug.
Despatches from a number of places throughout tbe kingdom where the voting is
taking
place to-day, report much excitement aud some
rioting, especially in Burry, Lancashire Tralee,
Irela d.
The right Hon. Robert Lowe to-day was elected to represent the Loudon University in the
next Parliament without opposition.
Iondon, Feb. 3, miduight.—The total number of members f Parliament elected or returned withoat opposition to-day was 41, of
whom 27 are Conservatives and 14 Liberals.
The Conservatives joined seats it• Ktiareehor
ougb. Malden, Petersfield, Scarborough and
Winchester. The Liberals gained two seats in
Shrewsbury and John. A Liberal has defeated Sir John Pakington in Draitwitcb.
The
home rule candidate is elected in Kiusale.
Childers is re-elected in Pontercraft. The
city
ofLiuc dn represented in the last Parliament
by two Liberals, returns Col Chaplin, Conservative, and Charles Seeley, one of the former
members. The contest was close and excitinn
and attended by great disorder
A large mob
at one time held possession of the street
Attacks were made on the polling place, windows
smashed and au attempt made to set fire to a
hotel. The military fiually charged upon and
dispersed the rioters. Further disturbances
were feared to-night, but at last accounts they
The declaratic n of the rewere not renewed.
sult of the election is having a tranquilling effect on all parties.
A Conservative has been returned from Cheltenham. another gain for the opposition. Rt.
Hon. Edward Wardwell and Vernou Horcount
have been re-elected to the city of Oxford.
A mob broke into a liberal meeting in Wolverhampton last night, dispersed the assembly
and destroyed the platform. There was serious
rioting at the polls in Dudley yesterday and the
authorities telegraphed for assistance.
Much
fighting was reported at Nottingham.

fhc

30,000,

Mr. Wheeler closed the debate by saying that
the bill met an assault on introduction from
Mr. Hawley of Conn., as being ill advised and
ill considered. He (Wheeler) and ten others
had carefully considered the matter, and yet it
was stigmatised by Mr.
Hawley. He thought
Mr. Hawley was like the man in Maine whofavo ed the Maine liquor law but opposed its
enforcement. The only remedy was that proposed by the gentleman from the Committee,
namely, that the question of the reduction of
tbe army should be referred to the Military
Committee.
Mr. Hawley of Conn., asked liberty to withdraw that suggestion and have it referred to
the Committee on Commerce or the Committee
on Contingent Expenses, if
it will suit him
better. (Laughter )
Mr. Wheeler—The gentleman is not begging
for mercy, I trust.
Mr. Hswley—You will have due notice when
I do.
Mr. Wheeler then proceeded to explain the
bill, and said it appropriated enough to recruit
5105 meu during the year for frontier regiments
only, aud if these are not enough, to go to private houses in Washington aud take enlisted
men who are acting as servants.
Mr. Hancock of Texas, opposed the reduction
of the army, but Mr. Wheeler retorted that
during the late unpleasantness Texas contr'ved
not only to furnish some of the best regiments
in the rebel army but to protect her citizens
from Indians.
Mr. Hawley or Uonn., telt that the "extraordinary thunderbolt bad falleu on b>m. He
must have made a mistake as to the
ability of
appropriation committee to take care of eleveD
departments of the government—one to each
member.
He shonld rather have submitted to
have had the whole question of the army committed to the fostering care of its beloved friend
from New York (Wheeler).
He should |have
admitted that every member of that committee
who took in charge one of the navy, one of the
aruy, and so on, was better qualified then auy
eleven men selected by the Speaker for that
special brahcb.
Mr. Hale af Me., said the lot of the economist in the House was hard, and that the session would have passed awav unless the appropriation bills compelled reductions.
Mr Potter favored a reduction.
He had
been informed there were a thousand enlisted
men in
the District of Columbia about the
drawing rooms and stairways of Washington
officials. 2000 mcm were used last vear to pro
tect surveyors of the Northern Pacific railroad,
a scheme which had badly
injured American i
anotner mtmary

Una

loruts

w

[Herald special]—The elections to-day resulted in an average loss of 15 seats to the Liberals.
The Conservatives thus gaining 30 votes in the
House of Commons. Mr. Gladstone was elected by a small majority
London, Feb. 4, 2 30 a. m.—Mr. Gladstone is
re-elected in Greenwich. Mr. Boord, Conservative, is elected in place of Sir David SoloThe vote for the
mods, late Liberal member.
two successful candidates was as follows:—
Gladstone, 5,968; Boord, 6,193; Gladstone’s
vote in 1863 was 6,386. •—

Havana,

The insurrection in Entre Ri is is Dot entirely
euded. Some bands have still held out iu the
interior.
The French metrical monetary system is
adopted in Brazil. Coffee quoted according to
this standard is sixty kilogrammes per sack.
Halifax. Feb. 3.—The steamer Alhambra
arrived from Portlaud last night.
Schooner Margaret, Capt. Baxter, from Boston for St. Johns, N. F., was towed into port
last night by schooner Alfred Whelan, which
fell in with oer in a disabled condition on the
Western Banks last Thursday.
TELEGRAMS.
Hon. Isaac W. Smith of Manchester, has
been noinl oated for one of the Judges of the
New Hampshire Supreme Court.
The Cincinnati Democratic Slate Convention
Tuesday renominated Gov. Ingersoll and passed 13 resolutions.
A fire at Mill Village, Mass., Tuesday morning, destroyed a large mi'!, a store kept by W,
A. Cole, with teuement above, the dwelling
house of C. L Tibbetts, and all the mill outbuildings. John Reilly, a laborer, was burned
to death, and three others were
badly burned,
MINOR

over-

toPembuna.

A provisco to the bill was adopted that no
money shall be paid for recruiting the army
men.

A report was made
mittee that Mr.
facie right to a seat.

from the Election ComHodges of Arkansas has prima
Without any further ac-

N. S. Dodge, formerly quartermaster in the
army, and afterwards employed in the Treasu
ry Departments Washington,and well known
in literary circles, died at his residence in Boston, Tuesday.
Bishop Cheney of Chicago, preached on Sunday in Dr. Brook’s (Presbyterian) church, St.
Louis, in which be exolaiDed the position and
status of the Reformed Episcop ilians.
No
steps have been taken to organize a reform club

THE RAILROAD STRIKE.
Water Tanks Burned and Cats
Broken Open.

there.

Internal revenue receipts Tuesday were $389,37G.
The rolling mills of the Calasanqua, (Penn.)
Manufacturing Company, which have been idle
since October, will resnme work this week.
Five hundred men are employed.
The Memphis & Louisville Railway Company’s shops at Memphis were burned Tuesday,
with five locomotives, seven cars and all the
machinery. Loss $130,000; no insurance.

NO TELEGRAMS ALLOWED TO PASS.

Apprehended.

New York, Feb. 3.—The strike on the Midland & Oswtge Railroad still continues. No
trains have passed over the road to-day excppt
three mail trains. The mail train leaving Jersey City at 7.20 this morning was stopped at
Snmmitville, where the main body of strikers
The passenger cars were detached
are located,
but the locomotives were allowed to proceed
with the mails on the tender.
The train coming east with the mail due in Jersey City at
8.10 was also stopped and the passenger cars
were detached and the locomotives and mails
were only allowed to proceed.
From a passenger who arrived to-night it was learned that the
strikers bad burned the water tank at Budd’s
station, west of Summitville, and at Ellenville.
Ou the branch road they threaten to burn the
bridges. A car loaded with dour was broken
open to-day at Summitville and the contents
distributed to those needing it. The telegraph
office has been taken possession of and no telegrams are allowed to pass. The sheriff with a
posse is out but is powerless to act against the
strikers, who number fully 150 men at Snmmit
ville besides quite a force at Ellenville. The
cause of the strike is for arrears of wages extending for several months back, and was
brought about by the receiver abolishing the office of general superintendent Saturday last,
which displaced Charles Douglass from that
position, be being the only man in whom the
em ployes of the road had confidence in.
Stevens, one of the receivers, with two IT. S.
Deputy Marshals proceeded to the scene of the
strike.
A report that Stevens had a military
company with him from New York city caused
much excitemeut among the strikers. Trouble
is apprehended.

FINANCIAL AND COifliUEKClAL

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Receipt*

#f

Fleur.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Consianees.

Cars.

Consianees.

Cars.

Norton,Chapman & Co, 100
Receipt* el Grain, Ac.
EASTERN R. B.

Consianees.

No. cars.

Norton, Chapman

& Co,
.2
water
By
conveyance 1,000
W True & Co.

Consignees.

No. car

com

bush corameal to Geo

Boataa Stack List.

St*w Majesty

Eastern

on*u.

sole survivor of the crew of the bark Plato.
The ship left here for China with coal some
months ago, struck a reef north of New Caledonia, the crew escaping in one of the boats and
making for Solomon’s Island. On reaching
their destination they were mercilessly slaughtered by the uatives. The mate shot himself
rather than be.tortured by the savages, and the
survivors was spared from the superstitious belief that as half a dozzen arrows by which he
was pierced
had not touched a vital part, it
would be unlucky to attack im again.
Forthe
tanately
Dido, bearing of a white man being in captivity there, rescued him aud at the
same time arrested three of the principal murderers, one of whom committed suicide by poison the following night.

Boston Bank Statement.
following i3 the statement
returned to the Clearing

House Monday morning, Feb. 2:
Capital...• ••.3 49,350.000
Loans. 125,276,300
Increase.

226.900

Specie.

4,244,3U0

Legal tenders.

11,244,400

Decrease.
Increase.
Due from other banks.
Increase.
Due to other banks.

Decrease.

Deposits.
Increase.k.
Circulation.
Decrease.,

256,200

204,600
17,984,200
462,700
22,825,500

355,800
50,548.600

1,205,700
25,641,900
56,600

LawlciwncM.

New York Stock and Money Market.
Ntsw York. Feb. 3
Mornina.—Money at 4 per
cent. G Id 111*. Sterling Exchange, long, 4 84; do
4
short, 87*.
Mkw York. Feb. 3—Evening.— The ease in
money
is steadily increasing and at 4 @ 5 per cent, on call.
Both ban >s and individual capitalists find it impossible to lend surp us funds. Prime business notes
are quoted at 6 (g 7 per cent., at which the supply is
not equal to the demand iii some respects. The monetary situation at the present time is remarkable, as
such great ease in
moDey does not usually take place

PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS

War Dep't, Office Chief Signal \
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. 3, *.00 (P. V.))
For New England
Wednesday, winds backing to the northwest
with cloud and snow. The storui cloud will
move

northward into Maine.

despatch from Annapolis states that Capt.
Carey, of the schooner Alabama, reports havA

ing discovered the schoouer Marietta P. Mathews of Philadelphia, ice bouud and sunk off
or
Pool’s Island.
Capt. Carey rescued three
the crew. The remaiuder of the crew, includschoonthe
ing Capt. Mathews, four in all, left
er a short time before in a small boat, and when
last seen were being carried down the bay by
the floating ice.

—

...

**,**,‘

Providence Print i'lsth Market.
Providence. Feb. 3.-The printing cloths market
quiet at 5| @ 6c tor 64s standard and extra.

till latei in the year. Tne banks bold in greenbacks
alone more than tbe legal reserve of 25 per cent.
bard to place their money
Money lenders are
on time, but meet with very little success, as borrowers generally anticipate still greater ease in money and lower rates in interest in the future and presThe
ent indications certainly lavor this theory.
market for money closed easy at 4 @ 5 per cent.
The following is the Clearing House statement:
Currency exchanges, $76,173,330; currency balances,
$3,102,176; gold exchanges, $5,883,460; gold balances, $1,281,107.
Foreign Exchange closed firm at 4 84 for prime
bankers 00 days sterling, and 4 87 for demand. Produce exports for tne week are $5,762,000.
The customs receipts to-day were $540, 00.
Gold ruled at
at
The
closing
111*.
rates
Hl|,
111* @
paid for parrying tc -day were 5, 4*, 5*, 5. 6, 4 and 3 per cent.
The Assistaut lreasuier pai l out to-day $308,000 on
account ol interest and $60,000 in redemption oi 5-20

bonds.

day’s business at tae Gold Exchange Bank
tollows:—Gold balances, $1,558,209; currency balances, $1,740,785; gross clearances, $J8,3yi,The

was

MUSIC=hTll!
CHaS.
WILKINSON,

TWO NIGtllS

umuiic iflarlieu.
of

Watertown, Feb. 3.—Cattle Market.—Receipt!
beef 354 head; weather la unfavorable for trade;

prices for Cattle

better than last week: tales
»t » 50 @ 9
75; extra 8 75 @ 9 00; first qual7' @ 8 60; second
quality at 6 00 @ 7 50; third
5 lio ® 5 50.
1487 head; the market

quality

are no

Lambs—receipts

salS w11"'

milck

pric<8 “'Ivanceti hilly ic V ib-

2M^r«^,.t°5e50‘«7^ei,eeP

ln IOl“ at 3 50

Re-appearance of the popular artlnte,

as

000.

Central Pacific bonds closed at 95*; Union Pacific
bonds at 85* fa) 85* lu firsts, 81 @ 82 lor land grants,
80* @ 81 for incomes. State bonds dull. Governments
firmer with an advance at the close. The9tock market has been strong with bui few shares oiferiug, the
Bulls predicting much higher figures before the end
of the month as prices are much lower than at same
time last year, while the banks are $20,000,000 better
off in their reserve; Western Union, New York Central, Indiana Central, Pacific Mail, Lake Shore and
Missouri Pacific were the strongest stocks, and tbe
advance in these seemed to strengthen the whole
market, which doted firm.

Lillie Wilkinson !
and

the

Finest Dramatic Company Travelling.

-„vWED"IE8DAV
will be presente-1 the

EVENING.

Greatest Dramatic Creation of
the

LITTLE
THE

Age,

SUNSHINE,

OE

—

WORKING GIHL'K OATH.

THUR««DAY~EVENINC.
York Weekly story
Drama,

New

Wedded

Wife!*

Yet No

Prices as u nal. Tickets ready at Box OUlce
days in advauce. Doors opeu at 7; commence

three
at

J-cil(ltd

S

Y. M. C. A. COURSE.

®

IhimJrikoC

sales 10,800 hills ;State 5 60 @ 7 00; Round
at 6 40 @ 8 00; Western 5
80;
@ It oo. Wheat quiet;sales 98,OOo bush; No 1 Spring
at 1 60 @ 1 62; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 57 ® 1
60;
Chicago at 1 55 @ 1 58; No 3 Spring 1 51 ,oT 1 55 ;Whlte
Michigan 1 91. Corn firm; sales 69,000 bush; new
Mixed Western at 83 @ 83c afloat; old at 90® 901c
afloat. Oats dull; sales 38,000 bush; Western Mixed
62 ® 63c; White at 63 @ 63jc. Beef is
unchanged.—
Pork is quiet; sales lOou bbls; new mess 16 25.
Lard
heavy; sales I5i 0 tes; steam at 9 u-l« @ jc: kettle at
9! @ 104. Butter is Arm; Ohio at 2Sfe 35;State 32 @
48c.
Whiskey without change sal»s 300 bbls; Western at 1 01.
Sugar dull; sales 58u hbds. Coffee dull;
Molasses is quiet; New Orleans at 68 @ 72c. Naval
Stores—Spirits Turpentine quiet at 48c; Rosin quiet
at 2 85.
Petroleum higher; sales 6ISJ0 bbls; cn.de at
'■ic, refined 15c bid. Talloy is quist; sales 41.000 lbs
at 7| @ 7 13-16c.
Freights to Liverpool are heavy: Cotton per steam
Grain per steam 12id 1 Grain
per steam at

60%7

ONLY,

WEDNESDAY A THURSDAY, Feb. 4AS.

The

The Next Entertainment

siu,biD

No*

104%

loi

CHICAGO, Feb. 3.—Flour is dull and nominal; no
demand. Wheatin fair demand and
higher, closing
quiet; No 1 Spring I 25; No 2 Sprin at 1 234 cash or
seller for Feb; sel er March 1 264; No 3 Spring at 1 15
@117; rejected all 09 @110. Corn Is active and
?•*>*“! No 2 Mixed at 583c cash or seller for Feb;
5»J@ 60c seller March: seller April 61c; 654c seller
May; new No 2 Mixed 534 @ 543c; rejected old 54c;
new 494c. Oats steady; No 2 Mixei! 43c
cash; 44 seller fur March.
Rve is unchanged; No 2 fresh at 80
@82c. Barley—No 2 Spring is dull, unsettled aud
easier; ngular 1 85; lresh I 90 @ 1 92; No 3 Stiring
Dressed Hogs-lighi at 6 50;
steady at l 65 u 1 70.
heavy 6 b0. Provisi ns In fair demand and higher.—
Pork active aud higher at 14 55 •< 14 69 cash or Beller
r ec; 14 95 seller March.
Lar. I is firm and in fair demand at 93o cash or seller Feb; 9 50 seller
March;
9 75 do April. Bulk Meats are Arm and in fair demand at 53c for shoulders; 7Jc for short rib; 84c for
short clear loose on spot. Green Meats- shoulders at
Sjc. Whiskey firm and in fair demand at 97c.
Receipts—17,000 bbls flour, 174,000 bush wheat, 36
000 bush corn, 27,000 bush oats, OOuO bash
rye, ID 000
bush barley.

Shipments -8,000 bbls flour, 68,000 husbwheat,
000 onsb

3-

corn, 9,000 bush oa;s, 0,000 bush rye, 9.U0O
barley.
Cincinnati, Feb. 3.—Provisions—Fork quiet at
at 156(1. Lard quiet and Arm; small sales; steam at
9 063, generally held at 9 124; kettle at 9 23c.
Bulk
Meats are quiet and shade easier; light
sales; shoulders at 6Jc looge; c'.ear rib sides at
7Jc loose; clear
sides 8Jc packed.
Bacon, shoulders quiet at 73®
7|c; clear rib .-Ides 8J@9c; clear sides 9ic. Live
H.igs are active and higher; light at 5 73 ® 5 90; and
heavy 5 90 @ 6 15; reeipts 2000 head; shipments 1400
lit’ail. Whiskey active at 95c.
bush

Milwaukee, Feb. 3.—Floor quiet and unchanged ; extra Spring 6 00 @ 6 50.
Wheat is dull and unsettled ; No 1 Stiring 1 26J; No 2 Spring at 1
244; seller
March 1 263; do April at 1 293. oats firmer and in
lair demand at 414c for No 2 Mixed. Corn is firm and
iu fair demand; No 2 Mixed at 58c.
Rye Is firm ami
scarce; No 1 at 77e.
Barley steady: No 2 Spring at
1 85. Provisions—Pork Arm at 14 75 cash. Hams in
pickle at 94 @ lojc. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
63c. Lard held at 9Je for kettle; steam at 93c. Hogs
6 50.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 116,000 bush wheat. 3,000
hogs.
suipmencs 4,ooo bbls flour. 22,000 bush wheat.
xolkdo. Feb. 3-—Flour is firm and in f dr demand.
Wheat firm and in fair demand; No 2 White Wabash at 1 63; No 3 do 1 50; Ambei Michigan at 1 494 @
1 49}; 1 4'JJ seller Feb; 1 584 seller April. Torn nrm
and in fair demand; high Mixed seller Feb 664c; do
May 71c; do June 714c: newG24c; low Mixed new
664c; no grade new at 61c. Oats steady; No 2 at 47c.
Dressed Hogs at 6 90 @ 7 00.
Clover seeds at 5 15;
Mammoth 5 40.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush wheat. 5,000
bush corn, 2,00ubush oats.
Sbipments-15.0u0 bbis flour, 15,000 bush wheat, 6,000 bush com. 0,000 bush oats.
Detroit, Feb. 3.—Floor quiet and unchanged at
7 50 @ 7 55.
Wheat is firm and iu fair demand; 1 60
for extra; 1 574 @ I 58 for No 1 White; 1 474 @ 1 48
for mber Michigan. Oats in good demand at
474c.

of this Course

CITY

will be given at

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,

4th.

Feb.

GRAND

VOCAL

CONCERT!

by tbe following unrivalled talent:
NIrs. Anna Gi auger Dow,
d.praa.'
NIiss Addle S. Ryan,
Contrail*.

Mr. Myron W. Whitney,
■ww.

Mr. Geo. L, Osgood.
Teur.

Mr. Hermann Kolzscliinar,
Canlaeiar.
VB. VVHITIVEY will sing bla
ranged eipress 1, for blm, entitled

new

song,

nr*

“THE H0STE88’ DAUGHTER/9
wnich he has never
yet sung in nnblic. He gives A
Portland audience the honor oi heating it tor '.he
tiret time.

Course tickets,
to tb Qjand Yoeal Concert and tiro remaining lectures 75 cents. For sale
at Starves*. Haie’s Hawes' at d Stock bridge’s, where
re>ei ved seats are tor -ale at 25 cents extra.
Evening Tickets 50 cents; tor sale at the above
places, and at tbe door.
Poors 'pen at 61 o’clock.
Concert to commence at 8 o'clock.
Ja29d6t

admitting

Grand Entertainment !

Social Levee&Festival
AID OP THE

Ilf

Portland Fraternity!
—

CITY

AT

—

HALL,

TUESDAY EYE. Feb. 10th.

Clover seeds 5 00.

Receipts—1,000

bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 1.060
3,000 bush oats.
bbls hoar, 0,000 bush wheat, 0,000 bush corn, 3U00 bush oats.
Charleston. Feb. 3.-Cotton is quiet; Midliuc
uplands 15 @ 15lc.
Savannah, Feb.3.-Cotton firm: Middling
* upr
bush corn,

Shipments—0,000

lands at 15}c

Mobil.. Feb.3.—Cotton Is dull: Midlline
* upr
lands 00 @ 15c.
New OHi.EANS.Feb. 3.-Cotton heavy: Middling
dpi an do at tOJc.
European .Markets.
London, Feb. 8-12.30 P. M.—Erie 44f.
Liverpool. Februa y 2—1.00P. M.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged;
uplands at
do Orleans 8§d; sales
10.000 bales, Including
7|d;
1000 bales for speculation and export.
Frank fort, Feb. 3-5 P. M. United States
5-20s,
^
1862, at 98|.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To

all Peraoaa interested la the Estates
hereinafter anmedt

Court of Probate held at Portland within
and for the Countv of Cumberland on the third
Tuesday of January in the year ot our Lord eighteen huudred and
seventy-four, the following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hareinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be pnblished
a

AT

three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland atoresaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be beard thereon, and object if they see cause.
CHARLES B. PLUMMER, late of Bridgton deceased. First account presented for
allowance, by

George G. Wight, A*liuinistrator.
PAULINA VARNEY, of Bridgton.

Petition for
license to sell and convey real estate, presented by
James Blaisdell, Guardian.
HARVEY MA YBERRY, late of Otisfleld, deceased. First and final account presented for allowance
by Francis H. Whitman, Administrator.
ALFRED B. MURCH, late of Baldwin, deceased.
First ami final account presented for allowance, by
Cyrus F. Burnell, Executor.
MARY S. BARRoN, late ol Brunswick, deceased.
First account presented for all wance by Joseph
Barron, Executor.
GEORGE W. CARLETON, late of Brunswick, decease* 1. Second account presented for allowance
by
Amherst Whitmore, Administrator.
JOSEPH MclNTIRE, late of New Gloucester, deceased. First account and private claim against said
estate, presented for allowance by Althea J. Mclntire, Administratrix.
I LEWIS A. SIMPSON, minor child and heir of
Lewis A. Simpson, late of Gray, deceased. First account presented for allowance by Benjamin True,

GENERAL COMMITTEE:
T. C. HER8kV, R8Q.. President Fraternity.
Hon. BPIfJA.SHIf K I If s.HBDRV, Jr.,
Vice President.
Mrs E Phinney,
Hon Geo P Wescott,
M s B Bradb try,
Hon I Washburn, Jr,
Mrs CE Jose,
Hon A R Stevens,
Mrs Dr Burr,
Hon Jacob Hegelian,
Mis Tnouias Shaw
Hon S E Soring,
Mrs Ge>> S Hum,
Mr H N Jose.
Mrs D W Fess nden,
Mr Knfus E Wood,
Mr. A Woodman.
Mr Ge.> 8 Hunt.
Mrs Wm Allen. Jr,
Mr S J Anderson,
Mrs J H Hamblen,
Mr Nathan Wahb.
Mrs Levi Morrill,
Mr Geo W Woodmen,
Mrs W W
lr in,
Mr-T S Winslow,
Mr Wm T Kilborn,
iV„H ®enne,,>

Mrs J E Fernaid.
Mrs S mlie) Small,
rs. y,

Miss M T H

REUBEN CHANDLER, late of Yarmouth, deSecond ac<\ nut presented for allowance by
James M. Buck man, Executor.
OTIS B. PRATT, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Third and final account presented for allowance by
Thomas Pratt, Administrator,
MEHITABLE D. BROWN, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition lor authority to compromise a claim
due said estate from Oliver Pope and Jospeh Pope,
pre^nted by Freeman Harding, Administrator.
DANIEL SKILLINGS, of Westbrook.
Account
and resignation of guardianship, presented by Timothy A. Skillings, Guardian.
MARGERY THORNDIKE, late of Portland, deP^Hflnn fr»r mlininiafmt/in
iirvaonhul
PoaBAli
l,y

MrJNLor',

Mr Frank Noyes.
Mr Lewis Pierce.

Jr,

RECEFiTON COMMITTEE:
Dr S C Gordon,
Mr Wm Allen Jr,
Mr M N Kiel),
Mr Wm L Biadley,
Mr S T Pullen.
Mr H F Cool! ge,

Dr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

A O Shaw,
<: EJi.se,

Henrx Pox,
J E Carten.
Frank E Allen,
C H Haskell.

FLOOR COMMITTEE:
A. P. LEWIS,
A E Webb,
John E Palmer,
H.
Fritz H Jordan,
Henry
Lowell,
OliasH Itandall,
Albion Keith,
Fred E Jones,
Wm E Wood.
Tickets SO cents, to be obtained at Stnrgis's,

Lowell’s, Lorlng. Short A Harmon’s, Gerr sh A
Pearson's, and a< the door Dio is open at 4 o'clock;

Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
All Interested in ibis ob e Instt'utlnn are request*
ed to send In contributions of refreshments or money
to tbe Committee at the RmiHlsn Kmh sa
Tuesday, the day or tbe Festival, befere 4 o’clock.
rp-lk.adlrr’. Pall Quadrille Band at
Twerle Pieces kas been engaged far tba
accnslau.
fe4td

GRAND
Dramatic & Elocutionary

ENTERTAINMENT !
AT THE

—

—

CITY

HALL.
EYE’G, Feb. 12, ’74

THURSDAY

At the earnest solicitation of manv citizens of
Por land (Lovers of Dramatic Art) the Emiacat

Tragedian

and Celebrated

Eleralieaial

WYZEMAN MARSHALL!

Guardian.

wall appear at the above

FOR ONE
In

a

named hall

NIGHT ONLY I

choice selection

of

POETIC AND DRAMATIC GEMS.
Called from the most Papalar Asthsrt,
First

appearance this tea son of the Tatoatcd
and Versatile Reader,

Lucette
who will

Webs

interpret

some

of her

ter,

HOST PLEASING SPECIALTIES.

MRS. R. I
city,

HULL,

of this
(Papil af Wymcasaa Marshall,)
will make her first appearance as a Public Reader in
oavaaaii ctiuittc
SKLECTIUMI.

STATE OF MAINE.
House of Representatives, Jan. 29,1874.
KAS, The petition of Ralph C. Jewett
and others for a charter for a Railroad from
Rum ford Falls in the County of Oxford
along and
upon the present location ot the Portland and Oxford Central Railroad to Mechanic Falls in the
County of Androscoggin, thence by the most feasible
route to the city of Auburn, is now
pending before
this Legislature, without sufficient notice to all persons and parties, who are or
may be interested and
whereas said petition has been r ferred to the committee on Railroads for a hearing of the parties,
Therefore, ORDERED. That notice of the pendency of said petition and of the time and place for a
heari g of all persons ami parties interested, shall be
by publhhing this preamble and order in the
xtord Demo, rat, printed in tne County of Oxford
and the weekly Lewiston Journal,
published in
Lewiston in the Connty of Androscoggin, aud the
weekly Portland Press two we ks success!v ly; the
first publicatiou in each of said papers to be at least
ten days before Friday, the thirteenth day of February next, on which day a hearing will be had before
said committee in the Senate Chamoer at two oVlock
in the afternoon at which time all parties or persons
interested may be heard if they shall see cause.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurence.
S. J. CHADBOUKNE, Clerk.
In

WHEi

Best Entertainment of the Season.
Cards af Adnaissiaa, 33 reals, to be obtained at Stockbridges' Mafic Store, 156 Eschange 8r.,
Hale’s Art Rooms, corner tree St., J. E. Sturgis
Apothecary Store, Congress Squaie and M. F. Daw
Apothecary Store, Mnnjoy Hill.
Reserved Wests, 30 reals, sale of which to
commerce at Stockbiidge’s, Feb. 5th.
Doors open at 7.13 P. M. Entertainment to Commence

at 8 P. 31.

Portland, Me.,

Read and

passed

A true copy,
Attest:

In Senate,
in concurrence.

Jan. 29, 1874.

SAMUEL, W. LANE, Sec’v.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Sec-y.

Western State Normal
—

AND

R

TRAINING SCHOOL,
FARMINGTON, ME.
THK

SPRING

TERM

of this State Institution tor the professional training of teacher**, will commence on

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 94th,
with facilities for instruction
increased by the
recent purchase of an excellent and extensive scientific apparatus, and a carefully selected Library.
Initi u free.
For further informal! n address
the Principal, C. C. HOUNDS, Farmington. w4w5

greatly

8 hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly
and taken upon herself
the trust of Administratrix of the esta e of

NOTICE

appointed

WILLIAM DECKER, late of Casco,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All person* having otm «nds upon the esiate ot said deceased, are requirea
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to tala
estate are called upon to make,P»y™®°
CHARLOTTE H. BIRD, Administratrix.
w3w5
Casco, Jan. 6,1874
in

2,187t,

frSdtd

E T

TJ

DNE NIGHTS

R

N

!

ONLY.

SATURDAY, FEB. 7th.

The

Living Heroes.

Originals.

Links between Civilisation and Savagery.

BUFFALO BILL, flon. W. F. CODT,
TEXAS JACK, J. B. Ornhcndro,
WILD BILL. J. B. Hicxox,
In their New and

Original Play,

SCOUTS ON THE PLAINS !
The Peerless Danse use and Pantomimic Actress,

M’LLE
And

—

Feb.

MU8IC_jH^UL,

Sven

trying

|

entertainments.

—

Railroad. 82 @ 82}

Boston. Feb. 3.—The
of tlie Boston banks, as

Denver, Feb. 3.—A despatch from Santa Fe
gives the following:—A. H, Mills, Sheriff, and
Mr. Peston, Clerk of Lincoln Co., arrived yea
terday to see the Governor in regard to the
troubles in that county.
They report that the
civil authorities are powerless to maintain
order or bring the offenders to justice, aud that

lTIETBOROLU»ICAL.

..........

'*

,-•**«* *—*

ship Diao returned here from a
cruise, bringing as passenger a seaman, the
s

five more persons were killed, including a man
and his wife murdered in bed.
Correspondence from Fort Defiance reports
the Navajo Indians and Mormons at war. The
Mormons killed three or four Navajoes and the
Indians are retaliating.
There are fears of
trouble next spring and summer in this vicinity* as the Ute Indians have made overtures to
the Navajoes to join them in a war on the miners and settlers near Dolores and San J uan
mines. The Navajoes Chief favors hostilities
but most of the Navajoes declined to take an
active part in the plan.

.....

Erie preferred.. ..*.’*“
Union Pacific stock.....!!.!!!! 35
The following were the quotations lor Pacidc Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 05
Union Pacific do.' 868
Union Pacific land grants...81
Union Pacific income bonds..
80§

ceased.

(Sales at the Broker’s Board. Feb. 3.1
Bostop and Maine Railroad.— @ 111
0<
fi’,a
Eastern Railroad..

Smith VVjilflfl. -Do,'1

W6r®

Portland Wholesale Markets,
Tuesday, Feb. 22. The flour market Is without
change, the transactions being light. Corn is a little
firmer but no change in prices. Coffee is lc higher
both for Bio and Java—the former selling at 31 @ 32c
and the latter 39 @ 40c. Cooperage is in good demand for box shooks which are firm at 75 @ 80c, and
hhd shooks and heads, while hoops are dull and lower, selling at 30 @ 35c. Produce is dull; eggs are 25
@ 27c in 1 its; potatoes 65 @ 75c per bush by the car
load. Sugars are weak at 10} @ lojc for granulated. ! Guardian.
Provisions are firmer and unchanged.
ELIZABETH GROWS, of North Yarmouth. Account
presented for allowance by William True,

Ma^ncrrc of a Ship’s Crew by Savages.
New York, Feb. 3.—A letter from Sydney,
er

.t.II'iis

tl1®

ci0"ln* Quotations of
Western Union Telegraph Co.
7u
Pacidc Mail.
.'
N. Y. Centra'and Hudson itiver consolidated.. loni

probably latally.

one

adjourned,

Trouble

ar-

Vartan* Matter*.

Louisiana.
Garfield said an amendment would be
offered restricting the army to 25,000 men, saythere
were 1224 men in New
ing
York liarbor
and 1000 men on the Canada line, while not a
British soldier from the mouth of the St. Law-

tion the House

Arapiles

Lisbon, Feb. 3.—Rio Janerio dates of Jnly
8tb, state that the cholera is in Bucdos Ayres.

Mr.

beyong 25,000

Cuban News.
Feb. 3.—The iron-clad

rived yesterday.
The trouble with cigar makers continues. A
few only of the larger manufactories are run
ning, with a small number of bands.
The majority of the merchants are doing business on a gold basis.

awe

rence

Stockn.f0'IOWIn*

■ ho

Va., from tbe Post Office
a bill
providing fora law
limits
contracts in the Post Office Dewhicj)
partment to one year, shall not apply to mail
locks and keys, mail bags, stamps,
stamped eu
velopee, postal cards or newspaper wrappers.
Passed.
Tne House took up the bill
reported some
days since from the Banking Committee, au
thormnjr the National Bank at Hagerstown,
Md., to change their location to Washington
and become the Citizens National Bank of
W ashington.
The bill was discussed by Messrs Pht-lns of
R. I Merriam of N. Y., Lawndes of
Md., Todd
of Penn., and Chanman aud
passed.
House went into Committee of the
Whole on the army appropriation bill.
Mr. Beck charged tha' the currency was depreciated by the government on purpose to enrich men who hold Unite! States bonds, and to
increase the premium on gold. When the government would abandon its policy of gold
gambling and take its own paper for its own
debts, then the country would reach a gold basis.
Mr. Cox compared the cost of English and
American soldiers.
Mr. Hawley of Conn., asked Mr. Cox if he
desired reduced pay for American soidiers.
Mr. Cox said he proposed to reduce the
army.
Mr. Hawley—would you reduce the pay.
Mr. Cox—1 do not say that, but I will not
vote for a soldier or a bayonet to be used in
continuing tbe usurpation in Louisiana. There
was no need of an army for foreign war.
He
claimed that 15.000 was as good a nucleus for

cnarncter,

..

Erie.

was

Mr. Stewari of

as

.}“

ij!

Arrest of Archbishop Ijedacbowski.

Committee, reported

army

arrest._

POKE1 UJN.

ilUUSJS.

an

under

are

m* w#re tll# Qtotation* of Government
United Staten coupon 6’s l am
iai
United States5-2o’s lie’United States 5-20’e 18C4.. .
Un ted States 5-20’s 1865, old!!". !?
United States 5-20’s
,r
116
United States 5-20’e lSC5,ne»e*-ini.
18(i7
United States 5-20’s lf68„
..
United Slates5’s, new.. *1*3
Unite-I Stares 10-40’s.,ex-coupons.V...!**
Currency 6’s....
!
securHIes

a

MORLACCHI,

Powerful

Including

Frank
Performance will

Dramatic
the

Ccaopaay,

Popular Actor

Mordaunt.
with the
LACC HI in a

commence

Peerleoo MOR-

COMEDIATTA
Three Beauti/tol Dances,
Ami will »ln*

of Eraanl.
Cavatina from the Opera
°®c*> ™®mcnclnt
Reserved Mat*

'"„'u,p.!'hat..?°I
TS’ m0HAHKV MINER, Business Manner.

HoTTurkey Supper!
Ladles

connected with the
THE
Society of S iccarappa will meet

Cnngrefmtlonml

their friend, at
Warren's Ball, Monday Inalai, fek. t,
where will be served a Hot Turkey Supper with all
the accompaniments.
Tickets at 91 each mav be had of Messrs. Jordan
& Warren, Jones Pennell and D. W. Hooper, PortJajldid
land, and also at Saccarapp a.

CATARRH!

The Cheerful Heart.
“The world is ever as we take it,
And life, dear child, is what we make it.’
Thus spoke a gran*lam, bent with care.
To lit lie Mabel, flushed and fair.
But Mabel took

no

CATARRH!!

heed that day

Of what she heard her

Behold It As It Is!

ANNEAL STATEMENT OE THE

MANUFACTURERS’

Franklin Insurance Co.,

Fire & Marine Ins. Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
JANUARY 1, 1874.

Total Assets,

$889,698.96

*

■

00

22.600.00
17,700.00
-36,250.00

happy ra od; and lo! it grew
Brighter and brighter to her view.
She made of life fas we, too, should)
A joy; and lo! all things were good

*880,698.96

And fair to her, as in God’s sight,
When first he said “Let there be light.”

liabilities:

WM. M. BYRNES, President.
EDMUND B. WHITNEY, Secretary.

UPHAM &

Secretary.

JURUBEBA
It arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
system, restores vigor to the doDilitateu,
vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
directly on the Liver and Spleen. Price $1
JOHN 0. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New

nervous

ja!0t4w

CAMPHORINE”

The Greatest Discovery of tbe ASe for the relief and
cure of Bheu mali»m, chronic
nn<l acute,
Sprains, Bruiaen, Pain in Chest. Buck, or
I'imfca, Still Joints* ^trains, Olnnriialrr
Inflammation.
Swellings,
Neuralgin,
Bnmous, Catarrh, Ac. Will not grease or
stain the most delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every family. Try it and beeonyinced of
its great merits. Price, 25 cents perbotfle REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r. 203 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
jal4t4w

WANTED.

Let any one 8utiering from this nasty and foul dislook at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat tilled
to repletion with the mucous, which
passes
to the lungs and stomach; how quickly
disgusting the
and
thousands
yet
by
day
day
neglect to use
thought,
simp.e remedies, which will certainly cure them. A
slurt trial of the remedy.
ease

RaBder’s GERMAN SNUFF,
Will

convince yon of its wonderful merits in
curing this vi e disorder; a disease which,when seated, produces Consumption, from which theie is no
tscar e; one little box oi the German Snuff will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
Horn your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:
soon

and respectable business for
who have or can make leisure time and whh
toco vert it into money. For circulars address
STAR LA MINA WARE, 80 Beekinan Street, New

men or

Agent,

fe3

PORTLAND.

Abstract of the Auunnl Statement

Table Shields, Plvte, Water Pitcher, Tea
Send one dollar
and Coffee Pot Stands, Ac.
and receive prepaid a sample of this elegant and useful Plated Table Furniture, round or oval.
Every
family needs and will buy these goods. Agents are
making money. More wanted—ladies and gentlemen.
STAR LAMINA WARE, 80 Beeknmn St., N. Y.
+4w
Ja22

.ETNA INSURANCE

Capital Stock ail Paid

ANNUAL STATEMENT, Jan. 1,1874.
$400,000.00:
Capital

Real Estate unincumbered..
Cash ou hand, in Bank, and in Agents
hands
United States Securities.
State, City ami Town Stocks and Bonds,
Bank and T* ust Co.’s Stock.
R diroad Co.’s Stocks and Bonds.
Loans on Real Estate.
Loans on Collaterals.

16th

084,141.44

A.sets
ASSETS.

Beal Estate.§86,500.00
Loans on Bond and Mortgage.342,705.00
Interest due and accrued on do. 8.039.10
Newark City Improvement Bonds. 100,000.00
New Brunswick Water Bonds.
2,800.00
U. S. 5-20 Bonds, interest and value. 23.275.00
Loans on Collateral. 53,455.00
Cash and Cash Items. 37,119.35
Interest due and accrued on Loans, etc....
2,588.07
Gross Preminms in course of collection.... 25,544.92
Bills Receivable.
150.00
Kents due.
1,965.00

of Maine.

ASSETS AS

taaAi^f^yrrLG iai

How great the change: how improved your nasal
have become, Tnere are thousands oi people
have spent

Total...$2,354,015.64

rrfccted

All

Caret ail if a mom from the trfrit Be ref u In to
* common Bloleli nr
I'implc. From two to
«tx bottle* »re warramc.1 In cure Rail llbi-nm
or Tetter, PI m nine on
ran*. Kolliu. nrLry.lpnlti. and I.lvcr <0«j.
nix lo iwc've bottle*, warranted loeur.

bunrle*,
plalnt.
lb.

wor.tRrrorulon. swelling.and Sore.
Pain* In lloitn. and Soro •« l.roat
cau^d
In Blood nr mercurial Irealmi-M.
Pol»oi>
I',’
Jly It. wonderful Perioral nmocrllc. 11 will
cure I be most revere reeeut or Uio wmM
Unerring
lonrh In half tbo time reunited hv am- oilier
Btc.llcin* «n.| la |tcrfeclly euFe. lunM-nm*
eoucS
.•.rtliine Irritation, «n.| retie vine
».rr„e^ sold
■*
l»f all )>mr'*lsia, if y pii pi
*g
Borld». Ul.pe.

"ary, Uu",,?.<V

The British (Juurterly
REVIEWS.

But they liaTrohratnett nnielltf. an I
why 7 Bcrauw
given them were worth-

In thr lira, pUre the rrim-'lle.
and in the second place

Few

Marino

Risks

Capital Stock of the Company, all

paid in,. *600,000.00

GERMAN

REVIEW,
(Evangelical.)

THE

SCOTT1 PUBLISHING

CO.

140 FULTON »T., NEW WORK,

By ar- angement with the English Publishers, who receive a liberal compensation.
These periodicals constitute a wonderful miscellany ot modem thought, research, and crititism.
The cream of all European books worth reviewing is
found here, and they treat of the leading events of
the world in masterly articles written by men who
have special knowledge of the matters treated. The
American Publishers urge upon all intelligent readers in this comatiy a libtapl support of the Reprints
which they have so losg and so cheaply furnished,
eeliug sure that no expenditure for literary matter
will yield so rich a return as that required for a subto these the

GERMAN

ForBlackwoodandthefourReviewsl5 00
Postage two cenis a number, to be prepaid by
quarter at the office ot delivery,

PREmiums.
New subscribers (applying earlv) for the year 1874
without
have,
may
charge, the last volume for 1873
of such periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Or Instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the above periodicals may have one of the
"Four Reviews” for 1873; subscribers to all live may
have two of the "Four Review*,” or one set of Blackwood's Magazine for 1873.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed unless the money .s remitted
direct to tbe publishers. No premium given to Clubs.
Circulars with further particulars
may be bad on
application.

GERMAN

Will Cure

anything

more

disgnsfing; and yet thousands^!

people will allow this disease

they

have

continue until at
cannot he cured

to

Consumption, which

GERMAN

SNUFF

Dartial

Deafness,

SNUFF

HEADACHE,

OFFICE

No. 97 Exchange Street.

GERMAN

Vault, at

SNUFF

•IPOIITR of ANT ARTICLF.M ofVALIICRIFKD airaifa vnrying according to lb«iiac
package and val

VI

aallaa.

HbMITTAICB
!?!'n1?"',1
OlvUeua. attended to.

a

Robert A. liird, Manager
00124__ w43tf

station in Boston, Causeway street,
t Accommodation.
•Fast Express.
•1 AS. T. FURBER, Gen.
Stipt., Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston. Dec. 6.1873.
tt

the Portland G'ass Com pany
by deed
ot nr .ri gage dated M ircli 3, 18(it, and' recorded
In the Cumberland Reei-trv, Book383. Page 306 con
reyed to Aunie N. Cummings a c r.'ain lot of land

WHEREAS

with the ImIMtnga thereon, situated in Portland in
the County of Cumberland and Slate of Maine at
the corner of York and State streets—relerence to be
bad to Slit deed for > partlcul .r description; and
whereas the said Annie N. Cummings by an assignment made August 30, 1871, and recorded in Cutnterlan I Uegi-try, W 401, Page 404,
transfered the said mortgage to Rensellaer Cram ef
aaid Portland; now thereto™ I Marshall Cram. Administrator of the estate of said Rensellaer Cram
hereby give notice that the condition ot said mortgage has been broken, by reason whereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of the same.
MARSHA LL CRAM, Administrator
of the estate of Rensellaer Cram
Brunswick, Jan. 23,1874.
Ja24dlaw3wS

assip.^1 !md

Notice.
give further notice ot
the Supreme Judicial

undersigned hereby
THE
theii a; potntment by

Maine, as receivers of the National Insurot Ba"gor, and request all
persons
and alfth™
c?ml'a'>y to m»«e payment lo them,
claims against said company to
•resent
hay,'nS
»*Tv A'nfthat all persons holding claims
Proven have tbe
*1"a®<*’ the publication ot
now

t§3EM^PH“r*

Hundreds of testimonials might? be produced,
showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes by using rbe German Snuff, but one trial alone
is

needed to convince the most doubtful of its merits

GERMAN

SNUFF

Cash Capital

179 4.

$500,000.00.
PERPETUAL.

833.000,000.00 Lonwh Paid in Cash since
its

Organization.

630,546.65

A8SFT8

AS FOLLOWS,

Sundry

hands

Steamship,

280,546.65
VIZ:

Cash On hand and in Bank,.$38,253.87
Cash in hands ot Agent i. 41,649 48 79,903.35
Loans

on Mortgages, 1st liens
171,820.00
sccu red by pledge of Stocks
Bond.127,720.29
Interset Accrued. 12,223.36 311,763.65

Bank Stocks. 116,305.00
Railroad Stocks. 102.401.50
Railroad Bonds. 48,900.00

LIABILITIES.

Outstanding Losses. $28,730.85
Net Cash Assets. 8630,546.05
C. T. WEBSTER, President.
S. C. PRESTON, Vice President,
GEO. W. LESTER, Secretary.

(Gold)..$233,181.61

ASSETS:
Loans on Mortgage of Real Estate.$106,750.00
Ix>ans on Stock Collaterals.
50,233.47
Loan to County of Hartford. 10,000.00
Coan to City of Hartford.
10,000.00
United States Bonds (Coupons of ’67). 11,550.00
532 Shares National Exchange Bank, Hart-

ford. 31,920.00
National Bank, Haitford.
6,750.00
National tonk,
50 Shares Mercantile National Bank,
Hartford.
6,000.00
100 Shares American National Bank, Hartford.
6.000.00
Cash in hand and in Bank.
33.49f.99
Cash in course of collection from Agents..
32,209.66
Interest accrued on I oans.
3,262.00
Miscellaneous Items, Non-Resident Tax,&-c 4,451.98
"

..

Will Cure

NOISES IN THE

J. H.

course

of settlement.. $16,656.51

SPRAGUE, President.
E. B. HUNTINGTON, Secretary.

Ofllee No. 53 Trumbull Street, Hartford.

BARNES &

O’BRION, Agents,

30 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, NIE.

■Ia^8__

eod3w

National Fire Insurance Company,
OF

HEAD,

HARTFORD, CONN.,
DECEMBER 31st, 1873.

Cosh Capital,
Total Assets,

Surplus,

...

8590,909.09
831,859.38
331,850.38

ASSETS AS

FOLLOWS, VIZ:
Cash in Hartford and Charter Oak Nation-

PARENTS

al

Banks.$77,699.50
on hand and in hands ol Agents in

Cash

of transmission.
38.787.78
State and City Bonds. 79,370.00
Railroad Bonds, 1st mortgage.
48,750.00
Railroad Stocks. 63,000.00
Bank Stocks. 227.265.00
Loans secured by mortgages & Trust Deeds 260.500 00
Bills receivable secured
by Stocks and Bonds 23.323.00
interest Accrued.
7,362,50
Unpaid interest and Dividends on Bonds
and Stocks.
5.792.50
course

Children have Catarrh
Yes, many a little one who. with palid face and
drooping tor m, complains of being all “stufled up,’
ami day by day is
growing worse, Is often troubled
wa,,,ing

Total

Catarrh Causes Croup!
Would you not lather prevent this
complaint than
attempt to cure it? Of course you would
that you always have a supply on hand!
Do not take any other preparation, but be
sure
obtain the above. Price :to cents. For sale bv to
J al
dealers. Or, tend 50 cents to

;then£2

w4»o«

BPtOMJTK DIViihTTI——FRUM COUHTS of
No puBcitv required v(,
fordet-erv<lro*

Losses In

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

dl-

k

BOSTON,

-droopy,

a

Box by retumMall

SMITH,

Assets.$831,850.28
LIABILITIES.

Fire Losses outstanding unadjusted. $22,420.49
Mark Howard, Prerident, damn Xichoh,

W. D. LITTLE A CO*,

Secretary

Agents,

49 1*9 EXCHANGE NTKEET.

Jal6Swisl
*ereby Etna, that thesub*cril.e»
W®?
been duh appointed ami taken

upon herself
Administratrix of the estate ol
JAMR8 F. MILLER, late of Portland,
ntbe county of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
is Ml as the law
directs. Ail persous having demands
upon Lite estate o* said deceased are r« paired to exhibit

tbe trust of

***

**p*c;and

all ihtsods indebted to said estate
upon to make pavment to
ClUftU-TTE A. MII.LEK. Admioirtr»tri».
Ju. *, ITU.
JfcMdUwJaS

i.

J. HAMILTON, Suptnntendmt.
18, 1*73.
augSOtl

Portland. Oet.

KNOX k LINCOLN RAILROAD.
to Wiscasset. New
ww-pmmnmni^Damar scotta, Waldoboro,
r-"w- —wSWarrw and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland
_^

u_

Diret rail

233,728.97

Total Assets Jan 1,1874. 83,987,831.64

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. 3*., and 1.00
P. M.
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Thoiraston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton ami Washington. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Wbitetield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waidoboso' for North Waldoboro*. Washington

49 Excbauge Street, Portland.
f(‘2

ood3w

OVERCOATS
AND

FOR

'1

N'E'W- YORK,
OF

WINTER

CLOTHING!

We shall close out the balauce of

WINTER

ALL

IS Hie Oirty inside route Avoid
in? Point Judith.

Scamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except
Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, aHd with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every
Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York a'lways in advance of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILK1NS.
D. S. BABCoCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
d1v

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION

WINTER

0F TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

and after Monday, Sept. 15th,
will run as follows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommo*
dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^topping at all stations* i
Island PoL'd.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec. Montreal and the West,
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.

Passenger

Offices^

74 EXCHANGE ST.*
AND

g

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

and all

points in the

Northwest, West and >SouthweM
J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

Consisting of

Overcoats,
Reefers,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY tain spleudil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND
SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
IJagfcage checked from Portland to Detroit and

Chicago,

and not

tion.

Dress and
Business Suits.

subject to

Custom House examina-

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local

Boy’s

Wear.

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST.

Every Garment
Orin

Hawkes &

290 & 292 CONGRESS

Opposite Preble House, Portland,
»

Clarke’s New Method
For Reed

Organs,

Price $2.50.
The immense 6ale of this favorite method
may be
asrwbi d, not only to its thorough instructive course,
accompanied with the needful scales, exercises, and
studies, but to its admirable collection of 130 pieces
of the best Reed
Organ music, adapted with exquisite taste and skill to the
purposes ol the work.

ORGAN "at HOME.
ful1

Sheet Music size. ure
*5 l>a??B:,of
filled
with the most popular music of the compactly
day:- Airs
Nocturnes, Marches. Waltzes, Reveries, Selections
from Operas, Sc.. Ac., 200 peices in all, none
difficult
to play, and all bright and
pleasing
Price, B’ds *2.50; Cloth *3.00; Full Gilt, *1.00.

Carhart’s Xelodeon Instructor,
S1.50
Clarke's $1 Instructor for Reed Organs.
Winner’s New School for Cali’t Organ .75
Clarke’s Reed Organ Companion,
2.00
Are all excellent and popular cheap books for Reed
Instrument*.
The above books sent, postpaid, on receipt of retail

price.

OLIVER IMTSON A CO..
Boston.

Ja28

C. W. IMTSON * CO.
711 B'dway, New York.

dSw2w

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that
"VOITCE
11 tier has been
aW’olntod and

tne

subscritaken Upon
duly
himself the trust of Admiuls: rator of the estate ol
JOHN OTIS, lato ot Portland,
in the Comity of Cumlwrland, deceased, and given
Isiiois us the law diroeis. All persons having demands u|s.n the estate of said deceased are required
to exhll.it 'he same; and all persousindebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
GEORGE GUSHING, Administrator
Portland. Jau 20. 1874.
Ja22dlaw3w'lh»
C4 -f gA worth ot

information “i G

A

,10 cts

C. H. BAKU Sc CO., Box 16*#,

TRAL RAILROAD.

Co.,
ST.,

Bangor, Me.
eedt

Suprentcndent.

HXSTEIia ttrMAIJfE CEN-

Work.

our own

w4w3

Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

COMMENCING DEC. 8, 1873.

Passenger trains leave Portland dal*
for Portsmouth and Boston, (Snn-

,—

■-i.-Tdays
excepted) at *1.30 A. M. tii.15 A
*
JI„ t9.10 A. M.,||3.15 P. M„ tfi.OOP. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
J8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 >>. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A.M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at tlO.OO. 1110.35
A. M. i 112.55 P. M., t5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Angastaat t7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for I-ewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M
Leave Portland for Bath, iewistoti, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at t5.20 P M
For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddcford lor Portland at t8,00 A. M returning at 5.15 P. M
The0.15, 910A. M.and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New Fork by one or
other of the route* from Boston. Passenger* ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
M.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Line at 11-10
Boston at 1.40 1 M. in season to connect with the
New
all
for
rail, also with the 3.30 P. M
York,
train
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River
amt
Norwich
Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
Stoningtou
arrives lo Boston lu season to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season fo-passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The s.30 A. M. train fro'i Boston connects with
the Grand T runk Railway lor .Montreal, Quebec and
all oar's of Canada East
Through tickets are sold in Portland aDd Baggage
cheeked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, hidUax, Dover, Foxerolt, Rockland, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sanday Morning, does not run Monday
morning.
t Accommodation train
IlFast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,
l L. LINCOLN,
Supt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R.,
Portland, Me.
M
t

CONTR

CT YOB THE

LINE.

A V?JY

Proprietor.

CARRYING

THE

OF

--tk

Jl

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

D.

graphs and

SlMBubtu

DANVILLE Jl'.NCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trank Rail,
way Depot, H. W. Clark. Proprietor.

...

Payable

For Fr.-igbl

la Udl at tu Ri.liabH.
Calta Smu, at>i-l> la
R. O A. ALLAN. So. | India at.

d

Steerage Pa. age toaard aad uaaward. aad Ra
uu Faglaad hr aaall i.wra. .ydi to
JAMAH 1.. FA AM LB
So. X ladia that.
aaladM
Porthad, So*, tt, MIS.

Bight

Draft,

A.N

FOR BOSTON.
AS*

CBTV

•U.
the

Y, taCHDATI

CAlt

P. At.

Returning Uua.. INDIA WHARF, lhatea.

day, at i P. M. Fare ll.AO.
Through Tiekei. to Sta York

via
lute..

aaiaa

the Hiioa

B08T0N

No effort* will be

-AID-

Pee**

Leave each port every WedVy k Sat’il’y

No

Wharfage.
delpliia,

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half tlie rate

Bailing vessels.
Weet by the Penn.

jn23-ly

TO

iTlaine

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop,

NAPLES'
Eta Honse, Nathan Church A Sons, Pro-

prietors.

ARRANGEMENT.

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

etors.

1874.

TJie Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
fitted up with tme accommodations for passengers,
making this tne mosi convenient and comfortable
route for travelers be tweeu New Yorkjjml Maine
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers aa
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
Passage apply

Now is the time to snbscribe.

tc

HENRY FOX, Portlano Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York;

May 9-dtf

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown & Hilton, Propri

We intend to make a- paper for
sensible people, and make it worth
82 to each subscriber lor the t ear

——

or

iy A IxKal Agent wanted in every town in th
State’

oc21dtf

Norfolk and Baltimore and
D. C.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Seayy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

Steamship

Washington

Line.

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-W eekly, for NORFOLK and

etor.

Address

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

BALTIMORE.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
S. Bailey & Co. Pro-

House, C*
prietors.

Willard

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto
PITTSFIELD.

Gale, Pronrie-

PHILLIPS.
Adams ft

Bnrden

House,
Proprietors

Hobbinson,

Steamghips

William Lawrence,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
“William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
“Black'atone,” Capt. Geo.H. Hallett.
John Hopkins,” Capt. W. A. Hallett.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Va.
Tenn.
Air Line to all points in Virninia,
Tennessee, Alabama and
and over the Seaboard and RoaGeorgia;
noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolinn
by the Balt. A Ohio R. R. to Washington aod
U
places West.
Through rates given to South anu West.
Fine

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St.Charles Adams
Albion House, It 1 Federal St. J. G Perry*

Proprietor.

American Honse, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Proprietor.

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson & Co.,

Proprietors.

St. Julian
Sts. G. E.

Hotel,

Cor. Middle and Plum

Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. E. Cram & Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

Passenger

SACCABAPPA.
Central House—Alvin Allen, Proprieto
SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Savage, Proprietor!
RICHMOND
Bichmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor

SKOWHEGAN.
*•—-*-*-*■—* *U«- Pro
Elm VIouHf*a Hi. H. Ylil on, Proprieto

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

THE

Ea.tp.rt, Calain and 81. J.hn, Di|fc,,
Wind..r and Halifax.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT

Portland Dailv Press

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!
On and after MONDAY, Dec.
22d the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. S. H. Bike, will leave Uail■road Whan font ot State St.,
every
'Monday at 3.00 p. m., for Eaatnort

and St John.
Returning will

Thursday.

—i»—i

leave St. John and Eaatport every

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Boulton.
Connections made at St. .,olm frr Digby, Annan
olis, Windsor, Kentvllle, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac,
Amhets‘t
SS'-Freight received on day, of sailing untd 4

o’clock,

p.

The largest and fullest
daily paper published in
Maine, and in the future as in the
past, the Publish
rs propose to make it
beyond question the

m.

A.

deaodtf

B. STUBBS, Agent

iPOUTI^AINTD
—

AND

PHILADELPHIA.
Clyde’s Iron Line

Book, Card and Job

ME.

acccmmocations.

Bridgbam Jr., Proprietor.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

PORTLAND,

Fare including Berth and MeaL to Norfolk $12 50.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $14, rime Co hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
June2tf
53 Central Wharf. Boston.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn & Co.,

Propiictors.

value ot th

*

_

Danforth House, D. Dnnforth. Proprieto

CHROMOS.

We ofler no picture, to make the
Press up to It, price.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until further notice, run
a*- follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
MONDAY and
every
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. K.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4

For Freight

NOBBIDGEWOCK.

Lens Wharf, Boston.

Steamship Co.

NEW

Proprietor.

NO

H. R., and South
Freight for the
by eonuectir j lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. NATIPNON, Agent,

prietor.

NORWAY.
Real’s Hotel, O. H, Green, Prop.
Eta Honse, Main St. W. W. Whilmarsh

spared to make tbe Maine State
acceptable to It* patrons. Indeed, tha

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 r.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Pnila

HIRAM.
Ml. Cntier Honae,—Hiram Bastoa, Pro.

etor,

more

Publishers will not relax their effort* to make the
paper a n*cr«*tJ* to those who have been accustomed
to read I*. We pledge that during the year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPER than
ever, so that the family that thoroughly reads the
paper will have all the current events of the dap,

Steamship Line.

GRBAT PALLS, N. H.
Great Palls Hotel, O. A. Proal, Proprietor

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemashet Honse, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

DURING THE NEXT YEAR

Bound Linen, hr n»U- at rnlucad
Freight talu-a at Ion rate*.
J. II. tftkl.ft IB., tienml Ageat.nu:k3tt(

tor.

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

**Tt»l stab ISMS as, Is sMstasd if atpyUs ts
IWahsra.

EacAFTBit)

AT 7 O’CLOCK

POXkCKOFT.
Pozcroft Ezrhaagr- D. Saragr, Proprie.

Proprietors.

Is ay yana

FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,

PHIL. A IF I'll.PHI A

LEWISTON.
Honae, Walerboase A Mellru

■ilMlantn«yf<libVtuiv fna
aaWss a ■** at alaSsi, *SS

ft«t. 1RORTM.

M*i«.' • oauaodloa. CaMa aad Brat, loa aooououdatlua.. .til ruaali.raat«ty. hv.aig

Pro-

prietor,

OFFKR

■I PRRMR aft A M
■ MBA aT ft A JR ft na

KLLSWDBTH.
American Honae.—S. Jordan A Son. Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sons, Props.

&

tor the

IriiBKdiateljr alter the arrival of the Trata af tb.
pcevioa. day Iroai MuatraaL
Pamgc to Umdoadrrr. aad Lioorpnol. CaMa <acOPO la SM
rordtng to u.«-, miu«dait< im-.

prietor.

tors.

set specialty

s

HTCBB 4V. Jaa Slog.

DIXriBLB.

Androscoggin Honae, J. Jackson,

Lnnry House—Fletcher

wlily

^

NCA.Vai.YAt (Alt, Cap. tahb,
leave thi. port tor Liverpool oa

Will

Simpson.

CA.BBIX.
Bat View Honae, B. H. Dcmalb, Prop.

DeWitt

Because II presents all the Tele-

graphic news of the week case,
tally digested into readable para

Imllbu.

Tb.

reading

plete.

Pa.nengeni bunked In Londouderry und I Ivt-rimol.
K«tuni TUkvt.

_i

*ut

elor.

Proprietor.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

our

CLOTHING

For Mens’ and

OTHERS.

t'NDEB

ItRMT

STONIXGTON

LINE!

49 1-9 EXCHANGE STREET.

ALLAN^

more

PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than auy other paper in
Maine.
Because its Market, Marine. Congressional, Legislative and other
reports are fuller than any other
paper in Maiue.
Because Its Slate News is the
most carefully collected and com-

W. D. LITTLE & CO..
jaUKl3m

CAPE KLIXABETH.
Orran Honse-J. P.Cbamberlaia. Propri.

LITTLE ( ON, N. H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwau.
kee. I'iuciunnli, Nt, Lonin, Omaha,
Magiunw, Nt Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver. San Franci«eoa

—

Dining
Proprietor.

International

Because it gives

matter than any other.
Because it is thoroughly a NEWS

Portland,

n

BBI'HWICK. HE.
Rooms, W. R. Picld,

**■ a K

LIMERICK.
Limerick Honae, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

—

SR »0W, COFFIN & LIBBY, Agents,1

(

Ki tes: Cabin $100,
These rates in-

New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
Take this route to San
passenges accommodations
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. F^or Freight and Passage and full information apply at the Company’s Office, New’ York,
C. k.. BART*
or to the New England Agents.
LETT A Co.) IO Broad St.. Boston. Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents

BOLSTER HILLS.
Hancock Honao,—M. Hancock, Prop.

and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at ,ow rates'
C. A. COOMBS. Sun*t.
Jv29dtf

Arthur G Coffin, Pres.
Chaa. Platt, Vice Pre \
Matthias Maris, Sec.
C. H. Peeves, Ass’t Sec

—

route

"vfiSTKun■f

transmission.
121,723.41
Total Cash.
611,966.45
Notes Receivable and unsettled Marine
Premiums. 564,112.55
Loans on Collateral Security. 30,200.60
Book balanc, 8 due Company, all good.
43,8 )1.64
Accrued Interest. 13,581.00
Beal EstaterOffice ot the Company, Philadelphia. 35,000.00

200,000.00
119,002.10

....

At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeonrg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Bostou & Maine k. K.
Station, wheie all trains of P. & u. R. If. arriTe and

On

23,319.46

CaBh in Bank and in Bankers’
hands and Office (Currency)..
Net cash Premiums in course of

49 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET.
Jal63wisl

$1,000,000.00

Freedom.

and

$256,514,07

W. D. LITTLE Ac CO., Agents,

Anthorized Capital
Capital Paid Up

Canal

Premium thereon @ 10 per cent

ANNEAL STATEMENT OF THE

Jn

t'lI-LINOHAM.

N. T.

N.C OBPORATED

Honae, P. S. Chandler A Co.
Proprirlora.
Chapman Kansr,—Andrews A Record.
Proprietors.

|CHA1«(SE OF TIME.

MAINE:

IN

For

bethbl.
Chandler

R. B.

BEST WEEKLY PAPER

SLEEPING ACCOMODATIONS,
AND MEALS THEREBY AVOIDING
Any extra charges.

Treraont Hoaae. Tremoat St. Bingham
BVrisley A Co. Proprietors.

Freight

PHILADELPHIA.
I

elor.

M.
Family package Tickets between Portland and
Boston for sale at 23 per cent, discount.

AHEAD
jt(

Proprietor.

L.Kic

—

clude

■

BOSTON.
Honae, Haao<er St.

THE

Steerage $50.

C.Hii.R aad t ailed Ntalr. Jiaila.

Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
■Severe House. Bowdoin Square,BalBarb,
Bingham, BVrisley A Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P. .U. Stetson, Propri

depart

Upper

Passugc

I*

%

Steamship Company

Franklin House, Harlow St., B. Quiuby,
with M l> JlcUaughlin Ac Son., Prop.
BATH.

—

TO CALIKOKNIA.
Great Reduction in Freight and Pannage
Rale always Lower than bv any
other Route, loi f« rt. Safety
nnd Economy combined.

Proprietors

DiiJng

a>« follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for
Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 73)0 A. M.
North Conway for Port laud at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 traiu from Portland ami 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trams with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.1a from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and

Pacific Mail

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

American

C>n and after Monday, Oet. 20,1873,
E?fi*!1>J!,J???teind until further notice trains will

--

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Harrimaa& Co.

All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter lor refreshments at First Class
Rooms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Hay market Square.
Passenger Station in Portia d, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdenaburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and
from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 P.

T

The Screw Steamship ALHAMBRA, Capt. Angrove, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 4 r.
M., for HALIFAX, direct, makmg connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictott, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
Cape Breton.
&JT RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M..
For freight and other information apply to J. B.
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

Proprietor.

o

The Maine State Press

OWE TRIP PER WEEk.

tors.

by eitlier'route.

America.

zos irAiimrr »'■ kkb

ORIENT INS. COMPANY!
$350,000.00

er,

and Norwich Lines.

OGDENSBURG

directi
With connection)* to Prince Edward faland and Cape Breton.

Couy House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprie

Sagadahoc House, John S. Hilliken, Pro
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. M. Planner, Proprietor

North

of

other Securities. 162,700.00
Cash in Banks and Bankers’

febl7

LIABILITIES

Notice of Foreclosure.

tbarge until

Company

eoilb3w

ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

iHnngcr,

$319,002.10

SORE and WEAK EYES.

mi •tfcvr valnaklr* received.

Brodway,

49 I-8 EXCHABCE ST.,

CHARTER

CORRESPONDENT.
dlmeodltm&wGw^

annum

184

W. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents,

[STATEMENT OW ASSETS JAK. 1, 1874. 2
$676,190 First Mortgages an City Property. $676,190.00
800.060 United States Government Loans 340,450.00
254.000 Pennsylvania and ol her State
260,540.00
164.000 Philadelphia and other City
365,210,00
North Pennsylvania and other
Railroad Companies Bonds and
Stocks. 184,050.00

Will Cure

■PICUL DKPOMITM of fliacke,

gj*nted. Ad-lresg,
UWUSJ£> AtU-niey.

—

50 Shares First

Deposit Vaults,

A*-“----

Securiti

HENRY KELLOGO, Pies..
D. W. C. SHILTON
A. W. JILLSOX, Vice-Pres.
Sec’y.

rro,

Policy Rnidere in this Company obtain, perfect security, costing far less than to insure in any tber
company in this country.

Surplus

And because, in nine cases out or ten, an .leauScues
have lheir rigiu In a diseased state of the nasal or
gans. Many i»oople keep a supply of the Snnff on
hand simply lor troubles of this nature.

PORTLAND

1 L H-

Corjorution

Outstanding Losses and other Claims.(105,981.20

First Srmi-Asssal Statement Jan. 1,1874

Will Cure
A BAD

546,380.00
26s.050.00
1,046.16

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Caused only by the passages being filled with} matter, which the Snuff penetrates as if by magic. »nd
in a short time you feel like a new
being.

GERMAN

Railroad anil other

CENT

Atlas Insurance Company,

Will Cure

14# FULTON HTm NEB' VUKU

■oB

PER

50

Total Cash Assets.$659,277.50

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

118.500.00
273 876.48

Insurance

Cash Caphal
Total Assets.

SNUFF

12,500.00

United Slatea Stocks and Bonds....
Stale, Connty, and Municipal Securities,

jai?

Loan s
and

The Leonard Heolt
Publishing Co.,

MVB* TO RENT ia.ide Ike

on

Terminating in 1872,

Surplus

lagt

CLUBS.
A discount of twenty per oent. will be allowed to
clnbs ot four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will be sent to one addresi for 112.80, four copies of tbe four Reviews and
Blackwood for 848, and so on.
To clubB of tenor more, in a Id it Ion to tbe above
discount, a copy gratis will be allowed to tbe getterup of the club.

Holders

JANUARY I, 1874.

So common to people,rwho at times find it so very
troublesome that they are unfit for all business pnr| poses; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.

35,000.00

1*1,652,363.77

HARTFORD, CONN..

Heaviness in the Head,9

Is
the

Policy

to

Premiums

Will Cure

of Great Britain

TEBH8:
About on. third the price of tbe original*.
For any one Review.$4 CO per annum
For any two Reviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.10 00
«
For all four Reviews.12 00
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4 00
«
For Blackwood and one Review. 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.. .10 00
F »r Blackwood and three Reviews. .13 00

Dividend

John W.

SNUFF

132,959,93

Bank Stocks,.

1661F0RE STREET, PORTLAND,

Who is free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this common but severe complaint.

262.050.90

W AtilLl TIES*

A. BAD COLD.

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,

on

815,571,206 !

SNUFF

Will Cure!

RBITI1B QCARTERliV

THE ASSETS ABE AS FOLLWS :
hand anil In Bank, in hands ot
Agents, anil in coarse ol traumission,
Real Estate.
1*1» receivable for loans, secured by Collateral Security,.
Bills receivable lor loans, secured by Rea!

Cseh

Interest scented.

SNUFF,

EDINBURGH REVIEW, (Whig.)

-AND—

ASSETS:

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bnk

P. M. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
M., conneceing with trains lor New Fork via Springfield at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. M.
Pass**ugers ticketed and Baggage checked through

IMI

Deeratbrr, 1ST1

Ob the 31«t.1

Estate.

Baxter's GERMAN SNUFF,

save

Com’y,

OF HARTFORD COWL,

Only

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

A Vegetable Compound, which
always has cured,
and ne\er in a single instance has failed to
(tally satisfy those who havs used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a cor pound that will Ssekzk your Head off
but in a mild and gentle wav penetrates the secretions of the Head, and removes the
disgusting mucons which have
dogged your nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one Utile box, costing but 35 cents,
r»d you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preucutative you must
always have a Box of

law3wTh

*T.

OF THE CONDITION OF THE

S orpins.*1,052,363.77

Yeara’aro Processor* Farder, a renowned German
Che mist, devoted hi* entire attention to the st udy of
this singular complaint; after yens* of research he
was at length rewarded, and
presented to the world

Raetier’s GERMAN

J. D. BROWNE, Sec’y.

EXflUItGE

67

STATEMENT

—tm-

Physicians

Which will by its nse PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

LO.VDOI QI ARTERlit REVISIT,
(Conservative.)
VEHTIIINITER REVIEW, (liberal)

$2,418,707JO

outstanding claims,.$187,459.47

GEO. L. CHASE, Pres.

by the Year.

Row. 4.187*.

Stouingtou

81 000,000

Phcenix Insurance

leas,

ALFRED.

founfrir^nir, Fdnrnii.} ^Vamn.Prcpvie-

The *3.10

PORTLAND A

JERE1M4H HOW. Agent,

TO CERE CATARRH,

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels tn the State, at which.
Daily Pkess may always be found.

the

Fall River,

eodlw

liabilities:

INSURE;as AGAINS'l

Understand Catarrh.

otTii",!,
notice to prove tt™""

Portiaud.

Street.

Bonds owned by Company.1.046,683.61

Ja22

But

this

Exchauge

Halifax Nova Scotia,

HOTELS.__

Line at 11.10 A. M.
The tO.10 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
also with 5.3) P. Aj. (steamboat) trains
for New York via

assets:

The

further perlod

4*4

who

PubL,

of

Income for 1873.$4,950,597.18

Cush on ha"d, in Bank ami cash items-$538,558.40
Rents and accrued interest,. 19 013.90
Real Estate unencumbered.448.175.60
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (1st lieu),_366,275.79
U. b. State Bank and R. R. Stocks and

Dollars

__

Springfield;

organs

Hundreds ot

oc6tc

..

Total

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Proprietors.

The 16.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.45 A.
M.f connecting with train forlfew York via Shore

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stork, all paid in,

OF NEW YORK*
aara, I graduated at the
tTnlreriitrof Iennain I.
nod after :u)yesr*‘axperlcnre,
Dr.Fitler’i Yegef oble Illieumal (o
yrnp. I guarantee Itaa laullibl* core for Nerve, Kidme/ and Bheuanliodieea.<e«. §eron»to.thl*2Cth April. IfCU
F. A. OSBOURN, yotary
pkHa.
ClepfTtttfl Wtft Cwd fcT it, and will *r tirfr any on# wri*|n V ue. Rev.Thoe.M nrpbT,n.D^l>*irV:f rr^. Phil*. Rrv.CM f.
lowa.Ih
r.
Fwina.Media.Pa. Rpt..T.B.nncltPnun.O'lRrrtwP
U O.Smith, Pittaforl, N. V. P rvine.Pears FrUaChurrh,
Fhila-A'- A ff ictnd ah <mM writ e nr. FDl^PhiU^fnr aplanat-rtry Pamphlet A |URnntee^ntI«. * w* P*er«rnfrwan Incurable oaae. No cun. no charge^ reality.Sold by drugaie*

daily.

AIBIJBV
Kc?^e, C«Brt. fst. W. 8. & A, lonug,

#1,311 00
87,447.70
21.550.14

JANUARY 1, 1874.

COMPANY

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limingtnn .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Par
ponstieid and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’for Limerick, ParsoDsfield

AND ALL POINTS

Hartford Fire Ins. Com’y.

INSURANCE

Limingtou, daily.

Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Oars)
A. M„ 112.30, t3.30, *0.00 P. M.
Trains from Boston are due at Portlnud
at *12.30 ts.oo. 18.10, *9.55 P. M.
For Manchester nnd Conconl, N. H., via
U.& P. R- R- Junction, 10.15 A, M„ *3.10 P.
M.
For Ixowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowel
For Manchester and Concord via Lawrence
19.10 A.M.
For Rochester nnd Alton Ray 16.15, A. M„
*3.10 P. M.
For Milton and Union Village 6.15 A. M..
*3 10 P. M.
For Old Orchard Beneh, Saco and Riddeford tl .23 A. M.
Returning, leave Riddeford at tll.20 A. M.
Fo, Scnrboro, Old Orchard, Nnco, Riddeford nnd Kcnaekank 12.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kenucbuxtk t7.30 A. M.

SOUTH AMD WEST.

Total Assets.$5,845,802.03

f"2

Tablets.

Pa-.eager Trains leave Portfor Boston t6.15, t9.10 A. M.
'v
(Parlor Cars), *0 p. M.

7c"T“ -'31
*3.10

1,225,180.00
1,625,498.00

Accrued Interest...

No.

K

1873.

698,OR .69

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY, Agents,

MUTUAL

Arrangements.

$40;,000.00

Ri«ks written during the year.384,163,939.00
Risks outstanding.304.103,286.00
Risks written in Maine during the year. 9,321,454.00
Risks outstanding in Maine. 6.850.125.00
Premiums received in Maine in 1873_
132,789 51
Losses naid in Maine iu 1873
128,658.92

BLI
BOXFS.
PUT UP ONLY
ATRIRDAND MERE RR.RFDY.
Sold by DruRiri.tB.
ja27tiw
IN

court

1873. Winter

1,234,769.50
457,035.00

POWLES, Secretary.

ATLANTIC

oT cars.

pakl

ABSTRACT OF STATEMENT OF THE

Carbolic

*■•,pr’'

VIA
Old Orchard
Beach, Saco, Riddeford,
Kenneknnk,
Wells.
Mover,
Brent Falls, Kxrlrr. Haverhill and Lawrence.

ter.

BARNES & O’BRION. Agents,
40 Exchange Street, Portland, me.
eod3w
ja30

Use

frv.dA i.«M per

$8,000,000.00

Total Expenditures for 1873.$4,815,331.75

AJiD ALL THROAT DISEASES.

Safe

up,

at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with traius for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. A3.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 0.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

FOLLOWS:

Losses adjusted and not due..
$20,065.57
Losses uu adjusted.
191,311.08
Ke-iusurance Fund. 2,029.262.95
Return Premiums & Agency Commission
109,876^24
500 00
$#81,141.44 | Other Liabilities small, for printing, &c..

LIABILITIES:

For

Leading: Periodicals

COMPANY,

HARTFORD, CONN.,
day ot December, 1873, made to the State

OK

MERCHANTS’ INSURANCE COMPANY,
OF NEWARK, N. J

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

criplion

—

On the 3181

HENRY

Star Lamina Ware.

LEONARD

OF THE

—

Other

Yorkjat7f4w

BY

eod3w

5 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
d3weod
ja30

Losses unpaid.§15,989.74
liabilities, including unpaid Dividends, Interest, &c. 15,870.00—$31,859.74
SILAS MERCHANT, President.

women

GARDINER, Agents,

No. 7 EXCHANGE STREET,

President.

BUFUS W. REEKING,

Deobstruent known to the medical world is

$271,600.62

Nett Assets

Unpaid Losses,.*25,000.00
JAM ES ,J. GOODRICH,
SAM UEL GOULD.

The Hitfhcat Medical Authorities# o
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and

$2,955.00
L3SI.53

■

$4,336.53

25,(00.00

Beal
Caeli

In

REPRINTED

7S.937.IS

$275,937.15

Losses Unpaid
Other Claims

Passenger trains leave Portland
tor Rochester and intermediate stations

1-8-7-4.

TO

LINE

HAIL

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
FALL ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

$200,000.00

...
....

Gross Assets

26,600.00

cured, .147,600.00
Relate—Office Building. 60,000.00
on hand and in
Bank,. 55,108.47
Premiums in course ot collection,. 42,566.20
Bills receivable for Marine
Premiums.107,484.( 6
Interest accrued. 10,940.23

A little child in love and trust,
She took the world (as we, too, must)

Wells*

Capital
Surplus

STEAMERS.

RAILROAD

LIABILITIES.

Share’s

No more her heart Its shadows wore;
She grew a little child on«-e more.

profitable

$500,000.00
889,698.96

•

RAILROADS.

&^1AINE

BOSTON

BOSTON, MASS.,

of

quickly

Tork._

Surplu.,

■

RAILROADS.

JANUARY J., 1874,

OF

150 Shares Hamilton National Bank,
Boston.
National City Brnik. ol Boston,
200
o
Boston,
150 Shares Sbawmut Nat. Bank,
Nat. Bank, of Boston,..
Second
250 Shares
Leather
National
Bank.
200 Shares Shoe «&
of Boston..
City of Fall lliver Bonds,.
Loan, ou Stocks & Mortgages, amply se

thought,

cleanses
ami acts
a bottle.

OF

ASSETS:

“And halt my woes thus
cured.
The other hall may be endured/*

A

STATEMENT OF THE

Capital Stock,

lX’.ure,

and smiling
She cleared her brow,
»Tis even as the good soul taught!

AGENTS

INSURANCE.

giaudam say.

Years alter, when no more a child, ilfi
Her path in life seemed dark and
came
Back to her heart the memory aame.
ot the
Of the qualm u. terance
la as we take it,
“The world dear child,
la "bat we make it.”
Aud me.

“

INSURANCE.

medical.

POETRY.

Best

Newspaper

in Maine.

of Steamers !

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to anu
rom Portland and all other
points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Turongh rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central and tne Phd. &
Reading R. RN„ and to all
the principal ciiies in the South and Southwest.
No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Full imfortnation given
WALDO
A.
by
PEARCE.
Agent, 2a Dev. nshlre St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Oen’l Manager*.
Janll ly
12 So. Delaware A venue Philadelphia.
and

--—.—-—

PRINTING
109 EXCHANGE

STREET,

Providence Tool Co.
LIWIKOLIVEB

Dally Press Printing House

A

BEADING BOLT AND NET W ORKN.
W.GIFPOBD

AC..,

Its

departments toiler and more val

The

j

growing Importance of Portland as a distributing centre lor .Maine, and It.
increasing whob sale
trade make a fall dally paper
Impel atlvelj necessary
A carefully piepared
daily account of the Portia
Wholesale Market will be g,ven.
An extende.1 report of
Sunday service, hi the city
T
WUI be presented each
Monday morning.
Exhaustive report, of political o,.

rc.lg.ou,
a

convention, .ml
me,,,,*
prominent feature ol the

paper

PHILLIPS.

Wm. H. Haskell A Vo. Rhode Island Nat Co

A

By making all
liable.

*

and

,no

an

er

toThe Su ar"
8

e

'"**r E,'1,0rUI eorP* than
any paper in
UD,:,c,!l,e'1 facilities tor co
lectin* news.

>'**»«« to details, the Pi.Mlsbirs
«rery exertion to render the Iiailv Pares
and more complete
paper than It has hliterto
been, and in every respect
**e

Manufacturer, of

Every

description

ot

Work

Heavy Hardware and Railroad

"•

Marine
promptly aud carefully executed
THE

Supplies.

A FIRST CLASS

Hardware & Ship Chand)
lerjr.
“PROVIDENCE”

CLOTHES

WRINGER
and at tbe Lowest Prices.

S. II* WORK. Agent,
44 Broad Street,

Ju21deowlvr

WM.

M.

MARKS,

manager.

B«t»a

Haw,

IS HEREBY GIVEN, tliat the Snbecrtb
er baa been duly appointed and taken upon
herself tbo trust of Admfidstratrix of the estate of
EMERSON H. HUSTON, late of New York City,
deceased, who 'lied leaving estate to be administered
in Cumberland county, and given bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same:
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
udou to make payment to
JOANN HCSTON, Adm’x, of Falmonth
Falmouth, Jan. 20, 1871.
Ja2«dlaw3wii

NOTICE

NEWSPAPER

The

Publisher* congratulate themselves
that their
make the Press
acceptable to its patrons
are appreciated
lrom the conclusive fact tint, without special
efforts, its list of subscril ers has increased
constantly and largely during the past year.
As an
advertising medium the Daily Press stands
first
among Maine Journals, having the largest rn
best circulation east of Boston.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it
paid in advance,
ty Orders srom News Dealers promptly filled
efforts to

Address

Portland Publishing

Co

